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ABSTRACT 
- \ 

PART I. Cold shock (0-3) had a marked effect on photosynthesis 

(Q~ evolution and C02 fixation) o£ Anacystis nidulans. The 
ji 

labelling pattern (after short-term CO* fixation) of cold- / 

. I 

shocked cells was similar to normal cells. The effect of cold 

shock on photosynthesis was not "all or none" when individual * 

cells were considered. Cold shock caused a marked decline in 

viability and also a change in selective permeability resulting 

in the loss of 25% of the total dialysable material. Cold 

shock of cell-free extracts caused a decline in photophos

phorylation. No decline in photosynthetic electron flow was 

observed. The effect of cold shock on whole cells is explained 

by either or both the leakage of cell material and the decline 

in photophosphorylation-. 
' 14 

PAJtT IIT Studies of short-term GG2 fixation by'Anacystis 
nidulans showed that more than 901 of the C fixed passed 

14 through the Calvin cycle. A second, minor pathway of CO-

fixation, involved PEP carboxylase. Evidence for this pathway 

was obtained from short-term CO- fixation studies, from the 

position of label in aspartate, and from enzyme studies in 

extracts. No evidence could be obtained for a transcarboxy

lation between the product of PEP carboxylation and RDP. Fixed 

14 
C could also appear rapidly as glutamate-1- C. The reductive 

v.-

carboxylation of succinic acid could not be observed in 

extracts; it appeared that glutamate was synthesized from 0AA-4-

**C via the Krebs cycle. ^ 
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INTRODUCTION 

-The introduction i s divided into five parts, entit led: 
5 • * 

Part A, blue-green algae and Anacystis nidulans; Part B, cold 

sensitivity; Part C, electron flow and photophosphorylation; ,<, 

Part D, photosynthejic CO2 fixation; Part E, the scope of the 

thesis. In each caise well known and generally accepted views 

are presented only in outline ah% discussion is mainly confined 

to' areas that have direct bearing on this -thesis and to more 

recent developments in each field of study. 

S 

X 

PART A 

g-green algae and Anacyst;is ni*dui.ans 

The blue-greed algae or Cyanophyta thrive in a wide variety <• 

of environments^Hncluding frigid lakes and hot springs. They 

can be marine7, freshwater or terrestrial; free living or found 

growing in association with higher plants or fi&gi. They are of 

some importance ecologically, for example, as nitrogen fixers 

and in recent times they "have been a subject of interest in the 

area of Water pollution control. % 

(1) Characteristics. The salient characteristics-of these 

organisms have been documented by Smith (1955)# and Fritsch (1935) 

among others. The.blue-green algae: ,(i) are prokaryotic, (ii) 

lack chloroplasts, (iii) have no-chlorophyll b, but have an acces-

• sory pigment* c-Phyeocyanin, (ii» *ove ("if at all) only by gliding, 

(y^ do not possess any mode of sexual reproduction, (vi) are 

reported to have gas vacuoles, (vii) can be unicellular or 

4~ , v 1 ,T ".* 
.1 » 

ZJ- •'U2 . 
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filamentous, (viii) generally have a mucilaginous sheath, (ix) 

have a cell wall' of the bacterial type, which -as a result can be 

digested by lysozyme (Crespi et al^, 19$&f, _(x) are generally 

considered to be gram negative (Brew and Meyer,1964), but there 

is some disagreement (Echlin and Morris,^-1965), (xi) have , a -

high level of unconjugated^pterinsk (Hatfield: e*.-aJL, 1961). 

(2) Photosynthetic apparatus of blue-green algae. The photo-

synthetic apparatus of blue-green algae consists of sheet-like 

lamellae composed of double membranes (Lang•1968). The membranes 

are closed at both ends to form sac-like structures which could be 

caTled thylakoids. The lamellae (thylakoids) are either peri-

pheral or permeate the cell, but are not aggregated to form grana 

as in chloroplasts. The lamellae content of blue-green algae 

depends directly on the conditions of growth of the organism ' 

(Allen, 1968b) and it is these lamellae which contain chlorophyll. 

(3) ftnariysfis. nidulans - Taxonomy and Morphology. Anacystis 

nidulans is a unicellular,- rod shaped, blue-green alga of 0.5 u 

in diameter. It is generally accepted as a member of the family 

Chroococcaceae. However it is believed by some ~($ringsheim, 
- ' - • " " * \ 

1968; Drouet, Silva, 1962) to be able to form short filaments 
/ and hence Drouet (Silva 1962) has classified it as belonging to 

the Oscillatoriaceae and renamed the organism as Phormidium 

mucicola. Pringsheim (1968) has renamed it Lauterbournia 

nidulans7 However Allen and Stealer (1968) have defended its 

classification as « member of the Chro&coecacoaa« This view 

was also supported by Kunisawa and Cohen-Baxire (1970) who 

found that filaments of mutant Anacystis nidulans were multi-

F~& * 

I^Wt 

» §v -t"i^6^f^ *l<4&* 5* < , A , tf 



nucleate coenocytes. The organism was found by Van Baalen (1957) 

and Forrest et al. (1957) to be very cold sensitive. <> 

/ ' ; - • > - * 

(4) Occurrence of pteridines in blue-green algae. Blue-

green algae and light-grown photdsynthetic bacteria Jrtave a 

high level of pteridines (Maclean et al., 1966 b), about 1/101 

%f dry weight in Anacystis nidulans (Maclean et al., 1966 b). 

The function of this high level of pteridines is hoe known. 

The only well documented role of unconjugated pterins is their 

role as cofactors for hydroxylation.of phenylalanine^ * 

tyrosine and tryptophan. However, Nugent and Fuller (1967) 

showed that a known inhibitor .of pferidine utilization prevented 

the synthesis of both coloured carotenoids and chlorphyll in 

Rhodospir ilium rub rum and that the add&ion of 10"* M biopterin 

allowed the recovery of chlorophyll content and the "complete 

recovery of photosynthetic activity". Further, Wu and Myers 

(1967) have shown that biopterin can function in the photo-

reduction of NADF, and Fuller and Nugent (1969) showed that 

biopterin could be photoreduced by bacterial chromophores. 

Maclean et al. (1965)^showed that photophosphorylation in 

spinach chloroplasts was stimulated by pteridines. All this 

indicated that pteridines could be involved in photosynthesis. 

For recent speculations on their role in this connection see 

Fuller et al. (1971). 
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PART B 

\ 

Most of the work in the literature on the effect~~of cold 

Cold sensitivity 

on biological.material, relevant to this discussion, can be \ 

divided into two parts: (i) the effect of near freezing temper

atures on bacteria, (ii) the effect of'freezing on tissues. 

The former is closer to the main point of this study, but 

is almost- entirely concerned with viability. The second line 

of study has very little in common with this investigation, 

since freezing could produce physical damage of quite a 

different type. It/is considered here only because of the 

observed effect on photophosphorylation. 

(1) Effect of cold shock on viability. It has been known for 

some time that bacteria (principally gram negative), when grown 
V 

"exponentially are sensitive to cold shock. The degree of 

sensitivity varies from organism to organism but generally 1/2 -

4 hr. cold «hock at 0° can be sufficient to produce a significant 

decrease in viability. The effect was shown in E. coli (Sherman 

and Albus, 1923), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Farrell and. Rose, 1968) 

Pseudomonas pyocyanea and Salmonella typhimurium (Gorrill and 

McNeil, 1960), Aerobacter aorogenos (Strange and Dark, 1962), 

Serratia marcescens (Strange and Ness, 1963) and also in the 

gram positive bacterium Streptomyces hydrogenans (Ring, 1965). 

Several factors affec.| the viability of cold-shocked * 

bacteria such as: (1) nature of diluent, (ii) rate of cooling, 

a rapid rate of cooling being necessary to get an effect on 

viability. Protection from loss of viability can be brought • 

\ 

i " * 
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about in several ways, the effectiveness of these methods seem 

* to vary from organism to organism. 

Meynell (1958) showed that E. coli was protected from loss 

of viability by the .use of 0.3M sucrose as diluent, Pseudomonas 

pyocjgnea (Gorrilland McNeil, 1960) was protected by sucrose or 

Strength Ringers solution. Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Farrell 

*e, 1968) was* protected by 5mM MgCl2, while Aerobacter 

aerogenes was more susceptible to cold in saline than distilled 

water (Strange and Dark, 1962)* The viability of this organism 

after cold shock in saline, was increased by the addition of 

several compounds including: (i) sucrose, (ii) small quantities 

of divalent metal ions, (iii) amino acids, (iv) concentrated 

cold shock filtrates. 

Other factors that influenced viability were:(1) cell 

density, (ii) nature of growth medium (Strange and Ness, 1963). . 

Studies have also shown that cold shock caused the release 

of small molecules. These included U.V. absorbing compounds, 

amino acids and ATP (Strange and Dark, 1962). However Strange 

i 
and Ness (1963) provided data to show that it was difficult to 

make correlations between excretion of material and viability. 

Further, Farrell and Rose (1968), using psychrophilic and meso-

philic pseudomonads, showed that both excreted approximately 

the same quantity of U.V. absorbing material, although only the 

mesophile showed appreciable .loss in viability. No data to 

show the effect of protective substances on the excretion of 

cell material is available, However, data from the osmotic 

cold shock of yeasts (Patching* and Rose, 1971) showed that 

although Iff24, protected yeent* from loss of viability it in 
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fact increased the release of cell material. 

Some correlations have been made between viability after 

cold shock and fatty acid composition of the cell membranes. 

This was done by Farrill and Rose (1968), who showed that when 

pseudomonads were grown at low temperatures, the percentage of 

unsaturated fatty acids increased and the organism became more 

resistant to the cold. Farrell and Rose (1968) hypothesized 

that cooling caused freezing of the fatty acids/ of the membrane" 

which either led to the formation of channels in the membrane 

or alternatively,distorted the protein molecules of the,,membrane; 

either of which would alter permease activity and lead to a loss 

of low molecular weight compounds. With the increase of the level 

~of~-«nsaturated fatty acids, the melting points of the lipids in 

the membrane will decrease, hence the membrane will be less 

susceptible to freezing. ' 

The above refers to microorganisms not cooled to below the 

freezing point of water. However, another theory has been put 

forward by Levitt and Dear (1970) to explain the effect of freezing 

on cell viability. Briefly this theory proposes that freezing 

causes a "hole" to be formed in the semi-permeable membrane 

and this results in the efflux of cell material. The holes are 

said to originate from denatured or damaged proteins and are 

irreversible as they are fixed by iDTranelemilai *<*« bends 

from SH oxidation~6Tp-di3ulphide 

(2) Effect of cold shock on photosynthesis. The only case of 

cold shock e*jeMMte«*qft*t*}eie' is that shown by Anacystis 

nidulans. This was studied by Van Baalen (1957) add Forrast at 

%f4 
, vSv . f ,- tf.*x?, **b 



al. (1957), who showed that on subjecting the organism to 4° 

for less than an hour, its photosynthetic capacity declined « 

markedly. It was also shown that there was a loss of pteridines, 

glutamic acid and small quantities of other amino acids from the 

cell. It was believed that the loss in photosynthetic capacity 

might be related to the loss of pteridines from the cell. It 

was also pointed out by Van Baalen that cell-free extracts 

prepared from cold-shocked cells ̂ showed lower Hill reaction 

activity as measured by DCPIP reduction. 

It has also been shown by Heber (1970) that thylakoid 

membranes obtained from osmotic shock Of spinach chloroplasts 

(which were capable of high rates of ATP synthesis), on freezing 

to -25° lost their capacity to synthesize ATP. They also lost 

their proton pump activity. This loss was protected by sucrose. 

Heber (1970), has isolated from a frost-hardy plant (hardy 

spinach), three heat stable protein fractions, which in small 

quantities protected thylakoid membranes from loss in capacity 

to synthesize ATP. 

Summary. It appears that one of the fundamental effects of cold 

shock is to damage membranes, and in*bacteria this has been 

connected with fatty acid composition of membranes. There is 

no agreement on whether the loss in cell constituents is 

responsible for decline in viability. 

*t 
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PART C 

Electron flow and photophosphorylation -

, < • ' 
The primary event in photosynthesis can be described as 

a light activated transfer of electrons against a chemical," 

potential gradient, which results in the splitting of water',and 

the generation of reducing power and ATP. 

At present there are two schemes of electron flow in * 

photosynthesis: (i) two light reactions in series (the Hill 
* > — 

and Bendall scheme), (ii) the three light reaction formulation 

of Arnon. 

This section of the introduction is devoted to an outline 

of these two schemes, "as well as a summary,of more recent 

studies which may have some bearing dn either or both these 

formulations. The section also includes a brief outline of 

the sites of action of artificial electron acceptors and donors 

used in this study, and finally a discussion of the results 

obtained in the field using blue-green algae. Other important 

topics such as: C(i) quantum requirements and associated 

theories, (ii) the mechanism of ATP synthesis, (iii) the 

structure of chloroplasjt's, and (iv) the physical fractionation 

of chloroplasts are not discussed as they have no direct bearing 

on the work presented in this thesis. 

(1) Historical. The concept that photosynthesis in plants and 

algae requires the co-operation of two light reactions arose 

from the studies of enhancement by Emerson et al. (1957), i.e. 

that the low efficiency of light, between 680 na and 700 nm 
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could be increased by providing light of a shorter wavelength. 

Blinks (1959), found that a sudden substitution of one beam of 

light for another of a different wavelength caused a distur

bance in the tine course of oxygen evolution (chromatic transients). 

Myers and French (I960), showed that the "Emerson enhancement 

effect" can also be produced by rapidly alternating light sources 

and concluded that the photochemical products of one light 

reaction persisted for several seconds; sufficiently long to 

interact with the products of a second light reaction. 

(2) The two-light reactions in series formulation (Hill and 

Bendall Scheme). The representation that photosynthesis is 

driven by two light reactions was put forward by Hill and Bendall 

(I960) and is shown in Figure 1 (Bishop, 1971). 

The scheme has been reviewed by Vernon and Avron (1965), 

Gibbs (1967), Boardnan (1968), and Bishop (1971). The scheme 

involves: (i) the photolysis of water by a short wavelength 

photoreaction, which results in the increase of the negative 

potential of electrons to about 0 volts, (ii) tfre" electrons 

are then passed down a series of electron acceptors until they 

reach the donor for the long wavelength photoreaction, (iii) 

this latter photoreaction raises the negative potential of the, 

electrons to about-0.5 volts and this ultimately leads to thê  

reduction of ferridoxin and NADP. The whole process is called 

noncyclic electron flow and results in the formation of 1 NADPH 
~— ; 

per pair of electroni transferred. It also results in the 

formation of ATP; noncyclic phatophosphorylatioit. 

i 

I ' « * ' 
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The number of molecules of ATP synthesized per pair of 

electrons transferred is commonly believed to be 1, but P/2e 

ratios of more than unity have been reported by Winget et al. 

(1965), Isawa and Good (1968) and others. The specific site(s) 

of noncyclic photophosphorylation have not been conclusively 

shown. This is especially uncertain due to recent doubts of 

j.the participation of cytochromes between the photoreactions. 

In addition to noncyclic electron flow, cyclic electron 

flow can also take place. This happens at a high ratio of 

reduced to oxidized ferridoxin and results in the 'donation, ef 

electrons from photosystem I to some point in the electron 

transfer chain (E.T.C.). Cyclic photophosphorylation is of 

physiological significance (Arnon, 1967) since a ratio of ATP: 

NADPH of more than one is necessary for C02 fixation, and 

additional ATP is also needed for other physiological processes. 

The site(s) of cyclic photophosphorylation have not been 

conclusively shown either. From studies of Lee et al. (1969) 

and several others, the existence of a site specific for cyclic 

photophosphorylation was suggested. Studies with specific 

inhibitors have led to the same conclusion. 

The participation of plastoquinwnts in the electron transfer 

chain^was shown by Bishop (1959), Krogmann (1961)» Henniger and 

Crane (1963, a,b), Amesz (1964) and others; while the partici

pation of plastocyanin was shown by Katoh (1963), Katoh and 

Takanviya (1963), de Koochkovsky and Fork (1964) and many others. 

In both cases the evidence presented included redox, changes 

in red and far-red light (" 700 nm) and extraction and recon-

stitution studies. 
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J 
Studies of absorption changes at 420 nm, by Duysens (1962), 

indicated the participation of cytochromes between the photo-

systems. This was confirmed by more detailed studies of the 

redox, changes of cytochromes by several groups of workers. 

Levine and Gorman (1966) demonstrated this very clearly using 

mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardii. Cramer and Butler (1967) 

provided evidence consistent with Cyt. b-559 and Cyt. f being 

between the photoreactions. They also showed that Cyt. b* 

(Cyt. b-563) was reduced by, photosystem I. 

The involvement of ferridoxin*as a mediator in the transfer 

of electrons to NADP was shown by Whatley et al. (1963), while 

the existence of an acceptor receiving electrons from photosystem 

I before ferridoxin was shown by Yocum and San Pietro (1969), * 

and named the Ferridoxin reducing substance (FRS). This is 

believed to be similar to the cytochrome reduc*iirgN substance (CRS) 

shown by Fugita and Myers (1965, 1966). 
Recent studies have7indicated that a pigment, C550, is 

either equivalent to the quencher (Q) of photoreaction I or an 

excellent index for it (Erixson and Butler, 1971; Butler and 

Okayama, 1971). 

The Hill and Bendall scheme is also supported by evidence 

from several other sources. 

(3) The three photoreaction formulation of Arnon. A large part 

of Jthe above evidence is also consistent with the scheme of Arnon. 

The notable exception is the evidence relating to the antagonistic 

effects of red and far-red light on the redox, state of com

ponents of the electron transfer chain. 



Thav three lJLght reaction formulation of Knaff ana Arnon 

(1969) .can be summarized as follows (Figure 2): (i)^ photosystem 

I and II are not connected, (ii) photosystem II consists of 

two photoreactions connected by an/e4ectroa transfer chain. 

The chain consists of Q (pigment C55D), plastoquinone, Cyt. 
t 

b-559, and plastocyanin. The system is involved in noncyclic 

photophosphorylation, {iii) photosystem I contains Cyt. b6 

and Cyt. f and is only involved in cyclic photophosphorylation. 

Evidence presented by Arnon*s group to support the concept 

of two unconnected photosysterns falls in two categories: (i) 

evidence presented to support the original two separate light , 

reaction hypothesis of Arnon. This, included (a) the effect of 

an inhibitor of photophosphorylation, desaspidin, (b) the lack 

of enhancement of NADP reduction in broken chloroplasts; 

(ii) recent evidence from the redox, changes.of cytochromes. 

Arnon *(1965), Gromet-Elhanon and Arnon (1965) and Arnon 

(1967) presented evidence that a specific inhibitor, desaspidin, 

inhibited cyclic photophosphorylation and also photophosphory-

lation catalyzed by DCPIP/ascorbate but did not affect photo-y 

phosphorylation with water as electron donor. This line of 

evidence was criticized by Avron and Gromet-Elhanon (1966) who 

showed that ij^hB/ition by desaspidin was related to the redox, 

state of the environment (the more reducing the environment, 

the more effective the inhibitor). Although the criticism has" 

been rejected by Taujimoto et al. (1966), this line of evidence 

cannot be given much weight. x^ 

The second line of evidence was the lack of enhansee«ent 

of NADP reduction in broken chloroplasts (McSwain and Arnon, 1968). 

- • 
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Enhancement would be expected on' the Hill and Bendall scheme but 

i not on the Arnon.scheme. However, recently Sane and Park (1971) 

f • have reported that enhancement of NADP reduction could be ob

tained and' have presented evidence to 4>how that it was dependent 
, * t • 

on the presence of factors in the PPNR fraction used in these 

, ' studies. 

Knaff and Arnon (J969, n^b,c)provided evidence for the 

oxidation of Cyt. b*559, (red ligferwns more effective than far,-, 

red l ight) , when the reduction was blocked either by using" low 
e * 

temperature or by washing with tris buffer.. They also showed 

jt> 'that a new pigment, C550 was reduced by PS 11 at low temperatures. 

Knaff and' Arnon (1969' c) showed that DCMU Inhibits photo-

oxidation of Cyt. b-559 and that plastocyanin was necessary 

,for its photooxidatioh by red light. Sinilar studies showed that 

*stocyanin was not required for either the photoreductiou of 

-5S0 by red light, (Knaff and Arnon', 1971) or the photooxidation^„ 

of Cyt. f by far-red light (Knaff and Arnon, 1970). This 

indicated that Cyt. b-559 and C-550 did not forn a part of the 

same photoreaction. ^ 

Knaff and Arnon (1971) showed that chloroplasts lacking 

plastocyanin reduced Cyt. b-559 and that photoreduction took 

place preferentially in red' light. They also showed that DCMU 

stimulated C-550 reduction but inhibited C-550 oxidation and 

Cyt."b-559 reduction. Thus Knaff and Arnon concluded that Cyt. 

b-559 was further away from photoreaction lib than C-550 and 

that OCMU acts at a site, between thin. This conclusion, however, 

was apparently contradictory ; ^ the inhibitioSTof Cyt. b-559 

oxidation by DCMU (Knaff and Arnon* 1969). 
\ ( ) 
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Recent studies of Knaff and McSwain (1971) have shown 

that there was a red rise for Cyt. f oxidation and a red drop 

for Cyt, b-SSV-oxidation and C550 reduction. All ' this evidence 

lends support to the three light reaction scheme and was contrary 

to what in expected from the conventional Hill and Bendall 

formulation. 
X 

(4) Recent developments in electron transport (from laboratories 

other than- Arnon1 s). Confirmation, of^evidence of Arnon for 
m i i iiimnlni * 

the pigment C550 was reported by Erixson and Butler (1971). 

- They concluded that C550 was either the primary acceptor for 

photoreaction H or an excellent index for it. Bendall and 

Sofrova (1971) reached the same conclusion but they named this 

pigment P546. These two groups also confirmed the site of 

action of DCMU; between the primary and secondary acceptor of 

photoreaction IIn 

The more significant advance however was the confirmation 

of Arnon's data on the ph6tooxidation of Cyt. b-559 preferentially 

by red light. This confirmation wasr reported by Erixson and 

Butler (1971) and Bendall and Sofrova (1971). Both studies were 

carried out.at -196°. Hiller et al. (1971) working at room 

temperature, (in the presence of carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl- ' 

Jhydrotone-CCCP), obtaineTnearly the sane result but in i£i. 

case oxidation of Cyt. b-559 took place nearly as well 

red light. Hiller and co-workers also found that if 

chloroplasts of a mutant »»»»•«» i. ,0, th^r**^*********** fc-SS9 

reduction in red light. 

Interpretations' of the results varied. Arnon and" co-workers 

11 in far* 

aged 

*N 
to 
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concluded that the data lent support to the three light reaction 

concept, while the other groups sought to explain ̂ the data by 

modification of the Hill and Bendall scheme or"attributed the 

data to deviations from the normal process brought about by 

abnormal reaction conditions (lqw>temperature, disruption of 

membrane systems by washing with tris and the use of CCCP). 

Hiller et al. (1971) suggested that Cyt. b-559 was not a 

normal component of the electron transport chain and was probably 

on a bypass. They stated that under condition^* of the primary 

oxKUnt „.**, iahibifd fitter .1th CCCP or . V w . . , ^ with 

tris), Cyt. b-559, (which is generally in the reduced state)' 

directs electrons to either excited state and becomes oxidised. 

The scheme was represented as follows: 

OH" 

CCCP t 
Wash-tris 

P.S. I 

b 559**^^BCMU 

Cyt f-fP.C.S-JHP.S. I 

DCMU 

On the other hand, Bendall and Sofrova (1971) placed Cyt. 

b-559 between the photolysis ot* water and" photoreaction IX. 

Thin' was censiatent with the data of Butler and Okay ana (1971) 

and Britten and Butler (1971). 

However, Bri^aon and Butler (1971) theorized that under 

normal conditions fiyt. b-559 lay between photosystens II and I, 

but, at low temperatures or after washing with t r i s . electrons 

cannot be removed from water and under these conditions Cyt. b-559 

*% 
•.,»• s 

* \ ****&?* * $, 

^ , * ; . K V ^ * ^ ^ * W w ̂ &?& W ^ r r f j * ^ 
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functioned as an electron .donor. They also argued that"the 

conconitaat oxidation of Cyt. b-559 and reduction of C5,§0 

indicated that under the conditions both pigments functioned 

as a part of the same photoreaction, (which was in effect, the 

reverse of the conclusion reached by Arnon). 

Summary. Anion's conclusions based on evidence from desaspidin 

and from lack of enhancement for NADP reduction are no longer 

acceptable. However, recent studies on the redox, changes of 

cytochromes with red and far-red light have thrown the generally 

accepted views on electron flow into a state of confusion. The 

net result is that some Zf the advantages held by the Hill and 

Bendall {scheme over the*' three light reaction scheme appear to 

be nullified* Due to this it is not possible to reach a firm 

conclusion in deciding which of the two concepts ignore accurate. 

(5) Sites of action of artificial electron donoj-s and acceptors, 

(a) Ferricyanide accepts electrons after the site of ATP , 

synthesis and assays for photosystem II. 

{ft) Reduced Cyt. t donates electrons to photosystem I (Kok 

et al., 1963) and assays for photosystem I. 

(c) There is some disagreement in the literature about the 

site of action of DCPIP. According to Sun and Sauer (1971), 

who studied quantum efficiencies, DCPIP accepts electrons after 

photosystem II. However» Lien and Bannister (1971) reported 

that the site df DCPIP reduction was- dependent on the presence 

Of plastocyanin^ *» if plastocyanin was present, then a fast DCPIP 

reduction took place after photosysten I, but in the absence of 
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plastocyanin a slow DCPIP reduction took place after photo

system II. y 

(d) Methyl viologen accepts electrons after photosystem I, 

(Vernon and Avroh, 1965), and is involved in noncyclic electron 

flow. 

(e) PNS accepts electrons after photosystem I (Kok and Hoch, 

1961; Hauska et al-, 1970) and passes the^electrons down to a 

point in the electron transfer chain, i*e>. 'it is involved in 

cyclic electron flow. It catalyses cyclic photophosphorylation. 
• 

(6) Studies on photophosphorylation and electron.flow using 

blue-green algae. Studies, with blue-green algae indicated that 

eiictron transport and photophosphorylation were the same as in 

higher plants. However, reports have indicated that the photo

synthetic apparatus of blue-green algae was very susceptible to 

physical disruption; in fact most of the early studies were 

carried out in the presence of high molecular weight polymers, 

Carbowax (Van Baalen, 1957; Fredricks and Jageadorf, 1964) and 

Ficoll (Susor and Krogmann, 1964). 

One feature which stands out with respect to the photosynthetic 

apparatus of blue-green algae is the ease with which components 

of electron transport and photosynthetic phosphorylation a 

lost. Fredricks and^Jagendorf (1964) with Anacystis nidul 

and Susor and Krogmann <1964) with Anabaena variabilis showed 
9 

that when photosynthetic particles were extracted with water, a 

loss of Hill activity resulted. Hill activity was restored on 

addition of a factor from the extract. 

High rates and coupling ratios for noncyclic photophos-

* * * • » . 
•^»-_i» 
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phorylation (and also in the case of Anacystis nidulans, 

reasonable rates of NADP reduction) were not observed in early 

studies. However, with the development of the lysozyme technique 

of preparing cell-free extracts of blue-green algae, Biggins 

(1967) with Phormidium luridum, and Lee et al. (1969) with 

Anabaena Tjfayiabilis, were able to obtain rates of ATP synthesis 

and NADP reduction comparable to those obtained with chloroplasts. 

However, results with Anacystis nidulans were not as good, 

especially with respect to noncyclic photophosphorylation. Some 

of the results from photochemical experiments with blue-green 

algae are summaHzed on Table 1 and 2. It was interesting that 

addition of>4?e"rridoxin and ferridoxin:NADP-oxidoreductase was ,' 

not"~ne"ce1isary for maximal rates in Phormidium luridum (Biggins, j 

1907). I 

Biggins (1967), Lee et al. (1969) and others have observed I 

that the apparatus for cyclic photophosphorylation was much 

more resistant to physical disruption than was the apparatus | 
i 

for noncyclic photophosphorylation, and preparation of cell-free) 

extracts by grinding,'homogenization or sonication caused a , 
! 

loss in capacity for noncyclic photophosphorylation. This I 

implied a loss or dislocation of a coupling factor in the 

phbsphorylafting apparatus which was uniquely required for non-

cyclic photophosphorylation. 

Biggins (1967), using Phormidium luridum found that if the 

photosynthetic lamellae were washed with dilute buffer, a 

specific protein factor was lost. There was also a loss in 

cyclic photophosphorylation. A sinilar situation was reported by 

C. 
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Table 1. Studies on electron flow using blue-green algae. 

Organism/method 
of prepn. of cell-
free extract 

Subtrate/ 
cofactor 

Rates (uEq./ng. 
chl./hr.) Reference 

variabilis 

honogenization 

lysozyme 

Anabaena 
cylindrica 

honogenization 

Phormidium 
luridum 

K3Fe(CN)6 

NADP 

DCPIP 

KsFe(CN)6 

NADP 

Cyt.c (led) 

• 

465 
464 
172 

257 
275* 

49 

-

lysozyme 

-

Anacystis 
nidulans 

grinding 

honogenization 

sonication 

homogenixation 

iyophiligation 
8 lysozyme 

4 

NADP 

KjFe(CN)6 

* ~~ 

K3Fe(CN)6 

DCPIP,Cyt.c 

NADP 

DCPIP 

Cyt.c (Red) 

«» , 

NADP 

K3Fe(CN)6 

NADP 
NADP 

298 
386 

150 
+ 

-

170* 

17 

25* 

45 

150* 

190* 
160* 

Susor 8 
Krogmann 
(19641 

Lee et al. 
(1969) 

Pugita 8 
Myers (1965) 

Biggins/ 
(1967) 

Fredricks < 
Jagendorf 
(1964) 

Van Baalen (19571 P% 
Fugita 8 
Myers (1966) 
Brown (1969) 

Black et al. 
(1965) 

Gerhardt 8 
Santo (1966) 
Bothe (1969) 
Botha 8 Berzborn 
(1970) 

* Approximate values calculated from"~d»*iG^iz_ 

* 
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Table 2. Studies on photophosphorylation using blue-green algae 

Organism/method 
of prepn. of c e l l -
f ree e x t r a c t 

Subs t r a t e / 
cofactor , 

Rates (uM ATP 
m g . c h l . / h r . ) Reference 

Anabaena 
v a r i a b i l i s 
I * . . ^ « | W I | > I I I . » I > . . . I H I m. 

grinding* 
homogenization 

sonication 

isozyme 

PMS 
PMS , -
FMN 

' DCPIP/ 
, ascorbate 
' NADP, K3Fe(CN)6 

NADP, K3Fe(CN)fi 

K3Fe(CN)6 

NADP 
PMS 

200 
130-800 

240 

93 
0 

171 
107 
480 

Phormidium 
luridum 

grinding 

lyspzyme 

Anacystis 
nidulans^ 

honogeniSation 

lyophilisation 8 
lysozyme 

O 

PMS 250-350 
NADP, K3Fe(CN)6 0 

PMS * 238 
PMS/ascorbate 357 
K3Fe(CN)6 181 

NADP 
DCPIP/ 
ascorbate 

NADP,FMN 

PMS 

PMS 
Menadione 
KjFe(CI06 

NABf 
PdfBOH?) 

132 

187 

•(low) 

150 
- 70 

30* 
32 
80 

k$fi&)& 
» Approximate mines calculated from data. 

Petrack (1959) 

Duane e t a l . 
(196f) 

Lee e t a l . 
(1969) 

Biggins (1967) 

Black e t a l . 
(1963) 

Gerhardt 8 
Santo (1966) 

Bothe (1969) 

• V - •*( ' * f/- "« J £ s * ^ 
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Lee et al. (1969)- with Anabaena variabilis which underwent a 

similar loss after sonication of particles in dilute buffer. 

Another peculiarity of blue-green algae" was that noncyclic 

photophosphorylation and electron transport were so loosely 

coupled that, uncouplers of photophosphorylation, or the presence 

or absence of ADP and inorganic phosphate, had no effect on the 

rate of electron flow (Lee et al. 1969). 

Another point of interest was that Hoiton and Myers (1963, 

1967, a,b) found a low potential c type cytochrone in Anacystis 

nidulans. The physiological function of this cytochrone is not 

known. 

,f; 
5 

# 
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PART D 

Photosynthetic carbon dioxide fixation 

Studies with Anacystis nidulans have shown that sugars 

were synthesized by the Calvin Cycle-(Kindel and Gibbs, 1963, 

Kandler, 1961). However, these studies provided no insight 

into the primary C02 accepting reaction. The nature of this 

reaction was interesting especially in view of (i) the note by 

Richter (1961) that aspartate was one of the first labelled 

products of CO- fixation by Anacystis nidulans, and (ii) the 

current interest in the Hatch-Slack-Kortschak Pathway. 

This section of the introduction outlines the pathways 

of C02 fixation in higher plants and bacteria, with special 

»hasis on C02 incorporating reaction^ i.e RDP carboxylase 

aadntjhe Hatch-Slack-Kortschak pathway. v 

(a) An out 

tire phospho-pentose cycle. 

f the cycle. 

The main pathway of CO, fixation in most higher plants, 

algae and photosynthetic bacteria is a cyclic series of reactions 

^the "Calvin* Cycle", or the reductive phospho-pentose cycle. 

The cycle wfcs. deduced by Calvin and his co-workers during 1946-

1955 and has been discussed by Calvin and Basshan (1962) and 

Basshan (1964). In its simplest form theLCa|vln cycle consists 

of four ,t.,., (i) U . e.rt.iyUtio* of t k „ . w l » u l . > > RDP 

to give six molecules of 3-phospho-glyceric acid (PGA), (ii) 
it, 

PGA is then reduced tojrriose phosphate, (iii) A series of 

reactions then converts five of the six triose phosphate molecules 

to 3 pentose phosphate molecules., (iv) The pentose phosphates 

iV "' Uf> %d\* & v ̂ •#fTf*r»* .^V?* ?\*^ ",'* * # J 
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are phosphorylated to regenerate RDP.* The net result Is that 

for every turn of the cycle three molecules of C02 are fixed and 

this carbon is drained off either as PGA or hexose phosphate to 

form sugar or amino acid. 

(b) Evidence for the cycle from kinetic studies and isolation 

of enzymes. l 

The primary line of evidence was from kinetic studies of 

the labelling of compounds in the living cell following the 

introduction of C02. These studies were carried out under 

steady state conditions and proved to be an invaluable tool in 

the elucidation of the nature of the cycle. The main principle 

was that the order of appearance of labelled compounds reflected 

the order of their synthesis. Although the technique has many 

limitations it was generally successful. 

The second and supporting line of evidence came from the 

study of enzymic activity in cell"free extracts. This was done/" 

by Backer, Hnrwitz, Weissbach, Horecker and others, (e.g. Racker, 

1955. 1957; Hnrwitz et al—J.956; Horecker et al., 1956). Most 

photosynthetic organisms were found to have adequate activity 

of the relevant enzymes. V fc^ 

(c) Seen* apparent anomalies. 

Barly criticism of the Calvin cycle cane mainly from Stiller 

(1962) but one anomaly pointed out by Kandler and Gibbs (1956) 

warranted more attention. They pointed out that the C-4 of 

glucose was more highly labelled than C-3. This was later 

explained by Basshan (1904) as being due to a small highly 

radioactive pool of glyceraldeayde 3-phosphate reacting with a 

larger (and consequently lower specific active} pool of dihydroxy-
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acetone phosphate. A related anomaly was that the label in C-l, 

and C-2 of glucose was more than that in C-5 and C-6. This was 

explained by Basshan as being due to the reversibility of the 

transketolase reaction. The above is an illustration of some 

of the problems of this type of kinetic studyf Problems could 
1 

also arise as a result of the presence of: (1) unstable inter

mediates, (2) more than one pool of a particular intermediate, 

(3) multi-enzyme complexes. 

Basshan (1964) has listed several reasons for believing 

that some enzymes of the cycle exist as an organized system. As 

a result of this some intermediates could not' be isolated in 

measurable quantities, e.g. 3-pHbsphoglyceraldehyde and 4-phos-

phoerythrose. This also allowed considerable quantities of 

radioactive material to pass through the cycle witbWt saturating 

all the free intermediates. ^ 

The other type of early criticism was the lack of adequate 

activity in some of the Calvin cycle enzymes in certain organisms. 

Among these enzymes were fructose diphosphate phosphatase (FDPase), 

sedoheptulose diphosphate phosphatase (SDPase)(Peterkofsky and 

Racker, 1961). But it has been shown since, that at least in 

the case of FDPase, the enzyme was ferridoxin-activated 

(Buchanan, 1967). Reports have also been made by Rienter (1961) 

and Fewson et al. (1962) that FDP aldolase was absent from 

Anacystis nidulans, however this enzyme has been demonstrated 

by Van Baalen (1965) and later by Millard and Gibbs (1968). 

In any case, failure to deaonstrate enxyuic activity is not an 

overwhelming argument against the occurence of a reaction in 

Vivo. - | 
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However the most prominent argument against the Calvin 

cycle has been the low activity and high Kg of RDP carboxylase. 

This is discussed below, 

(d) Ribulose diphosphate carboxylase and CQa fixation. 

The enzyme was isolated and purified from many sources. 

Akazawa et al. (1969) and Anderson et al. (1968) compared the 

molecular weights of the enzymes from various sources. Its 

nolecular weight fron most plants, algae and soae photosynthetic 

bacteria*was in the range of 5-5.5 x 10s, but enzymes fron 

Rhodopseudomonas palutris and R. spheroides, and Hydrogenomonas 

facilis and RhodospiTillnn rub rum were much smaller*. 

Wishnick et al. (1970.) showed that the enzyme contained 

copper, but that the apo-enzyme was fully active. The same 

authors reported the presence of 8 sub-units in the spinach enzyme, 

each divisible into one large and*one small peptide chain. 

The enzyme was activated by Mg2+ (generally a requirement) 

and was inhibited by inorganic phosphate (Wishnick and Lane, 

1971). However, Anderson et al. (1968) reported that the 

Rhodospirilium enzyme did not require magnesium for its activity. 

The specificity of the diva libt ion required was generally 

dependent on the source of the ^nzyner It was suggested by 

Wishnick et al. (197Q)^hat the divalent ion played a role in 

the binding of the six carbon intermediate.,**£ 

Although there is little doubt that thrs enzyme is the 

carboxylating enzyme of the Calvin cycle, an outstanding feature 

is its rather high Km for HC03". Substrate concentrations for 

half maximal activity of the order of 11 nM - 20* mM have been ; 
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reported for the purified enzyme (Paulsen and Lane, 1966; 

Racker, 1957). 

r o p y i e t al . (1969) showed that the substrate for RDP 
a 

carboxylase was C02 and that the Km was 0.45 mM. However 

this value appears rather high,, considering that the concen

tration of C02 in a solution in equilibrium with air is of the 

order of 8 nM_ (Hatch and Slack, 1970). 

In vivo the problem of C02 concentration can be resolved 

by a C02 concentrating mechanism at the site of carboxylation. 

Alternatively, the kinetic properties•of the enzyme (or even 

the Mechanism of the reaction) may differ in vivo due to (i) 

allosteric activation of (ii) its environment in the chloro-

plast. However there is mo evidence for thia type of activation 

of RDP-carboxylase by metabolites. Although Mg2+ reduced the 

Km for HCO3- (Sugiyama et al. 1968), the change in Km appeared 

to be at the expense of Vmax. which decreased, there was also 

an accompanying downward "snift in pH optimum. * 

Studies with isolated chloroplasts showed .that the Km for 

HCO3" was very much lower) than that of the free enzyme (Hatch/ 

and Slack, 1970): There was also an observation that the C02/ 

fixing capacity of chloroplasts varied considerably when 

prepared in different ways eveXjuiough there was little differ- * 

ence in the contentof photosynthetic enzymes« In addition, %• 

the rate of C02 fixation in chloroplasts was five-fold\that of 

RDP carboxylase isolated fron them. This might represent a \ 

difference in the kinetic properties between the free enzj 

and the chloroplast-bound species. The difference however can 
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be equally wall explained by the operation of a C02 activating 

.nechahisn (Latxko and Gibbs,.1968), or an increase in supply of 

Recently, Champigny and Miginiac-Maslow (1971) and Miginiac-

Maslow and Champigny (1971) showed that antimycin A was antagon-

istic toward the inhibition of carbon dioxide fixation by 

inorganic**phosphate. They suggested on the basis of this and 

other.evidence that a high energy intermediate took part in the 

transport, of HC03" into the chloroplast at the expense of photo

phosphorylation. 

r Another way of increasing the supply of C02 has been 

suggested by the studio of Reed and Graham (1968), who 

connected the C02 fixing capacity of Chlorolla with its carbonic 

anhydrase content. They found that Chlorolla grown at high CO2 y 

levels^had low carbonic anhydrase levels and when the organisn 

was transferred to a low C02 atmosphere it could not fix CO2 

into,the Calvin cycle until the carbonic anhydrase level 

increased. It was possible that carbonic anhydrase played some 

role in the supply of C02 to RDP carboxylase. 

<r 

^ .Some of the anonalies for the low activity of RDP carboxylase 

can be explained by the reported light activation of this enzyme. 

• Two theories of light activation have been put forward. Wildner 

and Criddle (1969^howed the presence of a light activation 

factor. The kinetic effect of this factor was to increase 

maximal velocity of the enzyme. J#nsen and Banana. (1968) 

fuggestMl that Mg2* might be involved in the light activation 
t C s 

^ _* "^ " 
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* of «* ffcpn stream to thylakoid and a movement «wf Hg2* 
'* *, \ 
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"in the other direction, This was based on the data of Dilley 

and Vernon (196S) who-showed that there Was a light-dependent 

movement of H+ into the chloroplast and movenent of Mg*+ out 

of the chloroplast* However the possibility suggested by Basshan 

and Jensen night not be of significance because as was earlier 

poinded out, Mg2+ lowers Km by lowering Vnax. Recently Jensen 

(1971) showed that Mg2+ can take the place of light in C02 

fixation by broken chloroplasts and that its main effect was on 

Ribulose-5"«phosphate kinase which it activated 25-100 fold. 

He also^provided evidence to show that RDP carboxylase was i. 

activated 2-3 fold and that the presence of Mg2+ lowered the Km 

for HC03" to 0,4 nM - 0.6 mM. The author suggested that some 

factor or orientation in the local environment of the carboxylase 

in the chloroplast gave the enzyme more affinity for C02 and 

hypothesised that Mg2+
< could do the sane thing in broken 

chloroplasts. . 

The £dea that Mg2+ was involved in light activation in 

chloroplasts was consistent with the studies of Len and Nobel 

(1971) who found that chloroplasts, isolated fron plants kept 

in the dark (Hdark plants") were less active in C02-fixation 

than those in the light ("light plants"). - On addition of-5 mM 

Mg2* however, the photosynthetic phosphorylation-of "dark^ 

plants" increased 3 fold and the rate of C02 fixation 2-7 fold 

to bring it to the sane level,as tike "lightI plants*.' • The 

authors also suggested that in addition to efflux of Mg2+ fron 

thylakoid to stroma, the BJf&* concentration would ha increased 
f * * 

by efflux of water from the chloroplasts. 

Ii 1 

~*Jt 
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In the previous section seme methods of control of the 

Calvin cycle were discussed. These mainly dealt with RDP 

carboxylase. Basshan) (1971) has discussed other possible 

methods of control of C02 fixation. These included: (4.) The 

flux of ions, in and out of chloroplasts m well as within the 

chloroplast itself. Since this involves H* flux too, pH is 

affected, (ii)' Transport of intermediates across chloroplast 

membrane, (iii) Activation and inhibition of enzymes; (a) light 

activation of POP*** and SDP**e (by reduced ferridoxin),. 

(b) light activation of ribulose-5-phosphate kinase (Mg2+ and 

production of substrate-ATP), (c) light activation of glyceralde* 

hyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Ziegler et al., 1968), (d) acti

vation of the production of 6-phosphoginconate in the dark, 

(iv) Regulation by NH4* of the quantity of carbohydrate and *, 

protein synthesized. This last point was shown by Canazawa at. al £2970) 

** Chlorolla. NH^* inhibited; F6P-UDPG-transglycosylase and 

thereby -prevented sucrose synthesis. At the sane time NH^* 
• 

also stimulated pyruvate kinase. This had the net effect of 

increasing amino acid synthesis* 

»*,•*/•» 

1 i -> 

(2) The* C-4 dicarboxylic acid.pathway. The C-4 dicerbbxylic 

acid pathway or the Hatch-Sleck-Kortschak pathway has been 

reviewed recently by Walker and Crofts (1970) and Hatch and 

Slack (1970). The pathway wa* first suggested by the work of 

KortsctaJt (1965), who shewed, that after very brief exposure to 
14CP2» *•*** and sugar cane leeyw* gave riso to nalate and 

^a*»HBwni# np*"^%^^ *^av Bi»ae"By S| Npisi eP^p 1||RM|papBjPaB d|p|iBp^^ema'^^atBBr Bp^i^s^flpBUm>n*^»' a 
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On tan basis of the studies with; sugar cane, Hatch and 

Slack (1966)% proposed the following'mechanism for the pathway. 

(1) PSP is^M&oxylated to produce oxaloacetate. (2) The 

oxaloacetate formed is rapidly equilibrated? with pools of 

aspartate and malate which are in effect the first stable radio

active products of the pathway. (3) The C-4 COOH of a dicarboxylic 

acid (probably oxaloacetate) is transferred to an acceptor in 

the Calvin cycle (probably RDP or a compound derived from it) 

to form PGA and pyruvate. (4) The pyruvate regenerates PEP. 

In essence, what the pathway is doing, is providing C02 to the 

Calvin cycle in another form, perhaps more efficiently. 

The presence of the proposed pathway as judged by the 

appearance of label initially in malate andfaspartate has been 

found in many species of tropical plants and these include 

species if Granineae, Cyperaceae, Amaranthaceae, Portulaceae, 

Chenapodiaceae - Hatch et al. (1967), Johnson and Hatch (1968), 

Osmund (1967). All plants sharing this type of labelling have 

several common morphological features, (a) Two types of chloro

plasts (nesophyll and bundle sheath), (b) Bundle sheath chloro

plasts have no grana or have poorly developed grana. (c) The 

bundle sheath cells ate tightly packed, (Berry et al. 1970). 

(d) The bundle sheath chloroplasts accumulate starch, 

(a) evidence for pathway. v 

The main line of evidence was the rapid labelling of 

aspartate and malate in the C-4 and the transfer of this label 

during pulse-chase experiments into the C-l of PGA and subse

quently to sucrose and glucose (Hatch and Slack, 1966; Johnson 

and Hatch, i960). Bvidenco was also produced suggesting that 

«=, **•* 

^H'^^'&w'^y-iL y p^;f:?:\^/% \*. * 
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RDP was implicated as the acceptor of C02 from the §4 dicar

boxylic acids (Johnson and Batch, 1969). 

A study of enzymic activities revealed that these plants 

had PBP carboxylase activity sufficient to support photosynthesis 

(Johnson and Hatch, 1968; Slack and Hatch, 1967). Further, 

Hatch and Slack (1970) showed that the sugar cane enzyme had a low 

Kn for HC03~(0.4 mM) and it was likely that the enzyna^Jlke 

« that of peanut cotyledons (Karuyaaa and Lane, 1962), used HC03" 

as substrate. However, Waygood et al. (1969) showed that maize 

PEP carboxylase used CO2 es substrate and had a Kn HC03" of 

0.25 mM. 

The C-4 plants also contained 2-10 fold higher levels of 

aspartate aminotransferase and NADP-specific malate dehydrogenase 

than did C-3 plants (Slack and Hatch, 1967). Hatch and Slack 

(1969, 198)8) also showed that the C-4 plants also had a pyru

vate-Pi dikinase and a pyrophosphatase for the conversion of 
.N k/ 

pyruvate to PEP. However, the transcarboxylase required to 

complete the connection with the Calvin cycle was not demon

strated by th|S group of workers. The only evidence for a 

transcarboxylase enzyme came from Pan and Waygood (1971). 

(b) Localization of enzymes Involved in CO3 fixation in C-4 
a 

plants. 

The localization of photosynthetic enzymes in C-4 plants 

has been extensively studied*by Slack et al. (1969) and others. 

The study was made possible by methods developed to sepnrate 

Bundle sheath and nesophyll chloroplasts (Baldry, 1968; Slack 

at al., 1969). These studies showed that the enzymes for 

oxaloacetate, malate and aspartate synthesis aa wall as pyruvate-

Pi dikinase and pyrophosphatase were localised mnialy in the 
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mesophyll chloroplasts. According to Hatch and Slack (1970), 

RBP carboxylase was attached to the chloroplast membrane, and 

therefore stategically located to encounter HCO3". Thus, the 

mesophyll chloroplasts were clearly equipped to synthesize C-4 

dicarboxylic acids, > 

On the other hand Calvin cycle enzymes Were low in the 

mesophyll chloroplasts. The reverse was true in the bundle sheath 

chloroplasts, that is, the dicarboxylic acid synthesizing enzymes 

were low whereas enzymes involved in the Calvin cycle and the 

malic enzyme were present in large quantities. The location of 

RDP carboxylase in C-4 plants was confirmed JBy Bjorkman and Gahl 

(1969). 

(c) The C-4 d/earboxylic acid pathway - a mechanism for 

translocation of CO2. 

The lack of evidence for a transcarboxylation reaction as 

well as suggestive evidence fron the localization of enzymes 

made it likely that the formation -of C-4 dicarboxylic acids was * 

a mechanism to trap C02 in the mesophyll and transfer it in the 

form of C-4 dicarboxylic acids to the C02-deprived bundle sheath 

chloroplasts by way of plasmodesmata: The theory was proposed 

by Berry et al. (1970) who postulated that once the dicarboxylic 

acids passed into the vascular bundle chloroplasts they were 

decarboxylated and the CO2 utilized by the Calvin cycle. In 

oCher words, the dicarboxylic acid pathway was a mechanism to 

circumvent the morphological disadvantage of having the. enzymes 

of the main C02 fixing process localized in an area of poor gas 

exchange. 

The theory was supported by several lines of evidence. 
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Bjorknan et al. (1969) demonstrated that two species of Atrinex 
i 

fixed C02 in different ways. One showed the presence of a C-4 

dicarboxylic acid pathway while the other fixed C02 directly 

into the Calvin cycle (C-3 plant). The plants showed the expected 

norphological characteristics (the C-3 plant hnving only mesophyll 

chloroplasts which were freely aecessible to gas eejojbnmge). 

Hybrids of-these two plants showed intermediate enzyme activities, 

labelling patterns and morphology. 

Further evidence came fron the work of Downtown et al. (1970) 

and Downtown and Pyliotis (1971). They showed that the meso

phyll cells of C-4 plants, like all the chloroplast-contaiaing 

cells of C-3 plants, could reduce tetranitro blue tetrazoliua 

chloride (TNBT), while the vascular bundle sheath cells could 

not. This implied that the latter could not perform a Hill reaction. 

Downtown et al. also showed that the bundle sheath chloroplasts 

lost their grana as they lost the power to reduce TNBT during 

ontogeny. 

Anderson et al. (1971) showed that the vascular bundles of 

C-4 plants had poor grana development, low photosystem 11 

activity and low* photosystem 11 pigments. 

Arntzen et al. (1971) showed that only grana*-containing 

particles were capable of the Hill reaction and proton pump 

activity and that in the grana-containing particles, ATP for-

nation was inhibited by proton pump inhibitors. This was *lso * 

shewn with respect to bundle sheath and mesophyll chloroplasts. 

The bundle sheath chloroplasts however, *ere able to carry out 

PMS-stimulated photophosphorylation. Pot together, thia evidence 
•evan njuvua e ^ ~Th*̂ n»mn»nG opnaea^awaw'^ ŵ*am^m,mmmnnm* ^nwa^ey^e,wnrm^on<m.^m.np mvew ^ anummnnur "'a*uk»nr m^mata* •unseen ^avu^ 
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source of reducing power. 

It has been shown by Downtown (1970) that C-4 plants could 

be divided into "aspartate formers" and ?Wiate formers", 

depending on which dicarboxylic acid most of the label enters. 

Downtown also showed that aspartate formers had some grana in 

their vascular bundle chloroplasts and were capable of some 

photosystem II activity. He proposed that in the "malate formers 

the fixed CO, is transient*! til the bundle sheath as malate and 

that once there, the malate is acted upon by the malic enzyme 

(localised in the bundle sheath) which results in the formation 

of the needed reducing power and C02. While in the case of the 

"aspartate formers", the reducing power is formed in the bundle 

sheath chloroplasts, and the only function served by the transfer 

of aspartate is the transport of C02. The enzyme that decarboxy-

lates aspartate was not specified but Edwards et al. (1971)—-: 

showed that some C-4 plants with low malic enzyme (generally 

"aspartate formers", Downtown, 1970) had high PBP carboxykinase 

levels in their bundle sheath chloroplasts. 

Evidence for two different nodes of carbonyl transfer in 

C-4 plants was presented by Downtown (1970) who showed that 

"aspartate formers" showed a post-illumination burst of C02 

while malate formers did not. Recently, Downtown (1971) showed 

by pulse-chase experiments that both aspartate and malate were 

converted into Calvin cycle intermediates. 

Although overall evidence seems to indicate that the C-4 

dicarboxylic a d d pathway is primarily a node of transfer of 

COj (sod reducing power too in some cases), jfro* the data of 

Hatch and Slack (1966), the decarboxylation step must result in 
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the C02 formed being part of a pool that is preferentially and 

quantitatively converted to the Calvin cycle intermediates in a 

light-dependent reaction. In spite of all the evidence for 

translocation of C02 it is difficult to distinguish' this from a 

transcarboxylation, as initially.suggested by Hatch and Slack 

(1966, 1970). The critical evidence seews to be the presence . 

of specific decarboxylating enzymes and the lack of Hill 

activity in the bundle sheath chloroplasts. However Pan and 

Waygood (1971) concluded that a.transcarboxylating enzyme did 

exist. 

(3) CO? fixation by photosynthetic bacteria. There is ample 

evidence for the operation of the Calvin cycle in several auto-

trophically grown photosynthetic bacteria (Glbbs, 1967J. 

Fuller et al. (1961) and Fuller and Anderson (1957) showed 

that Chromatium Strain D fixed C02 by the carboxylation of PEP 

in addition to the Calvin cycle. Bachofsn et al. (1964), 

Buchanan and Evans £1965), Buchanan et al. (1967).and Bvans 

et al. (1966) showed that the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle 

may contribute to C02 fixation in Chlorobium thiosulfatefrnilHW and 

Rhodospirillum rub run. They proposed that' this type of C02 

fixation occurred in parallel with the Calvin cycle, and served 

as a source of amino acids and precursors of lipids and porphyrins. 

Evidence for the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle was hosed on 

the kinetics of labelling of aspartate and glutamate and the 

detection of ferridoxin dependent pyruvate synthetase and n-keto-
e < 

glutarate synthetase in cell-free extracts of these organisms. 

Citrate lyase activity was also detected. However, the relative 

V>s. i- stfrJ 
• ? 
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contribution of this node of C02 fixation appeared to depend on 

how the organism was grown. Anderson mnUr Fuller (1967a,b,c) 

showed that pathways, other than ih^Jfalvin cycle were dominant 

*** Miodô pirilltisii rubrua when the organism was frown in the 

presence of aceta^ or malate. However the Calvin cycle 

predominated when, the organism was grown autotrophically. 

(4) COft fixation in blue-green algae. Anacystis nidulans was 

used in the rather short study with blue-green algae. Kandler 

(1961) provided data to show that most of the carbon dioxide 

fixed by A. nidulans passed through the Calvin cycle. Kindel 

and Gibbs (1963) showed that the glucose-polysaccharide in the _„' 

organism was synthesized by the Calvin cycle. However Richter 

(1961) showed that the first labelled products formed when A. 
* 

nidulans was exposed to radioactive C02 were aspartate, glutamate 

and PGA. 

Although it wis apparent that the bulk of the C02 fixed 

and the sugars synthesized arose fron the Calvin cycle, the data 

of Richter suggested that the C-4 dicarboxylic acid pathway could 

be operative. This was of particular interest since all the 

data accumulated using this organism was as consistent with a 

C-4 dicarboxylic acid pathway as a conventional Calvin cycle* 

The early label in glutamate too was of interest, because of, 

the data on photosynthetic bacteria and also the presence of a 

/ , large pool of free glutamate in Anacystis nidulans observed in 
i 

1 thWtecourse of th i s study. __ 
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PART E 

^ The scope of the thesis 

This thesis is presented in two parts; Part I, The effect 

of cold shock on Aaacystis nidulans; Part II, The C02 incorporating 

reactions of Anacystis nidulans.' 

The effect of cold shock on Anacystis nidulans was studied 

mainly from the standpoint of photosynthesis. The main question 

asked was, why does photosynthesis decline after cold shock? 

This section of the work was divided into two parts: A, Whole 

cell studies; B, Studies with cell-free extracts. 

The whole cell studies included: (i) the overall effects 

of cold shock on photosynthesis, (ii) attempts to restore 

photosynthesis in cold shocked suspensions, (iii) a study of 

the effects of cold shock on viability and the leakage of cell 

constituents in order to determine if they paralleled the decline 

in photosynthetic capacity. 

Cell-free extract studies were confined to experiments 
«> 

designed to determine if the decline in photosynthetic capacity 

could be explained on the basis of the effect of cold shock on 

electron flow and photophosphorylation. 

» M . «»«., .*«< *.« .« « A . , t. * . - i . ^,»on 

could be provided. 

In the second part of the thesis, the CO, incorporating 

reactions of anacystis nidulans ware studied. This line' of study 

undertaken because it appeared possible that CD, incorporation 

** Aaacystis nidnlens was* different froo that shown by other 

atioa by 
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whole cells and cell-free extracts of the organism. It was 

hoped that this study would show if pathways of C02 incorporation 

other than the Calvin cycle, (such as the carboxylation ef PEP, 

a 'Hatch-Slack type' transcarboxylation or the reductive car

boxylation of succinic acid) are present in the organism. 

The study included: (i) the kinetics of C02 incorporation 

into whole cells, (ii) determination of the label in oxalo

acetate, (iii) determination of the position of label in glutamic 

acid and aspartic acid, (iv) attempts to show the above mentioned 

enzymic activities in cell-free extracts. r 

Results showed that there appeared to be a minor C02 

incorporating pathway in addition to the Calvin cycle. 

( -

JP 
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ORGANISMS, METHODS AND MATERIALS^ 

PART A 

Organises and general methods 

f1) Organisms. Anacystis nidulans and Anabaena variabilis 

were obtained from the laboratory of Professor J. Myers of the 

University of Texas. Stock cultures were maintained at room 

temperature under constant illumination on the agar medium of 

Allen (1968, a) and sub-cultured every month. 

(2) Growth of cultures. The medium of Hughes «t al. 

(1958), ms modified by Allen {1968, a), was used. The medium 

contained, (in g./liter), NaN03, 1.5; KjHPO^ 0.039; MgSO4.7H20;, 

0.075; Na2C03, 0.920; CaCl2, 0.027; Na2Si03.9H20, 0.058; BDTA, 

0.001; citric acid, 0.006; ferric citrate, 0.006; microelements, 

1 al. The microelements consisted of, (in g./liter), H.B0«, 

2.86; MnCl2.4H20, l\*i; |nS04.7H20, 0.222; Na2Mo04.2H20, 0.391; 

CuS04.5H20, 0.79; Co(B03)2.6H20, 0.0494; pH of medium 7.8. 

The cultures were grown by the method of Maclean et al. 

(1972) at 37° in a constant temperature room. The culture 

vessel was a 3 liter Fernba'ch flask closed tightly with a rubber 

Stopper. The culture (300 ml.)*was stirred rapidly with a 

magnetic bar to ensure maximum spv&y, thus facilitating illum

ination and gas exchange. Illumination was provided by two, 

20 watt "cool white" fluorescent lamps placed horizontally 

about 3 en. from the liquid [level. 

i ,*.'.,-f=l"-.lr •Tit. •»m'~'f^ i% /,.n» '*!$•• .•» A "net- V 4 „ ^t.pfj-
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For generation of C02, once a day, a candle.was homed in 

the flask until it extinguished itself. Burning time was 

about 1 min. and resulted in 3-5t C02 in the atmosphere. 

The cultures were, innoculated with cells from growing 

cultures such that the initial culture density was about 100 

Klett cell units per ml. (to be defined later).- During the 

first day of growth the lights were placed about 8 cm. from 

the culture and moved to 1 cm. away on the second day. The 

cultures grew linearly with an increase of about 100 Klett 

absorbtion units per day till it reached.about 1000 absorbtion 

Klett units. A typical growth curve is shown on Figure 3. 

Since the effects under study were affected by the age of the? 

cells and possibly also by the conditions of growth, a strict-

regimen for the growth of the organism was followed. Cells to 

be used were harvested after a fixed time, generally 3 days, 
* 

and unless otherwise stated, experiments were carried out -

using cells of this age. Although cultures at this stage of 

growth had a cell density of only 300-400 Klett absorption 

units, they were1 more photosynthetically active. 

Anabaena variabilis was grown in a similar way, however, 

the culture was not stirred but-swirled around a few times a 

'day. 

• Occasionally during routine tests for contamination, 

organisms giving rise to whit*, colonies on agar were detected. 
.- i 

These colonies were indistinguishable from Anacystis nidulans 

by microscopic examination. In soma instances, the white 

colonies eventually became blue-green after longer periods 
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TIME(DAYS) 

Figure 3. Typical growth curve of Anacystis nidulans. 

For details, see text. *-.-*" 

:o 
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(S days) of incubation, and intone case a whi-̂ e colony purified 

by a second streaking! on agar showed on- the third streaking 

exclusively blue-green oolonies. Cultures used had either 

no white colonies or a low white colony count (less than .It). 

(3) Measurement of cell nass< Ceil mass was measured 
i j 11 " ' i" T ~ - * 

routinely on a Klett colorimeter equipped with a No? 66 red 

filter. There was a linear relationship between cell mass 

and Klett reading to 250 absorption units (Maclean et al., 1972). 

One Klett unit of cells was the-cell mass- in 1 ml, of a sus-

pension of one Klett absorption. Five hundred fifty,Klett 

cell units was equivaleht to 1 mg. dry wt. (Maclean et al.* 1972), 

The packed cell volume of 100,000 Klett units was 0.5 ml. The 

latter Was determined by centrifuging a concentrated cell 

suspension in a narrow-stemmed centrifuge tube until there was 

no further contraction in'volume of the cell pellet, (about 

40 min. at 6000 £). Thirty-*thousand Klett units contained 

approximately 1 mg..chlorophyll. Chlorophyll was determined ' 

spectrescopically at 663 nm after extraction with 801 acetone 

(Myers aad.Kratz, 1955). .. 

r 
Si 
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PART B 

Cold shock experiments I - whole cells 

(1) Preparation of cold-shocked cells. Cells were harvested^ 

washed twice with, and suspended in, growth nediun at cell 

densities varying fron 10 cells per nl. to 5x10 cells per 

ml.,(5000 Klett units per ml.). Samplesjepf this suspension 

(less than 5 nl.) in test'tubes 1-1 1/2&L diameter were 

immersed in an ice-water bath (in the dark) till the temperature 

fell to 0° and then kept in a cold room at 3°. For other 

temperatures, centrifuge compartments were used as constant 

temperature baths (after the cells were brOMht down to the 

required temperature by immersing in ice) .^Control samples 

were kept in the dark at 37°. A similar procedure wis followed 

for cell-free extracts. ^-v/ 

(2) Measurement of viability. Two methods were used. 

(i) The method of Allen (1968, a) i.e. the direct 

determination of viable counts by growth of single colonies. 

Colony counts were nade after incubation for three days at 37°. 

A few drops of water were added daily to the cover plate to 

compensate for evaporation. Illumination was provided by two, 

20 watt "cool white" fluorescent lamps placed 10 cm. away from 

the plates. The method was fogpd to be satisfactory by |js 
'— t 

comparing viable counts with total counts (In a hemacytometer), 
/ 

Table 3. , 

Viability of cold-shocked cells was tested by cold treat-
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3. Determination of viable counts by the method of 

Allen. Observed standard deviations calculated from multiple 

sets of plates. 

Calculated 
(Hemocytometer) 

. I . « — — — , - . • • i 

* • 

Number of cells 

i 

Experimental 
viable cells 

• - * • 

\ 
1 « 59Bm 606 * 95 

2.' 474 400 ± 49 

r 
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100-400 colonies per, plate. 

(ii) The optical density method of Maclean et al. (1972). 
* • • 

Cold-shocked cells were grown at 10 cells per cup and their 

optical density compared (after two days) with control cups 
& 7 6 5 

containing 10 , 10 , 10° and 10 cells per cup. Percent, 

viability was calculated by plotting a standard curve of log. 

(cell cone.) against optical density and expressed as a per-

centage of that of the 10 sample, after two days growth. This 

standard curve is shown on Figure 4. The plot was, nade in this 

way in order to correct for the variation in rates of growth 

of cell suspensions over a series of experiments. The via

bility in cold-shocked suspensions was then estimated from 

the standard curve by us^ng the optical density of its cups 

and that of the(corresponding 10 control. 

(3) Measurement of Photosynthesis. Photosynthesis was 

measured by (i) oxygen evolution, (a) manometric method, 

(b) polarographic method; (ii) carbon dioxide fixation. 

Manometric method. The general procedure of Kratz and 

Myers (1955) was followed using a Gilsoa Differential 

Respirometer equipped for photosynthesis (two bants of, 

watt tungsten lamps located 7 cm. from the flasks), 

temperature was 37°. Cells were "suspended in S'fcl. 

WaHC03^I2C03 buffer (Warburg buffer 99). Equi libretti 

generally took 30-4S nin. was dome with the- cells in! the main 

chamber until the themobarometer of bicarbonate buffer showed 
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Figure 4. Standard curve for optical density method of 

estimating viability; optical density taken after two days 

growth at room temperature. Reference optical density was 

that of 10] cells/innoculum. For details, see text. 
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no gas exchange. Values shown are corrected for dark 

respiration, which was of the order of 51 photosynthesis. The 

rate of photosynthesis was a linear function of cell mass. 

This was established by measuring photosynthesis with mixtures 

of active and inactive cells. The latter was obtained by 

exposing cells to a temperature of 55° for 30 aia., which 

treatment destroyed photosynthetic activity but did not alter 

pigmentation. This is shown in Table 4. Generally about 3000 

Klett units of 3 day old cells per flask were used and the 

rate of oxygen evolution was about 600 ul/hr. This was less 

than the rates obtained by Kratz and Myers (19S5), but was 

considered satisfactory as the physiological rate of photo

synthesis of the cells growing under these culture conditions 

was approximately 150 ul/hr. (assuming 36 hr. doubling time). 

The activity of cells from cultures older than 3 days was 

found to be somewhat less. Estimations of the rate of photo

synthesis of duplicate samples was found to correspond to 

within 51. Photosynthesis was measured ̂ over a period of 

10 ain., and time course studies over this period showed that 

the rate of oxygen evolution was linear. 

In earlier experinents due to a miscalculation of the 

percent. C02 in equilibrium with the buffer, the reaction 

vessels were pre;gassed with 5% CO- before equilibration. This 

resulted in a lowering of pH. However, using this method, a 

linear standard curve wftiftlbtained up to about 7000 Klett units 

per flask (Figure S) with sinilar rates of photosynthesis to 

the other method. Some of these results are retained in the 

»*"•.W&vf. t&iJ**--'* • '• A"M 
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Table 4. Standard curve for nanonetric oxygen evolution. 

For details see text. 

Klett units per* flask 
(viable cells) 

Oxygen evolved (ul/hr.) 

1200 

2400 

3600 

4800 

6000. 

144 f 

336 

504 

708 

888 

••"A, u i , 

i*»'#~ J * « * * i- /-* 
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KLETT UNITS OF VIABLE CELLS/FLASK X 10 

Figure 5. Standard curve for Manometric estimation of 

photosynthesis (Method I I ) . For d e t a i l s , see text . 
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text and are marked as being «kuje by method II. Percent^ 

photosynthesis of cold-shocked cells calculated using each 

method was similar. 

Pobarographic method. The apparatus was an Interscience 

Corp. oxygen polarograph, thermostated at room temperature and 

equipped with a Yellow Springs Co. teflon-protected platinum 

electrode connected to a 10 mV recorder. The rate of diffusion 

of oxygen through the teflon membrane was proportional to 

concentration of dissolved oxygen and only a small fraction 

of the oxygen was used in the production of current. To pre

vent oxygen loss to the atmosphere during photosynthesis 

measurements, the reaction chamber had to be well-sealed with 

vaseline applied to the smooth surfaces. Also the set screw 

(which otherwise allowed considerable gas leakage) was per-

manently sealed to the transparent lucite chamber. After each 

photosynthesis measurement the "addition chamber" was removed 

thereby exposing the reaction mixture to the atmosphere and, 

while stirring continued, excess oxygen was allowed to diffuse 

from the suspension. The value recorded by the apparatus 

depended on the state of the teflon membrane, the rate of 

stirring and the position of the sensitivity control, all of 

which made it desirable to restrict detailed comparison to 

results obtained in one day. The instrument was calibrated 

with water containing known concentrations of oxygen. These 

different concentrations of oxygen in water, were obtained by 

equilibrating air with water at 3°* 25° and 37° and oxygen with 

water at 25°. A value for zero oxygen content was determined 

- t 
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with dithionite. Linearity of voltage with oxygen concentration 

was observed. As a result absolute rates of photosynthesis 

could be calculated. Illumination was provided by a 190 watt 

tungsten lamp placed about 7 cat. away from the reaction 

chamber. Cells were suspended in a mixture of 1.3 ml. ,of 

0.1 M NaHC03/K2C03 buffer (pH 9) and 1 ml. of growth medium. / 

Linearity between photosynthesis and number of viable cells 

was observed. This is shown in Figure 6. Again, as in manometry 

each point represents a mixture of live and dead cells. Routinely 

3000-3500 Klett units of cells were used. Rates of photosynthesis 

were in the range of 20*0 u 1/3000 Klett units/hr. 

* Carbon dioxide fixation. Cells were suspended in growth 

medium (5 ml.) in 50 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks and shaken in a 

wrist action shaker for 2-4 hr. at 37° under illumination 

similar to growth. The gas phase was 81 C02 (containing 6 uCi 

of CO,) in air. The cells were harvested and washed in 

distilled Water until there were negligible counts in superna

tant. The cells were then bleached for 2 hr. at 45° with 

10% H 20 2 to yield a colourless suspension which had no quenching 

characteristics when counted in a scintillation counter (Dnilux 

1, model 6850). As in other methods of photosynthesis dis

cussed, a nearly linear standard curve was obtained on plotting 
* 

Klett units of live cells against photosynthetic activity. This 
i 

is shown in Figure 7. For cold shock studies, 3690 Klett units 

of cells were used. "', 

(4} Cell autoradiography. Cells (approxinotely 10,999 Klett 

i: 

**-,'.•% r* & H * J, $t .•»* 4 W' *,J „-•"« 'v ^ZtfQi ^i-^'^i 
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Figure 6. Standard curve for Polarographic estimation of 

photosynthesis. For details, see text. 
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KLETT UNITS OF LIVE CELLS 

Figure 7. Standard curve for 1 4C0 2 fixation. For details, 

see text. 
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14 * 
units) were exposed to 50-80 uCi C02 for 5 hr. under cen

ts 
ditions sinilar to C02 fixation. The cells were washed 

twice in water and) resuspended in water to a final concentration 

of 10 cells per nl. A drop of this suspension was smeared 

on a microscope slide, air-dried and fixed in 951 ethanol. 

The slide was dipped in * fixture of Illford Liquid Nuclear r 

Emulsion and water (1:3) at, 40-44°, dried in air and sealed in 

a dark box for 1, 2 or 3 days. The slides were developed by 

dipping in a 25t solution of Kodak Ectaflow Reagent for 75 sec., 

washed twice in water, fixed for 2 min. using 151 Kodak Fixer 

and washed again twice with water (the second wash containing 

one drop of Kodak Photoflow per 10 ml.). 

The slides were then examined under the microscope for 

radioactivity, which appeared as spots (grains) over the cells. 

The number of inactive cells per 1000 cells was determined. 

Random fields of the slides were photographed and the number of 

spots for each cell counted. There was Casually no difficulty 

in observing cell outlines but occasionally in doubtful in

stances clarification was accomplished by taking two photographs, 

one in the plane of focus of the cells and another in that of 

the grains. 

(5, P„ Mr.tlo. of „.jtOT.ly utrtlW -11.. * r " c « — 

were grown in 51 C02 (containing 0.5 mCi
 14C02) in air. For 

J P the cultures were grown for on* day and on the second day, 

1 mCi H3
S3P0. (carrier-free) wes added. Cultures were grown 

under the usual conditions (page 41). Isotope incorporation 
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, into the washed cells was determined by the procedure described 

under 1 4C0 4 fixation. Total dialysable material waf" determined 

after killing the cells by heating for SO nin. at 6S°. Radio

activity in the supernatants of cold-shocked suspensions was 

determined after passing-the supernatant through a 0.5 u 
, *• - '"'-art 

filter <€o remove any remaining whole cells and cell debris. 

**J 

*,*' 

§ 
(6) Estimation of pteridines. Pteridines were estimated by 

the method of Mac-lean et al. (1965 a, 1966 b) and Patterson 

et air. (-1956). This involved adding acetic acid to pH 4, 

warming for a few minutes, followed by oxidation of the pteridine 

side chain to pterin-6-COOH. acid with alkaline .permanganate. 

The product was estimated (after the precipitation of KMhO^ . 

as Mn02)<in 1 N borate buffer,' pH 9, by fluorescence in an 

Aninco-Bowmann spectrbphotofluoroneter (excitation 369 nm, 

emission 450 nm). Frequent checks for quenching were negative. 

Generally, samples of 4000-2^,000 Klett units vicere used for 

pteridine estimation. Fluorescence Was linear with pteridine 

content in the range of pteridine concentrations estimated -

0.02-0.05 umeles/5 nl. (Maclean and Norton, 1970). In the 

present study it was confirmed that the error at these common-***'' 

trations was about 10*. Pteridines wore estimated in the cells or 

in the superaataats, as indicated in t&e results. 

(73 The wmttoYl vtoleaon - Mehler reaction. '-..The reaction was 

studied nanometrically in a Gilson Respiromoter by foliowlng 

gas uptake, at 30°. The reaction mixture (modified from Chna, 

1971) contained ICN, 1 'mM; Jiothyl viplogen* 2 nN; Phosphate-

«••?-»'*• •+ *' "»M,M 
•tV$7 ' ' 
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buffer, 121 mM; ceils (AsaSf«||*. n̂ JJjUlaay) 2000 Klett cell 

units in 5 nl, of growth median, final pH 7.2. Gas exchange 

was followed after 30 min, equilibration.* The reaction time 

was 1Q nin. with illumination followed'by a further 10 min. in 

r 

•ife^. 
w»#'V -, •**! ̂ <*» -~i>i* ,*.* 
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PART C 
n lR |U»i l n . 

Cold shock experiments II -cell-free extracts 

t 
(1) Preparation of^cell-free extracts. The method was based 

on procedures of tamce; and Ward (1969), Biggins (1967) -and 

Lee et al. (1969) for the preparation of ceil-free extracts 

by lysozyme digestion. Freshly harvested cells (109,000 Klett 

cell units) were washed twice in water and suspended in 5 nl. 

of 0.4 M sucrose - 9.93 JL phosphate buffer;,pM 6.8%containing 

19 mg. lysozyme and 3-4 mg. BDTA (Mahler and Fraser, 1956). 

This gave'a protoplast preparation, which was centrifuged and 

washed 4 times with sucrose-phosphate buffer or sucrose-Tris 

buffer (deponding on the experiment) to. eliminate inhibitors 

of photosynthesis in commercial Tysosyne (Lee et a l , , 1969)*, 

and also E8TA. Some lys is took place during the washing. 

The protoplasts were lysed by adding 4smail quantities of water 

(4 ml.) followed by vigorous mixing- for 1 min., sol id sucrose-

was added such tfcapjfebe final concentration was 0.4 M and the 

appropriate buffer then Added (the exact strength and pJ§ of * 

the buffer defended bo, the system to, bo assayed)'. The.extract 

was.then centrifuged at 6099 g, for 3 win. and the supernatant 
• • - ^ « „ 

decanted*" (the scum over the residue was usually retained}. 

The treatment resulted in theUihoration of aboot. 49^691 of 
• . , . , •> * ^ * ' * . , 

-the total chlorophyll and phytocyanin. ' The rwtio of optical 

densities of phycocynain^chiorophyil (#f« n»;67t no) In the 

extract was approximately coiS'tant (1.29-1.SO), the phycocyaain 

» * 
( 

- m * ffl**fV*ir 

,Miii£i&&\,?**> ww*> «^;S? 

11 
**> 41 

m 
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being slightly higher than that for whole cells. This 
u'*•* preparation will bo- referred to as the "protoplast lysate". 

A second extract- of the residue gave almost 901 ,lysis, but was 
a 

not used in experiments. Optical densities of extracts were 

> measured at 678 nm, '620 nm and 740 nm and the volume of ex

tract to he used in the experiments 'calculated by the method 

of Van Baalen (1957); more accurate chlorophyll content in 

reaction mixtures were determined by the formula of Myers and* 

Kratz (1955), (assuming that the extinction coefficient of 

chlorophyll in water at'678 nm is approximately equal to that 

in acetone at .663 nm). • 

The photosynthetic lamellae could be separated from the . 
• • * » 

extract by centYifugation $t 10,0,000 g. for 30-60 min. This 
gave a,pellet referred to as the "lamellae fraction". 

(2> Assays for electron flow and-photophosphorylation. 

Protoplasts were washed in sucrose-phosphate buffer for 

electron flow experiments and sucrose-OJtM tris for photophos-

phorylation experiments., The change in buffer for the latter 

had to.be made in order to calculate accurate specific 

activities of inorganic phosphate. 

Assays for electron flow were done either nanometrically > 

(ferricyanide reduction), or spectrophotometrically (ferricyanide 

and DCPIP reduction and Cyt. c oxidation). ^^-

Por manometric experiments, illumination conditions were . 

a* for measurement of, photosynthesis, while for specttophoto-

aetric determination of .electron flow and photophosphorylation, 

illumination was provided byr a 650 watt tungsten lamp placed 

http://to.be
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25-39 cm. distant. Heating was prevented by filtering the 

light through a Roux bottle filled with water. Some photo

phosphorylation experiments wore also carried out with 

illumination provided by three, 29 watt "cool white" fluorescent 

lamps placed 4 cm. away. -

Reaction vessels were either 3 ml. "^cuvettes (DCPIP 

reduction and Cyt. c oxidation'), or 5 ml. glass syringes 

(photophosphorylation). Both types of vessels were used for 
f T 

ferricyanide reduction. All spectrophotonetrie measurements 

were made with .a Cary-14 recording spectrophotometer. The 

assays were done at room temperature (except manometric 

determination of oxygen evolution, which was done at 30°). 

When CMfl was used, it was introduced into the extract 

by nixing 0.5-1 mg. of the pure powder with the extract (20 ml.) 

for about 15 min. using a Vortex mixer. Only a part of the 

CMO dissolved, but the treatment resulted in almost complete 

inhibition of ferricyanide reduction and no inhibition of PMS 

mediated photophosphorylation. The procedure was followed to 

avoid the use of ethyl alcohol, which was not desirable. All 

assays were done with crude extracts in 8.3-9.4 M sucsose. 

Specific details for each method are given below. 

(a) Assays for electron flow. 

(i) Berricyanide reduction. Manometric. (Adapted from 

Susor and KrogmannI 1964). Reaction mixture (5 ml.) contained 

(in itaoles), phosphajto buffer (pH 7.8), 89$ MfCij* 89; NaCl, 

40; chlorophyll, 0.96-0.25 mg.; K^Pe (CN^it 10-20; O.0S ml. 

Hughes and Gornham ndcroelements. Oxygon evolution was 
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followed over a period of about 29 min. in a Gilson Respiro-

Spoctroohoterne trie estimation. (Adapted from the method 

of Susor and Krogmann,1964). Reaction mixtures (3-4 nl.) 

contained Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 40 mM; MgCl2, 20 mM; K3Fe(CN)6, 

0.5-1 mM; Phosphate buffer, (pH 7.8), 5 mM; NaCl, S mM; ADP, 

5 «M; chlorephy/l, 15-40 wg. Ferricyanide reduction was 

estimated at 420 nm either directly when reaction mixture was 

contained in cuvettes or from the TCA-precipitated superna-

tants (see noncyclic photophosphorylation). Reaction time 

was 3-6 min., and all* readings were corrected., for dark 

reduction of K3Fe(CN)g. t * » 

(ii) DCPIP reduction. (Adapted from "the method of 

Van Baalen,1957). Reaction mixtures (3.0 ml.) contained 

(in pmoles) DCPIP,'0.3; NaCl, 40; phosphate buffer, (pH 7.5), 

150;chlorophyll, 10-30 yg. The extracts were equilibrated 

for about 3 minutes until the rate of dark reduction of -T 

DCPIP decreased to a very low level. All readings were 

corrected for dark reduction. Reaction tine was 4-5 min. 

Measurements were made at 550 nm and/or 609 nm. There were 

signs of a low level of antouxidatien of DCPIP. 

(iii) Cytochrome, c> oxidation, (Adapted from Fugita and 

Myers,(19631 and Brown, 19f9>. The reaction mixtures (3 ml.) 

contained (in aamlne) phosphate buffer, (pH 7.3), JL50; 

methyl vielogOA, 0.5; 501 reduced Cyt. c,0.14-0.2; MgCl2, 3; 

CaCl2f 3; chlorophyll, 19-39 yg; and CMS. The extract was 

equilibrated in the dark until endogenous reduction of Cyt. c, 

^i^'vj^fM-m :^^y^J^s v-v^r^-/^'^ 
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decreased to an insignificant level. Generally samples to be 

compared were given exactly the same period of dark preincu

bation before the light was turned on. Cyt. c reduction was 

followed at 550 nm. The reaction time was 9 min. 

(°) Assays for photophosphorylation. 

(i) PMS-Ascorbic dependent (cyclic) photophosphorylation. 

The methods of Avron (I960), Biggins (1967), and Krogmann * 

(1965 and 1969) were used as guides in the choice of reagent 

and cofactor concentrations. The reaction mixtures (3 ml.) 

consisted of (in Pmoles) Tris-maleate buffer, (generally pH 

7.6), 200; NaCl, 15; MgCl2, 35; ADP, 15; phosphate buffer, 

20; PMS, 0.1; ascorbate, 100; 32Pi, 9.5-1 nCi; chlorophyll, 

40-55 pg; and (Mi. All reagents were adjusted to the 

appropriate pH. The reaction was initiated by injecting the 

S^Piand phosphate buffer into the syringe (from the needle end) 

*# and terminated by ejecting 0.5-0.7 ml. aliquots into 0.1 ml. 

of ice-cold 301 TCÂ  at 2-3 min. intervals/. The total reaction 

time was 8-10 min. Each sample was centirifuged for 10 min. 

and 9.6 al. of the supernatant was assayed for ATP. A 

typical time course is shown in Figure 8. 

(ii) Noncyclic photophosphorylation. Reaction mixtures 

were as for the spectrophotometry estimation* for K3P0, (CN)$ 

-. reduction but the reaction was initiated by injecting the 

£3Fe (CN)0 (final cone approximately 1 "*p phosphate buffer 

(containing 0.5 jiCi 32P) and A W into the syringes. Samples 

were taken at 2, 4 and 6 min. As in cyclic photophosphoryla

tion*, ATP (and K3Fe (CN)$) were determined in TCA supernatant*. 

! 

-**' 
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Figure 8. A typical time course for incorporation of 
32 
P in PMS-Ascorbate catalysed photophosphorylation. For 

details, see text. 
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(iii) Assayfor ATP. ATP (incorporation o# 5 2P^ into 

organic phosphate) wan assayed by the method of Avron ,(1960). 

To each sample,acetone (1.2 ml.) was added and the mixture 

allowed to stand for 10 min. The following were then added in 

order: water saturated with a mixture of isobutanol:bfcnzfc»e 

1:1 (to increase the volume of supernatant to 2.5 ml.); 

isobutanoi:benzene, 1:1 saturated with water (6 ml.) and 

tiuo molybdate, (9.9 ml. of SI solution in 4 N H 2S0 4). 

The mixture was then shaken gently and allowed to stand for 5 

min. at room temperature. The rest of the procedure was 

carried out at 0°.' This involved extracting the phosphomoly- K 

bdous acid into the organic layer by 30 eec. of vigorous mixing 

in a Vortex mixer. After a second extraction with solvent, x 

,0.6 ml. of the aqueous phase was transferred to a stainless 

steel planchet 2.0 cm. in diameter and counted with a Geiger-

Muller/counter (probe, ̂ V5 en. end window diameter). One 

unextracted sample was routinely na.de up to the same final 

volume as the extracted aqueous phase (3.3 ml.) and 0.6*ml. 

counted in order to determine total counts per sample. Since 

the nmoles in inorganic phosphate (Pi) and tfg o^lorphyll 

i(fhl) per sample worn known, tite rate of ATP formation in 

fitmoles/mg. chl./hr. could be determined by the following 

formula (Avron, I960). .-̂  

foeoles ATP/mg. chl./hr. 

* c.p.m./min illumination x M* Pi x 1990 x 60 

c.p.m. total ix yg #%!« , * r 

_ J$ 

\ 

^T\ 
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PART D 

Carbon dioxide fixation I - whole cells 

(!) Short term labelling with "CO*. """This was .done adopting 

the general procedure of Calvin aqo\co-workers. The washed 

cells were suspended in a special medium consisting of 1/10 

strength medium of Allen (but lesYNajfio^ Na2Si03 and 1/100 

strength with respect to NaM©3) together with 300 \M potassium 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) per 100 ml. The salt content in the 

medium was lowered to facilitate subsequent chromatography. 

"Two general procedures were adopted. Method A. The cells were 

placed in a ^lollipop" of dimensions 200 sq. cm. surface area 

and 1 cm. thick. Illumination was provided by two tungsten lamps 

($50vatts) placed on either side 20 en. away. Two Roux bottles 

filled with water wore placed between the lights and the" 

"lollipop" to act as a heat filter. The suspension (59,000 

Klett coJ*l units) was illuminated for 10 min., the light 

switched Off, and then 850 aCi (12.8 ymeies) of Na2
14€03 

was added and a dark control sample taken Immediately. (The 

entire dark period lasted about 1.5 win.). The light was 

then switched on and samples removed at fixed intervals. The 

samples were drained into boiling ethanol such that the ethanol 

in the extract was 801. The residue was washed successively 

in ethanol, ethanol:waterK$1 and water and the combined 

extract was flash evaporated at 35-49° to 1 ml. final volume. 

Method.B. The coll sospemsioats (13,999 Klett cell units in / 

29 ml.) wore placed in a series of Erlenneyer flasks equilibrated 
, *<{ 

I 

Vi&t^i^Sfc**., r>;v^ ̂ &*a>i^V*k* -C'/A £> H.iWv'i,... 
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light for 5 min. and then 156 j»Ci (1.3 nmoles) of 

llaj dOj. added. The light used was a 639 watt tungsten lamp \ 

placed 29 cm. away (with a Roux bottle placed in between as 

heat shield). After the required time, boiling ethanol was 

poured into the cells to give an, 891 alcoholic extract. The 

rest of the procedure was as in Method A. The advantages of 

Method B wore that (a) shorter periods of labelling time 

were achieved and (b) the dark period was eliminated. 
* \ 

(2) Estimation of oxaloacetate after short-term labelling. 

When oxaloacetate was to bo estimated, the cells were killed 

by/pouring the contents of each Erlenmoyer flask (20 ml.) into 90% 

ethyl alcohol containing 9.25 N HC1 mmA 9.94$ 2,4-dinitrophenyl-

hydraxine cooled to -78°. Approximately 1 mg. of carrier 

oxaloacetate was added and the extract allowed to warm to room 

,temperature., After 1 hr. at 25°, the cell debris was removed 

by centrifuging, washed as before, the pooled extracts con

centrated to 19 ml./, then extracted and purified by the method 

of Friedamun and HSugen (1943). i.e. first by extracting with 
" *" v ta. 
3 portions ethyl acetate (IS ml.), then 1 1 N»2C03 (20 ml.) 

% 
was added to the cemoiaod ethyl acetate fraction to extract 

% .' <-

the koto add* into the aqueous ohaso- The water extract was 

washed with ethyVacetate, acidified and, re-extracted into 

„.- ryethyl acetate (3, 10 ml. portions). The ethyl acetate was 

i evaporated at roeai teaparaturo and the koto acids separated 

7:1:2.. The recovery of carrier oxaloacetic acid woo cooplete. 
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(3) Separation o-f radioactive compounds. 

(a) Soluble, fraction. 

Aliquots (usually 59 hi) containing 20,000 to 900,000 c.p.m. 

were spotted on au*omiutograms (Whatman no. 1) and run in two 

dimensions with (i) phenol saturated itfith water and (ii) 

butanol:acetic asid:water 

run (1 inch) of BAW w&s performed before the first dimension, 

to clear the spotting area of chlorophyll. This was found to 

help considerably in the separation of phosphate esters. 

(b) Insoluble fraction. 

j The>wawr and .ethanol unextractable residue was hydrolysed 

ftffl-2 hr. with 1 N HC1 by the method of Kindel^arid Gibbs 

(1963). The supernatant and water washings of the hydrolysate 

were combined and the amount of radioactivity in it and the 

residue determined. The supernatant was flash evaporated to 

1 ml. and chromatographed using the same solvents as in (a). 

The supernatant was also run through an amino acid exchange 

column (Beckman Amino acid Analyser, model 12Qc), and distribution' 

of radioactivity in eluate determined by collecting samples 

every 2 min. with a fraction collector. 

(4) Quantitation of radioactivity. The' radioactive areas on 

the chrometogram were detected by autoradiography (Benson et 

al.,1950) with'"Kodak" "No Screen" Jt-ray film. Spots with 

about 4000 c.p.m- per sq. inch could be observed after 4 

days of exposure. Radioactivity on the spots was determined 

quantitatively .by two. methods. (1). Counting radioactivity * 

directly off the paper with a Seiger-Muller counter/(Nuclear 

A , t ' ' , * • 
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Chicago, model 183) equipped with, a probe of end window 

diameter, 2.5, cn^ and (2) by cutting the paper and counting 

the radioactivity with a liquid scintillation counter using 

ml. of scintillation fluid (0.3 g POPOP and 3 g PPO per 

iter of toluene). Several precautions were taken when 

dioactivity was estimated by these methods. Counting 

efficiency, when the liquid scintillation system was used, 

was 85-901 as determined with standard, samples of € toluene. 

When radioactive standards were spotted on Whatman no. 1 

chromatography paper of 7 sq. cm. or less, activity detected 

was found to be proportional to absolute activity and counting 

efficiency was/^about 65*1. This allowed the chromatography * 

paper to be^cut up and counted directly. When the Geiger-

Muller counter was used areas of 2 cm. square were counted at 

Trials with standards (after chromatography) showed 
\ 

t counts were proportional to radioactivity. The validity 

of these two methods of counting was further tested by 

comparing results of the two methods for the same chromato-

graphed samples. One such comparison is shown in Figure 9. 

n. a- - — -. *. , — ~ ~ «* -
very low radioactivity level.* enabled results to bo intercoa-
verted without significant error. The efficiency of the 

'i 

Geiger-Muller counter was approximately 3% of that of the liquid 

scintillation counter. However, above characteristics of 

hole 
the Geiger-Muller counter hold true only after chromatography; 

direct'application and counting gave a spuriously high activity 

closer to St and was not as reproducible. This was-probably 
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Figure 9. Relationship botwoom radioactivity estimated by 

a Geiger-Muller counter and by scintillation couotor. For 

details, see text. * 
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due. to uneven distributive- of radioactivity throughout the 

thickness of the paper. It was also neticed that the origin 

of the chronatogran gave a spuriouslyJiigh activity both on 

X-ray film and on the Geiger counter. This wss found to be 

i to material sitting on top of the.paper and was easily 

by counting the reverse side of the[ paper. 
Y \ t f 

Radioactivity oif solutions were estimated!by drying 

aliquots of material7with a heat lamp on Whatman no. 1 chroma-

tography pape^po/f standard site (about 7 s^* cm;). The 

samples wer^ ̂ he'n/cpunted with a scintillation count ear. 

Estimafidli o£_cadioactiyity fron the ion exchange column 

was done after evaporating 0.4-nl. of each fraction to 

dryness in a stream of hotN^r: The radioactivity, in the 

samples" was determined using a scintillation counter. 

(5) Identification of labelled compounds. Labellet 

were identified by their ,RP values in the two solvent* 
. 1 - , * • ' ( 

described above. QriLspme occasions re-chromatography-'in 

third solvent (propanol:ll NH3:?2:1) was done. The ident 

of the more important compounds was confirmed by co-chromato-

graphy with radioactive or chemical standards. r Radioactive 

P*standards were used for (a) phosphoglyteric acid, j[b) malate, 

(c) cfitrate, (d)"glucpse» (e) fumarate, (f) succinate-; (g) 

a-rketoglutarate. The ninhydrin test was used for amino acids, 

mainly (a.) aspartate^ (b) glutauate, (c/ alanine. The 

phosphomolybdic acid test (Block et al., 1958d) was performed 

for»the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate standard. 

•' V ^ 

k » 
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(6) Tests for recovery. Authentic C containing citrate, 

malate, fumarate, succinate, a-ketoglutarate and jJhosphoglyeeric 

acid were put through the entire isolation procedure of the 

short-time labelling method in order to evaluate their recovery. 

A similar recovery was done for non-radioactive glutamate and 

aspartate. Table 5 gives the results of these recovery expori-

ments. In these recovery experiments about 1-3* of one total • 

activity was found to, remain at#the origin. In all cases 

except citrate and a-ketoglutarate nearly all,the radioactivity 

recovered was localized in one spot. In the case of citrate . 

the radioactivity was concentrated in 3 closely placed spots 

containing 60, 33.and 5 per cent respectively of,the total 

radioactivity recovered. Due to this, in all experiments, 

the sum of the radioactivity in- these areas was counted as 

citrate. The radioactivity from a-ketoglutarate spread out 

into a number of spots whose position was not reproducible. 

(7)- Estimation of total glutamate. The chemical estimation 
i 

was adapted from, the general procedure of Block et al. (1958a) 

i.e. by spraying with 1* ninhydrin in acetone,-followed by 

heating in an oven for 20 min. at 100°. , The spot was then 

^dissolved in 70t acetone and the glutamate determined spectro-

photometrtcally' at 570 nm. Absolute values were determined 

by comparison of the.optical densities with'a standard curve 

(shown in Figure 10). 

f8) Estimation of radioactivity in C-l of glutamate. The 

i * * ' 14 
glutamic acid was. chroaatographed in parallel with 1- C 
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Table 5.,, Percent recovery of radioactive compounds. For 

details see text. ° ' 

Compound I Recovery 

PCA 

Citrate 

Malate 

Fumarate 

Succinate 

a-ketoglutarate 

Aspartate 

Glutamate 

i * 

90-100 

62 

60 

72 

70 

-

90-100 

90-100 
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|ig GLUTAMATE 

Figure 10. Standard curve for Glutamate determination. 

Estimation done o^ ninhydrin reaction product irt 70t acetone^' 
• * 

For details, see text. * _ „,_„ 

,t 

J> 
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and 5- C labelled glutamate (all samples'contained the same 

chenical quantity of glutamate - 50 ug). The papers were 

then sprayed with II ninhydrin in acetone, dried in a fume 
if 

hood for about 36 hr. and then held in>a tank saturated with. 

acetic acid vapour, for 6-18 hr. The radioactive areas were 

counted,- before and after the treatment, with a Geiger-

Muller counter. Under these conditions standard glutamate-1-
14 I 

C retained only 2-3t of its" radioactivity, while glutamate-

5-14C retained 89-90t' of 'its radioactivity. Using this data 

the isotope in C-l of glutamic acid was [determined. 
(9) Determination of radioactivity in C 4 of aspartic acid. 

The labelled aspartic acid was. purified ;by paper-chromatography, 

the paper cut up and mixed with cold aspartic acid (1 mg.) to' 

give a sample of known specific activity, this was dissolved 

in 0.1 M phosphate buffef, pH 7.S r,7.ff*l.). a-ketag4utaric. * 

acid,* (2 molar* excess) and 50-100 units -of glutamic-oxaloacetic 
- ' ' i ' ' e. 

transaminase was added. 'The mixture,was allowed to stand ° 
A , * ' — 

for 8 hr. at 37° and excess 2,4 dinitrophenylhydrazine (in 3 
N HC1) was added. The mixture was then heated for is min. ' -. 

at 85° to convert the/remaining oxaloacetate-phenylhydrazone ) 
j .. ' , N~—^ 

to*the corresponding pyruvate1 derivative (Hatch et al., 1967). 

Block et al. (1958c) i;e. by solvent extraction successively 

into CHC13, Naic03 and CHClj, the chloroform contained 20% 

ethanol. The^final CHC1, extract was evaporated at room 
' * 

temperature, an aliquot chromatographed with butanol:ethanol: 

0.1 N NHX::7:1:2 and the' hydra zone identified by comparison 

^ 

1 I 

«' 
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Um PYRUVATE, 

Figure 11. Standard curve for pyruvat6-phenylhydrazones„ 

Phenylhydrazone standards in 3 ml. of 1 N NaOH. lor details, 

see text. '' ". 
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with a standard.' 

The major pyruvate spot (0.5-1 uuole) was marked off 

and,counted with a. Geiger-Muller counter (samples of low 

•> radidactivity were counted on parallel samples with a 

scintillation counter). The chemical pyruvate was determined 

*'*"by'tne method of Block et al. (1958c) i.e. a spot was cut up 

r<* into small pieces arfd mixeds thoroughly with 1 N NaOH (10-20 

ml.) and estimated spectropnotometrically at 455 nm with the 

use of a standard curve for pyYuy_atfĉ pJienylhydraj:one (Figure 

11). The overall yield was 30-501. 
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PART E 

B Carbon dioxide fixation II - cell-free extracts 
I! " 1 ' ' • '•• ••[ ' • • • - - - — — 

"i 

(1) Assay for RBP carboxylase (carboxydismutase). This was 

done' by the method of Slack and Hatch (1967), on the unfrac-

tionated protoplast lysate)/, In the preparation of the proto

plasts the use of phosphate buffer was avoided and tris buffer 

-was used since inorganic phosphate was a known inhibitor of the 

enzyme. A, degree of purification could be achieved by , . 
tr 

centrifuging out the chlorophyll containing particlps at 6,000 

£ for 30 min. and using the supernatant. C02 was introduced 

as Na2C03 and the concentration and pH of the buffer were 

chosen such that the finalVpH of the reaction mixture was 

8.00-8.20. Unless otherwise stated, reaction mixtures 

contained (mM), Tris-HCl, 100; Na2C03,25 (containing 5-7 yCi 

1*C);'MgCl7, 7.5-10; mercaptoethanol, 4.6; RDP, 0.5-0<B; 

in 1.25-1.6 ml. extract containing 40-65 pg chlorophyll. When 

the concentration of Na2C03 was varied,, the concentration of 

the buffer was raised to 2Q0 mM. The light source When used, 

was three, 20 watt fluorescent lamps placed 5 cm. distant. 

The reaction was" initiated by injecting sodium carbonate'into 
A" -J* 

the reaction vessel (A- 2 ml. glass syringe). The reaction J=~*"~~ 

system was mixed for"30 sec. and the timing started. * This -

procedure was adopted in order to allow for a short lag which-

has been observed (Wishnick and Lane, 1971). The reaction '-— 

was terminated by ejecting aliquots (0.25-0.5 ml.) into 0.05 

ml. of 401 TCA. A part of the aliquot was placed on aluminium 
< , 
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planchet, (2.5 en. in diameter), covered with a disc of tissue 

paper ("Kleenex") of weight 1.4 mg./cn.2, dried with a heat 

lamp for 10 min. and counted with a Geiger-Muller probe of the 

same diameter. \ Counting efficiency was 31 and the duplicate 

aliquots agreed to within 101. Uptake of 1*C was nearly Is 

I] ^ 

linear and a typical time course is shown in Figure 12. Rates 

were calculated from samples taken at 3,6 and 9 min. Very 

occasionally a lag was still evident, and in those instances 

calculations were based on incorporation from 3-9 min. 

Products were identified by two dimensional chromatography 

using the same solvents as in Part C (3). Since the ratio of 

chlorophyll to phycocyanin (phyco.) in the extract was about 

10V less than in the cells, rates were calculated in terms of 

corrected chlorophyll*in extract whore, 

Chl* O.D. * Corrected chl* O.D. ' 

* O.D. phyco in extract x P.P. chl.-cells 
O.DV phyco. cells 

The second term was generally, 1 
1 > 2 . 1 > 3 

The weight of diL* can then be calculated from'the extinction 

coefficient of chlorophyll. • » 

Rates were then estimated by the following formula: 

limoles of C02 fixed/mg chl.* min. / 
%i l 

* c.pJa./min. Vol. reaction'mixture x 100 x pmoles CCh^ 

Vol. "sample" c.p.m. CO, 

x 1000 

ng chl>* 

The purity of RDP was checked by chromatography in BAW (4:1:5) 
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Figure 12-. A typical time course for incorporation of*\ 
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'»vl4 v « ' ' 
,T7C in the RDP carboxylase assay. JFor details, see text, 
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, and the phosphomolybdic acid test. This showed only,one spot 

which corresponded to a sugar diphosphate. * 

(2) Assay for PEP carboxylase. The general experimental1 

procedure was as in the RDP carboxylase assay. Unless other-

wise stated reaction mixtures consisted of (in mM) Tris HC1, 

,100; MgCl2, 7.5;-Mercaptoethanol, 4j Na2C03, 12.5-lSj PEP, 

2-5; Glutamate, 3.2; Glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, 17.5 

units; contained 14 a volume of 1.45-1.65 ml. (40-65 wg 

chlorophyll). The Jtfinal pH was 8.0-8.1. When the Na2C03 or-

PEP concentration was varied the concentration of the buffer 

was raised to 209 mM. Reaction rates were, generally nearly 

linear over a reaction tine of 9 min. (Figure 13), although 

occasionally the rate decreased between 6 to 9 min. The 

reaction was initiated by adding sodium carbonate (2.5-5.0 

tfCi **C). The rest of the procedure was as in the RDP 

carboxylase assay,. The purity of PEP was assayed by the 

method recommended by "Sigma" Chemical Company by converting 

the PEP to pyruvate by .pyruvate kinase and determining NADH 

oxidation at 340 nm*using lactic dehydrogenase. 

* 

r 

* 
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PART •> 

Materials 

Whenever possible reagent grade chemicals were used. 

Distilled water was used in all experiments and all glassware 
if 

was cleaned in chromic-sulphuric acid. 

H3
3?P04, glutamate-1-

14C, glutamate-5-l*C were purchased 

from New* England Nuclear Corp.; Na2
1*C03 and H3

32PO^ were 

purchased from Atomic Energy of Canada; aspartate-4-1*C, 

succinate- 1-**C, fumarate-2,3-1*C and PGA-U.-14C were all 

purchased from Calbiochem.; malate~4-1*C and a-ketoglutarate-

1-^C were purchased fro. Calatooic; citrate-l,S-Hc and 

glucose-U-**C were purchased from Amersham-Searle Corp. All 

radiochemicals except Na2C03 and H3
32PO. were, chromatographed 

two dimensionally (using 50,000 c.p.m.) and their purity 

tested by detection of the radioactive areas wî fch Kodak "No 

Screen" X-ray film. The radiochemicals except a-ketoglutarate 

(which spread out'into a number of spots) gave rise to only 

one main spot, impurities (if any) contained less than a few 

percent of the total radioactivity. 

ADP (di Na' salt, equine* muscle, Catalog. No. A 0127), 

dl glceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G 5251), PEP (tfi Na salt, p 7002), 

NADP (mono Na*T 9102), NADPH (di Na, T 1003), RDP (tetra Na, 

R 8250), ATP (dijfa, A 3127), cis oxaloacetic §cid (hydroxy-. ~ [ \ 

fumarate, 340-58}/DCPIP (D1878), MV (H 2254), and PMS ,(P*962S)\ 

were all purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. CMU was obtained 

by the courtesy of E.L.du Pont de Nemours and Co. 
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Pyruvate kinase (rabbit skeletal muscle, type II; p 1506), 

lactic dehydrogenase (beeFheart, type III, L 2635), glutamic-

oxaloacetic transaminase (G 2751), lysozyme (egg-white grade 

H I , L 7061), Cytochrome-c (horse heart type IV, C 775Z), apd 
<• o 

* Ferridoxin (spinach, type III, F 5875) were all purchased 

from Sigma Chemical Co. 

> i 
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RESULTS 

PART I 

Effect of cold shock on Anacystis nidulans 

(A) Whole cell studies. 

(1) Effect of col4 shock on photosynthesis. The first set of 

experiments was designed to determine the effect of cold shock 

on photosynthesis. Photosynthesis was measured by (i) oxygen 

evolution, (a) manometrically, (b) polarographically; and by" 

(ii) C02 fixation. _ r 

Manometric estimation of oxygen evolution. This was essentially 

a repetition of the studies of Van Baalen (1957) and Forrest et . 

al. (1957). 

Results of this experiment (Figure 14), showed that photo-

synthesis declined rapidly to about 351 the Control value after „ 

15 min. at 0°-3°. Further cold treatment caused a further 

decline in photosynthesis and after 2 hr. the photosynthetic 

capacity was only 151 of the control. Cell suspensions held 

a.t 37° showed no decline in photosynthesis. 

Several experiments of this type with three day old 

cultures gave similar results, with the photosynthetic capacity 

after 15 min. cold shock being in the range of 35-50lcoiftrol. 

However, it was observed that older cultures were more resistant 

to cold shock, for example one old culture yielded* 85t and 271 

control rates of photosynthesis after 15 and 60 min. of cold 

:A„. ,. shock respectively. 

'is* . ' 
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} • 

fr 

Figure 14. Effect of cold shock on photosynthesis. 

•Estimation, manometric at 37°. Time refers to time in 

the cold (0-3°)*. Rate of photosynthesis of control, 

660 iil/3000 Klett cell units/hr. For experimental 
*<y 

derails see Methods^' 

,»-c«? 
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Photosynthesis was usually measured 45 min. after the 

cells were cold-shocked. In the case of cells cold-shocked 

for 15 min. or less, the rate of photosynthesis showed no 

significant decline during the following 1-2 hr. at 37°. 

However\ cells cold-shocked for longer periods of time (1-2 

hr.) showed a further slight decline in photosynthetic rate 

after the cells were removed from the cold. 

Carbon dioxide fixation. Carbon dioxide fixation was studied 

next in order to determine whether gas exchange was a true 

reflection of the photosynthetic capacity«of cold-shocked cells, 

This was done by comparing C02 incorporation in control and 

cold-shocked cells. Results (Table 6) showed that there wasJ 

reasonable agreement between photosynthesis measured by C02 ' 

uptake and oxygen evolution. The experiment was conducted 

with an old culture. 

Measurement of photosynthesis by polarography. r This type of 

measurement allowed the determination of photosynthesis soon 

after cold shock. Results followed the same general pattern 

as for the manometric method. Figure 15, shows that the 

effect of cold shock (15 min.) on photosynthesis was fully 

expressed within 5 min. after removal of cells from the cold. 

(2) Short term CO^ fixation by cold-shocked cells. The 

experiment was designed to determine if cold shock affected 

the extent or the path of C02 fixation after short periods of 

photosynthesis. The experiment was done using the same tech

nique as C02 fixation studies (Methods, pg. 66). *• 
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Table b. Decline of oxygen evolution and C02 uptake after
N 

cold shock, expressed as a percentage of a control lo 

37°. Manometric oxygen evolution measured by Method 

(pg. 49). For experimental details see Metnods. 

Cold shock 
time (min.) 

2 

15 

30 

60 

Oxygen evolution 
(t control) 

97 

85 

64 

27 

CO, uptake 
(t control) 

96 

91 

55 

12* 

<¥ 
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TT n—r 
4 ' 20 

ELAPSED TIME AFTER COLO SHOCK < min 

CONTROL 

Figure 15. Polarographic estimation of photosynthesis to 

determine the effect of holding cold-shocked cells at room 

temperature. Adapted from the original tracing. 1 Reaction 

chamber sealed, light on. • Chamber opened, light off and 

solution agitated to remove oxygen. * * cell, suspension 

changed. Control suspensions were measured before and after 

cold-shocked suspensions. For experimental details see , 

Methods. ,,, " 
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Table 7. Short term labelling of cold-shocked cells. 

Duration of cold shock, 15 min 4 Control cells kept at 37°. 

* identified by R- only, f identified by co-chromatography. 

For experimental details see pg. 66. 
/ f 

f r 
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C.P.M- x 10"2 

^ ^ — . , « — • H M w , i . - ^ . . ^ , * ^ . B . ^ ^ . . - , . ^ . ( . ^ . . . W . ^ | i . w ^ l M ^ 

Cold shock Control 

17 sec. 60 sec. 17 sec. 60 sec 

Hexose* and 
and PGA 

Triose P+ 

PEP* 
+ 

Aspartate 

+ 
Glutamate 

Citrate+ 

Malate 
4-

Alanine 

Pentose P 

' 

-

S" 

Insoluble material 

401 

8 

7 

27 

3 

14 

<1 

<1 

54 

3408 

119 

30 

217 

96 

209 

55 

14 

1354 

1529 

' 33 

45 

76 

8 

13 

<1 

<1 

237 

8027 

' 284 

289 

1026 

203 

296 

50 

117 

4468 
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Results of the experiment (Table 7) showed that cold-

shocked cells, as expected, incorporated less isotope than 

control cells. However, the general pattern of labelling in 

control and cold shocked cells was similar. The, only compounds 

* that did not show a proportionate decline in 1 4C incorporation 

were citrate and malate but the label in these two compounds 

was low. 

(3) Cell-autoradiography. Observations made up to this stage 

raised the possibility that the culture was composed'-of two 
" y 

kinds of cells; those sensitive to cold shock and those •> 

resistant to it. Such a situation would have important bearing 

on the interpretation of results and information was needed to 

determine whether, for an individual cell, the effect was all 

* or none. 

The answer to this question was provided by cell auto

radiography where photosynthesis,as measured by incorporation 

of -̂ COjj,, could be assessed for individual cells. 

Control and cold-shocked cell's were allowed a period of . 

photosynthesis, following which cell-autoradiography was 

performed. A typical autoradiogram is shown in Figure 16. 

It shows the grains over the cells and in some cases the cells 

too. The grains over the individual cells were then counted 

(Figure 17). When the number of grains per cell was more than 

12, accurate counting was impossible and because"of this, high 

counts were grouped together as in Table 8. 

The fraction-of inactive or poorly active cells (those 

with no grains over them) was higher in cold-shocked cells 
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Figure 16. A typical cell autoradiogram. For experimental 

details see Methods. 

*>» *» ,*V 
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Figure 17. Distribution of grains over cells after 3 days 

autoradiography. Grains of cold-shocked cells^ (A) and 

control cells (B). The remainder of the distribution pattern 

is shown in Table 8. - ' 1 
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» \ 

Table 8. Number of grains per cell when grain count was high. 

The table represents the upper part of the distribution curve 

shown in Figure 17. Number of occasions are expressed as 

a percentage of the total number of cells counted in each 

case. Duration of cold shock, 30 min.. , 

Grains per cell No. of occasions 

Control, Cold shock 

13-15 14 6 

16-20 17 2 

»20 / 9 4 

**20 6 1 
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than in control cells. 

It was clear, however, that the major effect of cold 

shock was to decrease the average value for grains over each 

cell and this showed that the effect was not 'all or none' 

with respect to each cell. The average number of grains per 

cell was 6,8 and 14 for cold shock and control cells 

respectively, ike. just less than 501. Calculations based on 

total incorporation of radioactive carbon dioxide into the 

cells gave a value of 411. The correlation was considered 

satisfactory especially in view of the approximations made in 

counting grains. 

(*) Effect of cold shock on viability. The effect of cold 

shock on viability was studied in order to determine if the 

effect of cold shock on photosynthesis was accompanied by a 

loss in viability. 

The method of Allen (1968 a) for growing colonies from 

single cells proved satisfactory (Methods, pg. 45), cells 

grew rapidly with a doubling time of 3-5 hr. Results (Figure 

18) showed that there was a dramatic loss in viability after 

cold shock at 0°-3°. The Figure shows that after 15 min. 

exposure to the cold, viability declined to 21. Zero time on 

the figure represents the time taken for the temperature to 

fall to 3° (about 1.5 min.). This loss in viability was 

reproducible, generally 3 day old cultures showed less than 

101 viability after 15 min. cold shock. Control samples held 

at 37° showed no loss in viability over the period of the 

i > 
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100 I i 

1 
60 

TIME (min) 

1 
120 

* 

Figure 18. Effect of cold shock on viability. Time refers 

to time in cold. 0 0, cold shock (0-3°); e——e, control 

(37°). Vertical bars represent standard deviations calculated 

from total number of cells counted. Experimental procedure 

as in Methods. 
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*\ 

experiment, but it was noticed that* if the cells were held 

in phosphate buffer (instead of growth medium), at 37°, there 

was son»e loss, of viability. 

As with photosynthesis, older cultures.5were more resistant 

to the cold than.younger ones and with an older culture, 
•*t( . \ » 

, viability of 501 was observed after 15 min. cold*shock* 

T̂ he' age of culture effect on Viability was confirmed I 

^ using the optical density method (Methods, pg. 47); „ Results 
r' ' 

(Figure 19) 'showed that acquisition of resistance' with age 

was a gradual process. The conclusion was based on the . 

assumption that cold-shocked cells grew at the same rate as 

control^cells. " - % 
» 

Cold shock of cells at a cell density of 4.010 cells/ml, 

instead of the customary 108 cells"/ml.P resulted in approxi

mately the same percentage survival. 

Since cold sensitivity varied somewhat from culture to 

culture, a strict comparison of the decline in photosynthetic 

capacity and viability could be made only if cold shock waâ a* 

performed using the same cell suspension. Photosynthesis 

was measured manometrically by method II (pg. 49), The 

results (Table 9) showed that for a given cell suspension, 

the effect of cold on viability was much more pronounced than 

*on photosynthesis. Repeated experiments gave the same 

conclusion. This supported the conclusion drawn in the cell 

autoradiography experiment, which showed that all the cells 

were affected by cold shock. 

The effect of temperature on viability was next studied. 

r\ 

«**v -* 
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Table 9. Effect of cold Shock on photosynthesis and viability 

using the same cell suspension. For experimental-details see 

'Methods, pgi 47, 4 9 v -

••«•»• 

~<* 
Time of >eold 
shock (min.) 

- ^ 

Viability 
(I control) 

photosynthesis 
*"- v (T* control) 

38 

2 

•» 1 

<0.2 

72 

38 

36 

28 

22 

* v 

$ ) ' »„*•« <V i<W. .*-_ -r ;*_ 
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Figure 20. Effect of temperature on viability. Duration of 

Cold shock, 60 min. Vertical bars represent standard 
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Results indicated that there was significant loss in viability 

at 10° and at lower temperatures there was a further'loss in 

viability. Time of cold shock in each case was 60 min. 

Results are shown in Figure 20. 

(5) Release of cell components after cold shock. It was 

known that pteridines and glutamic acid were released from 

cold-shocked cells (Van Baalen, 1957). The main objective 

of this set of experiments wa's to classify the types of 

compounds released after cold shock and to determine what 

fraction 'of the total cell material they comprised. i<> 
m 

(*) General. aspects. 

The>~rolease of 1 4C and 33P from labelled cells during 
f 6 

cold shock is shown in Figure. 21. The figure shows that about 

25t of the dialysable material is quickly lost from the cell. 

Further time in the cold did not lead tfb increased excretion. 

'" What was referred to as "total dialysable material" was 

the diolysable material lost from the cells when they were 

held at 65° for 30 min. This was generally about 2t of the 

total incorporated ^ C . It was assumed that the "total 

dialysable material" consisted of nearly all the available small, 

molecules,. However, it was possible that the value for "total 

dialysable material" was high, since the fraction could have 

contained some small molecules that arose as a result of 

degradation. 

About 0.4-0.6% of the total cell carbon was lost during 

cold shock. This value was in close agreement with the value 
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TIME (min.) 

Figure 21. Excretion of material following cold shock, 

expressed as a percentage of "total dialysable" material; 

excretion of C from uniformly labelled cells.' 

excretion of P from uniformly labelled ceils. -X; 

1001 i s 2.04xl04 c.p.m., for l 4 C ; and 2.86xl05 c.p.m., for 
33 P;per unit aliquot. For experimental details see Methods. 

9 
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of 0.6t which was arrived at by the chemical estimation of 

glutamate lost from -the cell (glutamate accounts for approxi

mately half the carbon excreted - see below). 

At least 99t of the cold shock supernatant was dialysable, 

which indicated that all the excreted material consisted of 

small molecules. 
•mi 

The leakage of material was also/ followed as a function 

of time after cold shock using 33P labelled cells. This is 

shown in Table 10. 

, (b) '-Classification of labelled products and Extent of 

leakage of radioactive fractions. 

The supernatant from the 15 min. cold-shocked sample of 

the C labelled cells was separated by two dimensional 

chromatography and identified by autoradiography (Methods, 

pg. 68). Table 11 shows the composition of the material lost 

after cold shock. *'' 

The main excretion product was glutamic acid which 

constituted almost half of the radioactive carbon lost. Other 

ninhydrin positive spots made up a further 20.61 of the 14C 

material. The only notable non-amino acids were PEP, citrate, 

malate and pteridines. There was notably a lack of label 

in areas^Vhere phosphate esters (other than PEP) normally 

ran, although sone of the phosphate esters may have remained 

at the origin. 
T 

The remaining radioactivity was not identified and of 

this only 41 was marked on the autoradiogram as definite spots. 

Amino acids were identified using^cEemical standards and 
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Table 10. Excretion of. 33P from labelled cells after 15 min. 

cold shock, when cold shock cells were held at 37°. Time 

refers to that at 37°. Centrifugation time of 10 min. was 

not included. 1001 "dialysable was 2.86xJ,10"
5 c.p.m. /aliquot. 

For experimental details see Methods. 

Time after cold shock 
(min.) 

Excretion of 33P 
(I total dialysable) 

p 

40 

80 

26. S 

35 

33 

< . 
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Table 11. Radioactivity in excretion products expressed as 

a percentage of C lost from labelled cells. Time of cold 

shock, 15 min. * identified by Rp, pteridines identified 

by fluorescence in U.V. light, t identified by co-chromatography. 

For experimental details see'Methods. 

Compound^ 14C lost (I Total) 

+ 
Glutamate 

+ 
Aspartate 

Cystine* 
+ 

Alanine 

Ser. gly. aspNH,* 

Other ninhydrin positive spots 

Pteridines 

PEP* 

Citrate \and malate* 

Other phospifaSk esters* ' 

Origin / 

-

/ ' 

46 

3.8 

2.7 

1.0 

1.0 

12.1 

2.5 

2,7 

2.5 

<1 

2.0 
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were chemically quantitated by the ninhydrin reaction. The 
t 

ratio of optical density at 570 nm of glutamic acid to other 

ninhydrin positive areas was 1:0.52, which was in the same 

order of magnitude as determined by 14C leakage. 

Chemical tests for leakage of ninhydrin positive material 

also showed that about 651 of the total ninhydrin positive 

material leaked out of the cell within 60 min. of cold shock. 

Controls kept at room temperature released only 3-5% of 

ninhydrin positive material into the supernatant, in the same 

period of time. Of the free glutamic acid, 50-80% was lost 

during cold shock, but only a small fraction of the available 

alanine was lost from the cells. Glutamic acid was not 

excreted in detectable quantities (5%) from control samples 

kept at room temperature. „ 
•tr 

On separation of the P-labelled supernatants by one 

dimensional chromatography (BAW::4:1:5), the 33P compounds 

separated into 4 radioactive areas which are called fractions 

Fl, F2, F3, F4 in order of increasing Rf. The fractions, 

(Table 12) contained - Fl, sugar diphosphates; F2, sugar 

monophosphates; F3, triose-P and PGA; F4, inorganic phosphate 

and PEP. (Fractions F2 and F3 merged into one another and 

were best considered together.) 

It was interesting to note that the composition of the 

fractions did not change much with cold shock time. A similar 

distribution of radioactivity was observed when the sample 

cold-shocked for 15 min.^was allowed to stand at 37° for 80 

min. / 
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Table 12. Distribution of radioactivity in P fractidns for , 

-S 
different cold shock times. 100% represents (in counts x 10 / 

4 min./aliquot): 2 min., 1.55; 15 min., 3.14; 60 min,, 2.81; 

120 miii., 3.41j For experimental details see Methods., 

Fraction Radioactivity V(%) 

Fl 

F2 

F3 

F4 

33 Table 13. P material released as a function of total 

2 min. 

6 

34 

5 

55 

15 min. 

8.5 

27 .5 

6 

58 

60 min. 

' 5.5 

30 

5 

59.5 

120 min. 

7 .5 

30 

4 

58.5 

available material in each fraction. 100% represents (in counts 

x 10"5/4 min./aliquot): Fl, 2.36; F2, 0.94; F3, 0.30; F4, 

5.89. For experimental details see Methods. 

Fraction Radioactivity 

(% total available) 

Fl m 11 

F2 , 64 

F3' 23 

F4 27.5 

Fl, 2, 3 and 4 27 
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If the fractions of the 15 nin. cold shock supernatant 

were expressed as a percentage, of the total available material 
« 

in each fraction then it was evident that there was selective 

loss of some fractions (Table 13). This table showed that F2 

was lost selectively and Fl retained selectively. This could 

reflect some compartnentation. The sane conclusion was 

reached when the loss of glutamate was considered. Glutamate 

was lost to the extent of 50-80%, while overall i4C was JLost 

to the extent of only 25%. 
•XT 

Two dimensional chromatography of P material resulted 

. only in the resolution of a triose-phosphate spot. 

It was concluded from these experiments that cold caused 

a lesion which resulted in the loss of about 0.5% of the,-total 

carbon which probably represented about 25% of the total 

dialysable material. The material lost was probably qualitatively 

representative of the small molecules of the cell. However, 

it appeared that quantitatively there was some selectivity in 

the loss. 

(6) Attempts to restore photosynthesis in cold-shocked cells. 

The observation that a large fraction of low nolecular weight 

compounds was lost from the cell following cold shock suggested 

experiments to determine if concentrated supe mat ants fron 

. cold-shocked cells could restore) photosynthesis. In order to 

do this supe mat ants Nfrom many cold shock cell suspensions 

were pooled and concentrated by freeze-drying. The final 

concentration of the extract was approximately equal to the 

» 
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intracellular concentration of intermediates (as calculated 

fron packed cell volume). This extract was tested for its. 

effect on photosynthesis. -The concentrated cold shock super-

natants completely inhibited photosynthesis in cold-shocked 

cells. Control cells were inhibited to the extent of 18%. 

Other attempts to restore photosynthesis included the 

study of the effects of specific additives. Compounds added 

included, (1) electron acceptors, NADP and K3Fe(CN)6, (2) CO2 

acceptors, PEP and RDP. The rationale for using electron 

acceptors was that, if electron flow.was not affected directly 

by cold and if the lowering of photosynthetic capacity was 

due to the- loss of intermediates, then the addition of an 

electron acceptor might increase oxygen evolution. The 

rationale for using CO2 acceptors was similar but in this 

case any recovery in photosynthetic capacity was dependent 
t 

*ot only on electron flow but also on the generation of ATP. 

Other attempts to restore photosynthesis included the addition 

of ATP and also the major excretion product, glutamic acid. 

All these additions failed to restore photosynthesis. 

The results are, shown in Table 14. 

The concentration of reagents used was sufficient to 

support neasurable photosynthesis over the reaction time. 

Other studies using manometric method II (pg. 49) gave similar 

results. No change was observed at varying concentration of 

reagents but in some cases high concentrations (e.g. 9 mM 

glutamate) inhibited. 

One exception was,K3pe(CM)g which seemed to increase gas 
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Table 14. The effect of additives on the photosynthetic 

capacity of cold-shocked cells. Photosynthesis measured 

manometrically (Methods, pg. 47). Reaction volume, 5 ml.; 

Klett cell units per flask, 2650; time of celd shock, 20 min. 

Additive 

Oxygen evolved 
(U1./10 min.) . 

Cone. (mM) 

-

1.5 

2.5 

-

3 

-20 

1.5 

3 

Control 

94 

97 

* 

88 

89 

90 

92 

91 

Cold shock 

40 
4 

41 

41 

36 

36 y 

34 . 

38 

36 

. w 
PEP 

Glutamate 

(b) 

NADP c 

K3Fe(CN)6 

RDP 

ATP 
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evolution when tipped into the reaction vessel immediately 

before beginning the measurement of photosynthesis, t*However 

it was not possible to repeat this and the effect obtained 

was believed to be an artifact. 

Results of experiments in this section indicated th-at 
c > 

these compounds could not restore photosynthesis in cold-

shocked cells. , * 

(7) Variation of cold shock medium and its effect on photo

synthetic capacity. Studies with bacterial systems have shown 

that the cold shock medium has a profound effect on viability 

(see Introduction, pg. 4) and\as a result it was interesting 

to determine if the use of medisa that protect bacteria from 

Toss of viability, could also protect the photosynthetic 
* \ : •**- • 

capacity of Anacystis nidulans from tlife cold. 

f, 

_„ In these studies 5 mM JMgCl2> J^ll^strength Ringers-

solut ion (g/1 :Na(|l, 9 .0 ; CaCl2 ,0.25j KC1,0.42), 0U3 and 0.4 M 

sucfbse were used as cold shock media with growth medium as 

control . Results-of these experiments showed that cold shock 

#in"any of these madia did not result^wr^prlrcie€p.on of photo-

L Aynthetic capacifcv^jjn^^^^ lower>raVtes of photo-

V synthesisV(when compared to cold shock in growth, medium) were 

\ observed in each case. 
The conclusion i s that Ijhese media haVe no protective 

e f f ec t on photosynthesis. -1 

J . 

(8) Excretion of pteridines. One of the reasons for under

taking the study of excretion of pteridines was to find out 
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whether, from the cBncomltant decline in photosynthesis and 

loss of pteridines fron the cell (Forrest et al., 1957; Van 

Baalen,'195*7) evidence could be uncovered which would link 

these "compounds to photosynthesis". The experiments wore 

modelled on those of Forrest and coworkers and pteridine loss 
o *>>> 

j • 

• » * 

.was measured in the supernatant after various periods of ~" 

cold shock, however, it was soon noticed that more pteridines 

escaped from the cell" during the period of manometry. Results 

»showed (Figure 22) that there was a progressive increase of 

pteridine in the supernatant with time of cold "shock. However, 

*#. -if the pteridines were measured in the cell about 1 hr. -after 

. cold shock (coinciding with the time photosynthesis was 

- measured), less pteridines were found to be retainedVin the 

cell. „ Controls kept at 37° did not excrete pteridines. 

The progressive loss of pteridines from the cell after 

cold shock was interesting and this was studied further. 

Results showed that there was in faciLva loss of pteridines 

during manometry, especially just after tipping the cell 

suspension into the main vessel. Several Experiments gave 

sinilar results. On the other hand photosynthesis of cold- -* 

shocked cells remained nearly constant*. A plot-ef the minimum 

percent pteridines in the cell and photosynthesis (percent 

control) showed that there was some relationship between 
S *\ 

photosynthetic decline and* pteridines lost from the coll 

(Figure 25) . ^ • i 

However, work on thia line war discontinued fer several 
reasons. (1) -It no* found that o i l the JC 

•^fT**"^ • 

uajoiioon* ^[••"'•jomopnw lost from 

O •fit? 
~1 ' 

•flfM i .&j^f'&£M$& 1 i -^mMM^'4n 

^Af 
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TIME ( min.) 

Figure 22. & Effect of cold shock on pteridine excretion. 

0---0,control cells held at 37° t a e,cold-shocked cells. 

Percent pteridine in cell determined from pteridine in 

supernatant, immediately after cold shock; X X, pteridines 

determined in cell 1 hr. after cold shock, coinciding with 

the time photosynthesis was generally measured. For 

experimental details see Methods. 

!"• 

*\ 

«Mf • ."•, ^n*- Jt-
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Figure 23. Relationship between percent rate of pnotosynthesis 

and percent minimum pteridine remaining in the cell. Data 

from different experiments. For experimental details see 

Methods. 
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the cell could not be recovered in the supernatant (pWssibly 

due to photolysis during manometry). (2) Pteridinesr in 

contact with cold-shocked cells tended to produce^a yellow 

fluorescent derivative and it was uncertain whether this 

pteridine could be assayed quantitjEftively by the methods of 

analysis used. Other theoretical jreasons for the discontinuation 

of this approach are given in the Discussion. 

(9) Effect of cold shock on Anabaena variabilis. Similar 

cold treatment of Anabaena variabilis showed that the photo

synthesis of this organism was not susceptible to cold shock. 

No pteridines were detected in the supernatant*.* 

(10) Summary of observations made using whole cells, (a) It 

was confirmed that cold shock had a marked effect on photo

synthesis (O2 evolution and C02 fixation) in Anacystis nidulans. 

CD) Anabaena variabilis did not show thisetffect. (c) It was 

found that the effect of cold on photosynthesis was not "all 

or none" with respect to individual cells of the population. 

(d) The effect of cold was rapidly manifested and also shown 

over very short periods of photosynthesis, (e) Cold shock 

caused a loss of viability and a breakdown of selective 

permeability, (f) There was no special reason to believe that 
X 

pteridine loss was the cause of photosynthesis decline, (g) 

Electron acceptors and COj acceptors could not restore photo

synthesis. ^ 

( 

\,\* *v 

.6fff 
i 'v. * 
******* ,1. * P\ * ' Ui *- * * * 
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(B) Cell-free extract studies. 

Since cold had some"effect on the limiting jse'mbrane, it 

was possible that it night also have some effect on the photo

synthetic membranes. Studies of Van Baalen (1957), who found 

that cell-free extracts prepared fron cold-shocked cells had 

lower Hill activity (as measured by DCPIP reduction) and those 

of Gerhardt and Santo (1966) who advised that cell-free extracts 

of Anacystis nidulans be kept at room temperature in order to 

observe photophosphorylation, supported this possibility. As 

a result it was decided to study the effect of cold shock on 

electron flow and photophosphorylation in cell-free extracts 

of Anacystis nidulans. 

Cell-free extracts were prepared by lysozyme digestion in 

the presence of EDTA. Three hr. of incubation at 37° resulted 

in protoplasts, most of which retained the characteristic shape 

of the cell. When the osmotic pressure of the medium was 

lowered, most of the cells lysed:' It was of interest that 

when these protoplasts wejce sub j acted "to-cold shock even ii 

tt. V M M M .* 0.4 t ~ . « — «« S— lytfK—A*. 
the release of phycocyanin. 

Cold shock was performed after the preparation of cell-

free extracts, in 0.4 M sucrose, thus the effect observed 
-V 

could be interpreted as a direct effect of cold. 
a- ,. f 

(1) Effect of cold shock on electron flow. 

(a) Electron flow using ferricyanide as acceptor. -

Photosystem II. 
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Preliminary studies were performed by measuring oxygen 

evolution. Rates of oxygen evolution were in the range of 120-

190 yEq./ag.chl./hr. The gas evolution was light catalyzed 

and inhibited by CMU (Figure 24). 

A study of the effect of cold shock on the system showed 

(Figure 25) that cold had very little effect on oxygen evolution 

and the apparent lower activity of the cold-shocked samples 

was due to the slight lag at the start of the reaction. Repeti

tion of this experiment confirmed the conclusion that cold 

shock, had no effect on the system. 
/' * 

^^-'Further experiments using ferricyanide as electron acceptor 

*•—-—-^were done by following ferricyanide reduction spectrophoto-

metrically at 420 nm. Rates of reduction observed in these 

experiments were high (generally in the range of 450*- 550 uM/ 

mg.chl./hr. and on one occasion a rate as high as 700 was 

observed). These rates were similar to those obtained with 

Phormidium luridum (Biggins, 1967) and Anabaena variabilis 
t 

(Susor and Krogmann, 1964) but,higher than those previously 

obtained with Anacystis nidulans (Introduction, pg. 21). 

Checks were made to determine if there were any inherent 

errors, in the procedure. It was observed that there was some 

dark reduction at 420 nm but this was small (Figure 28), and 

results were corrected for it. It was also observed that 

there was some loss of phycocyanin absorption (620 nm) during 

the experiment, however, this was of little significance since 

phycocyanin had very low absorption at 420 nm. Further, 

determination of ferricyanide reduction in trichloroacetic- acid 
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LIGHT OFF 

'Em 
m 
o 

+ CMU 

TIMEIntoJ 

Figure 24. Oxygen evolution in a cell-free extract using 

K3Fe(CN)6 as electron acceptor. K3Fe(CN)6, 20 ymoles; 

clilorophyll, 120 tig; in 5 ml.i, Light off. For further 

experimental details see Methods. 
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Figure 25. Effect of cold shock on photosystem II. 

K3Fe(CN)$, 10 iimoles; chlorophyll, 60 tig;4,Light off; 

1 '"1, control (room temperature); • a, 15 min. 

cold shock; 0---0, 60 rniii. cold shock. For furtuer 

experimental details see Metnods. 

i ) 

\ 
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supernatants (which has a blank optical density of less than 

0.04) gave results similar to direct determination of optical 

. density changes in the extract. Further evidence that absorbence 

art 420 nm measured true physiological phot oreduct ion of ferricyanide 

was its 80-90% inhibition with CMU and the high P/2e ratios 

obtained (see section (2) (b)). 

Preliminary experiments^showSd that the rate of ferricyanide 

reduction was proportional to concentration of extract (Tahle 

15). 

Other preliminary experiments showed that: 

(1) pH could be varied between 7.2 and 8 without significantly 

changing the rate of ferricyanide reduction. 

(2) The presence of ADP did not increase the rate of ferricyanide 

reduction (Figure 26). 
* 
'(3) Sucrose concentrations from .04 M - 0'. 4 M had no effect 

on the reduction of ferricyanide. 

2+ 
(4) Mg stimulated the rate of reaction almost two fold 

(Figure 27). 

Similar overall results have been obtained by Susor and 

Krogmann (1964) using Anabaena variabilis. 

.The effect of cold shock on ferricyanide reduction was 

studied next. Results (Figure 28) showed'that 30 nin. cold 

shock had no effect on ferricyanide reduction.' Similar results 

were obtained in the absence of ADP and inorganic phosphate. 

In addition, extracts and protoplasts could be stored in a 

refrigerator (approximately 6°) for more than 24 hr. with 

retention of more than 75% of their activity. 
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Table 15 . Effect of concent ra t ion of e x t r a c t on the r a t e 

of fe r r i cyan ide reduc t ion . KjFe(CN)g, 2 jimoles; r eac t i on 

t ime, 3 min. For experimental d e t a i l s see Methods. 

Chlorophyll Ferr icyanide reduced 
(ng . /3 ml.) (ymoles/min.) * 

5 0.042 

10 0.090 

L6v7 . 0.166 

25 0.254 

36 0.354 

r 
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Figure 26. Effect of ADP on K3Fe(CN)6 reduction. *3Fe(CN)6, 

2 iimoles; chlorophyll, 40 wg; in 5 ml. 9 —9, +ADP; X——X, 

-ADP; u~~i>» ADP+CMu. Data not corrected for dark reduction. 

Ferricyanide was measured in the TCA supernatant. For 

further experimental details see Metnods. 
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Figure 27. Effect of Mg2+ on KjFe(CN)6 reduction. /Rates 

expressed in umoles/mg.chl./ftr. K-Fe(CN)6, 1.5 ymeles; 

chlorophyll, 20 pg; in 3 ml. Rates calculated over a 

/period of 2 min. For other experimental details see Methods. 
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Figure 28. Effect of cold shock on-*3Fe(CN)6 reduction. 

Ferricyanide, 1.5 unoles; chlorophyll, 21 ug; in 3 ml. 

0 — 0 , control (room temperature); X~—X, 30 min. cold 

shock; • a, dark reduction. For other experimental details 

see Methods. — \ 
i - -
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Cold shock was found to have no effect on ferricyanide 

reduction even when it was carried out in water instead of 
f 

0.4 M sucrose. 

All this shows that cold shock has no effect on photo-

systen II. 

It was not possible to prepare suitable cell-free extracts 

fron cold-shocked cells using the lysozyme digestion procedure', 

since the protoplasts were found to lyse during Aigesxlxon as 

well as during washing, hence losing soluhle p/oteins. \ Such v 

extracts have low Hill reaction capacity,"mosjfc likely due* to 

loss of water soluble material. 

(b) Electron flow using reduced cytochrome-c as electron 

donor (photosystem I). 

After preliminary experiments, it was" decided to use 

concentrations of 0.07 mM Cyt. c (50% reduced) and 0.16 mM, 

methyl viologen as electron donor and acceptor respectively. 

Trials showed that these concentrations gave nearly linear 

rates of reduction over the full length of the experiment, with 

a maximum rate of 15-20 uM reductant/ag.chl./hrL (using E-max. 

Cyt. c, red.-ox. " 19,000). ^ 

Rates were, verŷ -low compared to ferricyanide reduction 

but were comparable to those previously reported in the litera

ture for Anacystis nidulans by Fugita and Myers (1966) and 

Brown (1969). Interference from the dark reduction- of Cyt. c 

was minimized as described in Methods (pg. 62). 

The effect of cold shock on the system was next studied 

(Figure 29). The results showed that cold had no effect on the 

i* t% ''" - * » • , , yaUt . -.J*> 4> 
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Figure 2jU—Efdect of cold shock on photosysteo I. Cyt. c, 

0.20 vnoles (59% reduced); Methyl vlologen, 0.5 vnoles; 

clilorophyll, 20 ngj Jem. 3 ftl. 0 0, 39 min. cold shock; 

X — X , control. For further experimental details see - -

•~WJthrid**l— — 
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oxidation of Cyt. c. This showed that photosystem I was 

not affected by cold shock. ,- ' , 

(c) Electron jElow using DCPIP as electron acceptor 

(photosystem I + II, see Introduction pg. 18). 

Preliminary experiments showed that the rates of DCPIP 

Feductle'n, over the concentrations used (0.08 mM - 0.13 mM), 

showed little variation. In each case, the reaction was 

2^ characterized by a slight decrease in ratejas the reaction 

'proceeded, irrespective of the-concentration of DCPIP used..-

Interference from dark reduction of DCPIP was minimized by * '", 
t 

adopting the procedures described in-Methods (pg. 62). DCPIP . 
~A 

reduction was inhibited 89-90% by CMU and about 90% of the * 

reduction'in optical density at 550 nm could be regenerated 

wi^h^ferricyanide. This shooed that most of the--reduction in 
A • 

optical density observed was due' to true photoreduction of 

DCPIfu 

r Rates of reduction were 120-150 uEq. reductant/mg.chl./ 

hr. during reaction time tff 4 min. but initial rates of 200 

have been observed. These rates were similar to those 

obtained by Van Baalen (1957). 

The effect of cold shock on DCPIP reduction was studied 

next. Results (Figure 30) showed that cold shock had no -

effect on DCPIP reduction. The same result was obtained at 

limiting DCPIP concentrations, Table 16. This latter experiment 

was designed to determine if cold shock changes the affinity 

of DCPIP for reduction. V Results clearly showed that thia was " 

not the case and that the rate" of DCPIP reduction by control 

M'{ 
»:, 

l^'/yh •-*-
•>T ̂ ##*^*.^^;¥T-:^" V*'b ,+<•» Jtr 
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Figure 30. Effect of cold shock on DCPIP reduction. 

DCPIP, 0.3 nmoles; chlorophyll, 22 jig; in 3 ml. X*^-X, 

control ; v O — 0 , 30 min. cold shock. For further 

experimental details see Methods. 
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Table 16. The effect of cold shock on DCPIP reduction at 

limiting'DCPIP cone, DCPIP, .15-.17 pmoles; chlorophyll, 

30 pg.; oxidized DCPIP at end of reaction, .015-.020 umoles. 

For further experimental details see Methods. 

Time (min.) 

Reduction in O.D. (550 nm) 

Cold shock 
(39 min.) 

0.135 

0.225 •**£ 

0.285 

0.325 

• Control 

0.145 

0.240 

0.300 

0.340 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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and cold shock samples wore almost identical throughout the 

time course even after nearly all the DCPIP (approx. 99%) 

was reduced. 

(d) Attempts to estimate methyl viologen and NADP 

reduction (combined photoreactions). 

Attempts to follow methyl viologen reduction spectrophoto-

metrically by the method of Kok were not successful due to 

technical difficulties in obtaining an anaerobic atmosphere. 

Attempts to follow NADP reduction by the method of Biggins 

(1967 b) were not successful either because no reduction could 

be observed even after the Addition of ferridoxin. It was 

probable that this.was due to a deficiency of ferridoxin:NADP 

traashydrogenase. However, the reason why work on this line 

was,discontinued was due to a light-catalyzed oxidation of 

NADPH observed in these extracts. This effect could not be 

abolished by: (a) washing the particles, (b) dialysis (over

night), (c) rotenone. 

(2) Effect of celd shock on photophosphorylation. 

(«) Cyclic photophosphorylation. - (PMS-ascorbate mediated). 

' Preliminary studies showed that the pH optimum of the 

system was 7.5-7.6. It was also found that the formation of 

organic phosphate was dependent on the presence of light, ADP 

and PMS. The presence of CMO did not inhibit (Table 17). 

The low rates of photophosphorylation in Table 17, A and B 

were- due to the low light intensity used. Ascorbate was also 

required; in its absence', only very low levels of photophos

phorylation were observed (Table 17 C). The results also 
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Table „ 1.7. Characteristics of PMS-ascorbate mediated (cyclic) 

photophosphorylation. Chlorophyll: A, 41 tig; B, 46 pg; 

C, 55 ug; pH: A and C, 7.6; B; 7.2; illumination: A and B, 

th*ee,20 watt "cool white" fluorescent lights; C, 650 watt 

tungsten lamp (Methods, pg. 63). Tl and T2 refer to 

experiments done with extracts held at room temp, for 20 and 

40 min. respectively. For further experimental details see 

Methods. 

.*v 

Expt. Conditions 
•F 

complete 

-ADP 

dark 

complete 

-CMU 

-PMS 

complete 

" Tl 

n Tl 

-ascorbate 

/ 

(uM'ATF/mg. chl./hr.) 

98 

. 0.6 ' 

0.6 

68 

54 

10 

s X**o 

134 , 

124 

11 

B 

^'i4^.iiiy^ 
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showed that the system retained activity when held at room 

temperature. 

Cold shock had a marked effect on PMS-ascorbate photophos

phorylation. After 45 min. cold shock only about a third of 

the total phosphorylating activity remained. In order to find 

out if this effect was unique to Anacystis nidulans, a cell-

free extract of Anabaena variabilis was treated in the same way. 

Results (Figure 31) showed th*t PSP in Anacystis nidulans was 

much more sensitive to cold shock than Anabaena variabilis. 

The rate of photophosphorylation obtained in these 

experiments compared favourably with the best in the literature 

f o r Anacystis nidulans (see Introduction, pg. 22). 

(b) Noncyclic photophosphorylation (with KxFe(CM)6 as 

electron acceptor). 

Assay conditions were the sane as those for ferricyanide 

reduction. Prelininary experiments showed that the system 
i 

was inhibited by CMO (Table 18), They also showed the stability * 

j of the system over a period of 45 min. Other trials also 

showed that light was a requirement. 

In these experiments, radioactivity in zero tine samples 

was subtracted. - *>- . 

Next, the effect of cold shock was studied. Results/are 

shown in Table 19 and Figure 32. As in cyclic photophos

phorylation cold had a marked effect on ATP synthesis. ATP 

synthesis declined to about 49% after IS min. of cold sheck. 

Sanples held at room temperature showed no such loss (Figure 32). 

The rate of photophosphorylation obtained was bettor than any 
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Figure 31. Effect of cold jshock on c y c l i c PSP. Ascorbate, 

100 iimoles; PMS, 0.1 wmoles. CMu* was present. Chlorophyll, 

f ° T Anabaena. 33 ug; for Anacystis. 49 ng; in 3 ml. X—-X, 

Anabaena; 0 — 0 , Anacystis. Time refers to time in cold. 

Control rates , 190 and 165 |iM ATP/mg.chl./hr. for >nabaena 

*n<i Anacystis respect ively . For further experimeataSl^de'tails 

see Methods. 

I 
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Table 18. Characteristics of noncyclic photophosphorylation. 

Chlorophyll, 18,3 ug; KjFe(CN)6, 1.4 unoles; Tl refers to 

tine the extract was held at roon tenperature before 

experiment was performed (45 min.). For. further experimental 

details see Methods. 

Conditions Rate of PSP 
(uM/mg. chl./hr.) 

Complete 155 

Tl 164 

CMO 7.8 

Table 19. Effect of cold on P/2e ratio, Conditions as in 

Figure 32. Rates,were calculated after 6 min. illumination. 
** 

T . ,• | | i | | | , r t ••[|| !•!,,!, n in- i i . . . •mi.. I I I . I ' I I . | I I I^, I . . .J. I I I I . ..ii n i . • i i i . n u i i . . . . I . I I " jm:ii. i i . .mum i . . i r - • * T n r " n in. . m r n i . ir.i .i.n -..•_.. UMI.I. ..I.L-IIIII i. 11 

Rate Control Cold shock (30 min.) 

66 

464 

0.28 

uM ATP/mg.chl./hr. 

uM K3Fe(CN)6/ng.chl./hr7 

P/2e 
A - -

190 . 

459 \ 

0.83 J 
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Figure 32. Effect of cold shock on noncyclic PSP. 

Ferricyanide, 0.7 mM; chlorophyll, 34.5 ug in 3.7 ml. 

O — O , cold shock (0o);/o-»"-«e, control, room temperature, 

Control rate, 190 JIM ATP/mg,chl./hr. Time refers to time 

in cold. For further experimental details see Methods. 
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data in the literature for the organism, and coupling ratios 

(Table 19) were high. The effect of cold was to lower the 

P/2e ratio, (Table 19); 39 nin. cold shock resulted in n P/2o 

ratio of about 0.3 (which was similar to the previous best P/2e 

ratios reported by Gerhardt and Santo, 1966 using cell-free 

extracts prepared by lyophilization and lysozyme digestion). 

The results suggested that low P/2e ratios reported in 

the literature may be due to exposing cells, protoplasts or 

extracts to the cold during some stage of preparation. 

(3) Effect of cold shock on PEP-carboxylase activity. In 

Part II B the characteristics of the carboxylating enzyme are 

reported; their sensitivity to cold shock was also investigated. 

On subjecting the system to cold shock, it was found that it 

was sensitive,losing up to 50% of its activity after 15 min. at 

0° (Figure 33). A similar system from Anabaena variabilis 

showed no cold sensitivity. . Since the effect could not explain 

the loss in photosynthetic capacity of Anacystis nidulans, 

the system was not studied further. It was interesting to 

note that the other CO,-fixing enzyme (RDP carboxylase) was 

not cold-sensitive. 

(4) Summary of cell-free extract studies. Cell-free extract 

studies showed that cold shock had a marked effect on photo

phosphorylation. The general pattern of the decline in 

photophosphorylation, was very similar to those obtained for 

photosynthesis with whole colls; Photophosphorylation of 

Anabaena variabilis (whose photosynthesis was not sensitive 

\ 

l 
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Figure 55, Effect of cold shock on PEP carboxylase activity, 

chl.*: Anabaena, 22 ug; Anacystis, 41 pg; final pH, 8.1. 

Control rates: Anacystis, 0.17 uM.C/mg.chl.*/min.; Anabaena, 

0.49 uM.C/mg.chl.*/nia.; X X, Anabaena-; o o, Anacystis', 

time refers to time in cold. For further experimental details 

see Methods. « 
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to cold shock) was relatively resistant to cold shock. 
" ' Zx '*". 

These studies also showed that election flow was not 

affected/by cold shock, at least with the electron acceptors 

and donorVused in, this stuiy. The data showed that photosys terns 

I and II when "assayed individually were not affected. How

ever due fcoVthe uncertainty of the site of action of DCPIP 
t . •!• '• 

(see Introduction)/the effect of cold shock.on the combined 

photoreactions was not conclusive. It was felt that the assay 

of the methyl viologen-Mehler reaction could help in this 

respect. { ./ 

_> 

t'- ,,*r -..pi , 
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(C) Effect of cold shock on the methyl viologen-Mehler 

reaction. 

The reaction involved the reduction of methyl viologen 

by photosysteo I with the concomitant evolution of half a 

molecule of oxygen per pair of electrons transferred. The 

reduced methyl viologen is then oxidized giving H202« The net , 

result is the uptake of a molecule of oxygen per pair of 

electrons transferred. As a result the overall-process involved 

the.uptake of oxygen at half the rate of oxygen evolution in 

photosynthesis, provided catalase activity was absent. Itf 

this experiment, KCN was usedfto inhibit catalase (Chua, 1971) 

and oxygen uptake was followed manooetrically (Methods, pg. 

57). \ _ / 

This method was used to study the effect of cold shock 

on electron flow in whole cells. It was useful as it allowed 

the study of the combined photosysterns, a study that was not 

possible in cell-free extracts. 

The overall characteristics of the system are shown in ,\ 

T.U.,0. n. - - u ^ p tta, - ^ viox̂ ., » ~d 

.light were required for/gas uptake..'The results also showed 

that cold shock did not inhibit the* Mehler reaction. 

The high level of gas evolution in the dark for the 

* complete* cold shock sample (Table 29 A) was not observed 

in other experiments. The rate of oxygen uptake was in the J> 

range of 120- umoles/mg.chl./hr. which was comparable to 

rates calculated from whole cell photosynthesis. 

*<; 

•4 i, <_ ,.-t« 

'I 

* 
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Table 20. Characteristics of the methyl viologen-Mehler reaction. 

Tine of cold shock, 15 min.; Klett cell units/vessel, 2900; 

control cells were held at room temperature. (For further 

experimental details, see Methods). 

Expt. 

A 

***-

r 
-i-
• 

B 

Cold shock 

-

-

+ 

•f 

-

-

-

•»• 

i 

e 
Reaction Mixture 

complete 

KCN omitted 

complete 7 

KCN omitted , 

complete 

M.V. omitted 
9 * +-

dark 

, complete r\ 

Oxygen uptake 
(nl.AO nin.) 

Ught 

26 

3 

30 

• 5 

32 

4.5 

5 

32 

Dark 

0 

0 

-8 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

-1 

-0.5 

. *#* *̂  

\y 
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Table 21. The effect of cold shock on the methyl viologen 

Mehler reaction at low concentrations of methyl viologen. 

Conditions name as Table 20, but time of cold shock,30 min. 

In all samples, dark gas^uptake, 2-3 til/10 min. 

Cone, of M.V. 
(oM) 

1 

Control 
r 

27.4 

30*8 

27.* 

Oxygen 
(wl./lO 

uptake 
> min.) 

% 

f 

Cold shock 

35.0 

36.5 

32.2 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

A 
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The next table shown the effect of, cold shock on the 

Mehler reaction at lower concentrations of methyl viologen. 

The results (Table 21) showed again that cold shock did net 

cause a loss in gas uptake, in fact, the cold shock samples 

had higher rates of gas up^akeT 

The results of these experiments supported previous 

conclusions that cold shock' had no effect on electron flow. 

The method had theoretical complicates and therefore firm 

conclusions were difficult to make, but the experiment had 

value since the expected rate of,gas uptake was observed; 

further the observations were in harmony with previous 

experiments. 

• 

\ 

* ; • 
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PART II 

Carbon dioxide, incorporating reactions of Anacy«»*f Ulî Wllifffliff 

(A) Whole cell studies. 
~ # * 

The experiments were designed to show the-various paths 

b)^ which C02 was incorporated. The experimental procedure 

essentially consisted of the addition of high specific 

14 
activity CC^ (** Na2C03) to cell suspensions and the 

separation and identification of the labelled products formed. 
% 14 
Incorporation of CO- in glucose and phosphate esters were 

^9iaee«y|o be equivalent to fixationHby the Calvin cycle and 

the labelling in aspartate and glutamate were assumed to be due 

to possible alternate routes, subject to the position of label 

in the two amino acids. ?, 

It should be noted, however, that "the experiments were 

physiological significance of the different routes of CO, 

incorporation cannot be evaluated "here. 

The average rates of photosynthesis were equivalent to 

about 1099 pi. C02 fixed/mg. chl./hr. (about equal to that 

observed with standard growth conditions) and at the end of the 

experiment approximately 15% of the added C02 was utilized. 

Data in this section is presented in tables rather than 

figures, because only the labelling in the initial sample was 

of critical interest. 4* 

Identities assigned to compounds were based only on 

chromatography. Occasions where authentic standards wore not 
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used are indicated in the tables. 
* 

(1) Distribution of isotope among compounds in the ethanol-
t 

soluble fraction. A preliminary experiment designed to evaluate 

pool-size of intermediates was first done. Thia involved the 
, * • * _ * 

incorporation of C02 into cell suspensions over a period of 

IS nin. (Table 22). The experiment did not serve its purpose ' 

because even after that period of time, some of the inter

mediates (e.g. glutamic acid) had not attained complete 

labelling. This was deduced from knowledge gained previously 

in the^study of the leakage of intermediates from the cell 

(Part I, (A), (5),). This indicated that glutamic acid had a 

very low turnover rate. 

In the next experiment (which will be referred to hereafter 

as E-l) a cell suspension was mixed with l 4C0 2 (as Ma^OOj) 

in the dark (Methods, pg. 66, method A) following which the 

light was switched on. Results of the experiment showed 

(Table 23) that incorporation in the dark was mainly into 

glutamic and aspartic acids (Figure 34) while the phosphate 

esters contained very little label. After the light was 

switched on, the two amino acids were labelled faster and the 

labelling continued through all the samples taken. The nhos-

phate esters were not labelled to a great extent in the first 

few seconds after the light was switched on (Figure 35) but 

became prominent after 21 see. (Figure 36) and soon accounted 

for the hoik of the CO, fixed. At the same time, the label in 

the othanoi-insoluble fraction increased considerably. (This 

woo identified as mainly polymer glucose* one nOnt-Section). 
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Table 22. i 4C0 2 fixation for 15 min. Na C03, 170 unoles 

(0.5 uCi), Other conditions as in Methods (method A, pg. 66). 

Radioactivity expressed per 50 pi aliquot. (Total volume 

1 ml.). *identified from R- only, t identified by co-

chromatography with authentic standards. fcV 

Compound Radioactivity c.p.m, x 10 -2 

PGA' 

Sugar phosphates* 

PEP* 

Triose P+ 

+ 
Aspartate 

Glutamate 
+ 

Alanine 

Citrate + Glycolate(?) 

Fumarate 

Succinate+ 

26 

171 

07 

11 

40 

39 

06 

10 

16 

05 
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Table 23. Distribution of radioactivity in B-1, Counts 

expressed per, SO nl aliquot. * identification by JtF only. 

t identified by co-chromatography with authentic standnrds, 

For details see Methods. 

L-%f 

Compound 

Counts/10 min. 1(T5 

dark 8 sec. 21 sec. 36 sec. 54 sec, 

PGA1 11.2 260 

Hexose* 
mono P. 

PBP* 

Triose P. 

Sugar di P.* 

Pentose* 
mono P. 

UDPG area* 

Aspartate* 

Glutamate+ 

Citrate1" 

Ethanol 
insoluble 

21 

6(T) 

-

-

-

53 

14 

-

*. — 

16,0 

4.8 

3.2 

8.0 

6.5 

3.2 

163 

41.5 

3.0 

13 

180 

12 

16 

36 

38 

20 

321 

51 

16 

57 

720 

938 

62 

34 

80 

132 

72 

530 

111 

25 

280 

1429 

2000 

90 

62 

309 

266 

269 

912 

128 

84 

1399 

<f>) 



Figure 54. Autbradiogran of chromatogram, 89 sec. pre-

illumination sample of B-1. 1, aspartate; 2, glutamate; 3, 

phosphate esters; 1—-*, phenol-water; 2-—*, BAW, For 

experimental details see Methods. 
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Figure 35. Autoradiogram of chromatogram, 8 sec. photosyn

thesis of B-1. 1, aspartate; Z,^glutamate; 3, phosphate 

esters; 1—•», phenol-water; 2-i-9>, RAW. Fpr experimental 

details see Methods. 

^ 
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Figure 56. Autoradiogram of chromatogram, 21 sec. photo

synthesis of E-1. 1, aspartate; 2, glutanate; 3, PGA; 4, 

hexose monophosphates; 5, sugar diphosphates; 6, PEP; 7, 

•S citrate; 8, triose P; 1 », phenol -water; ''-2 », BAW. For 

experimental details see Methods. 

ill 
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The experiment showed that labelled aspartic acid and glutamic 

acid could be formed without significant operation of the 

Calvin cycle. This type of initial labelling into aspartate 

and glutamate is called type II labelling. 

In another experiment (which will be called B-2) a dark 

preincubation was avoided (Methods, pg, 66, method B) and 

radioactive carbonate was added to a preilluninated sample. 

The results of this experiment (Table 24) showed that although 

there was some lag in the labelling of the phosphate esters, 

the labelling in these compounds exceeded by far the labelling 

in aspartate, even in the earliest sample (Figure 37). This 

indicated-that the Calvin cycle could operate without the 

labelling of aspartate. After 17 sec. the labelling of iSie 

total Calvin cycle intermediates was linear. The labelling 

in aspartate in the experiment was initially slow but 

ultimately reached the same level as E-1. In later samples a 

whole spectrum of intermediates was labelled (Figure 39). 

This type of labelling (initial Calvin cycle intermediate 

labelling) is called type I labelling. 

One problem encountered in these experiments was the 

large quantity of radioactivity that remained at the origin. 

This was greater in the type I pattern experiments in which 

radioactivity at the origin was as much as 15% of the total 

isotope in the ethanol soluble fraction. On hydrolysis of 

this spot with 1 N HC1 at 100° for 1 hr., followed by chronato-

graphy, a 'smear* of radioactivity was obtained. It was 

believed that this represented a mixture of cell wall poly-

AP j** ,->*«* &% «JJ 
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Table 24. Distribution of radioactivity in E-2. Counts 

expressed in terms of a 50 ul aliquot. * identification 

by/Rp only, r identified by co-chromatography with authentic 

standards. For 

. \ 
\ 

Compound 

Hexose mono 
P.*+PGA* 

Pentose P.* 

UDPG area* 

PEP* 

Aspartate* 

Glutamate* 

Citrfrte* 

Malate* 

Glycolate(T)* 

Alanine* 

Bthanol 
insoluble 

details 

-

» 

4 sec. 

270 

12 

2 

1 

14.5 

2 

-

-

-

-

35 

see Methods. 

-

Counts/10 min. 

17 sec. 

1379 

92 

14 

45 

76 

8 

13 

<1 

13 

<1 . 

237 

52 sec. 

6074 

796 

316 

159 

960 

197 

221 

40 

148 

66 

3605 

xlO*3 

69 sec. 

6151 / 

' 871 

Z?0 

289 

1026 

203 

- 296 

50 

248 

117 

4468 

/ / 
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Figure 37. Autoradiogram of chromatogram, 4 sec. photosyn

thesis of E-2. 1, aspartate; 2, phosphate esters; I-*—*, 

phenol-water; 2 », BAW. For experimental details see 

Methods. \ ' 

x̂ 
«r 
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Figure 38. Autoradiogram of chromatftgram, 60 sec. photosyn

thesis of E-2. 1, aspartate; 2, glutamate; 3, PGA+sugar 

phosphates; 4, PEP; 5, pentose monophosphates; 6, alanine; 

7, UDP6 area; 8, a,b, citrate; 9, malate; 10, fumarate; 

11, unknown (glycolate?); 1 >, phenol-water; 2 >, BAW. 

For experimental details see Methods. 

v*&t * ,. t J i£%* £. 
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Table 25. Distribution of radioactivity in experiment done 

at two light intensities. Low light - 3,20 watjt 'cool white1 

fluorescent lights. High light - 650 watt tungsten lamp. 

* identification by Rp only, t identification by co-chromato-

graphy. Counts expressed per 150 ul aliquot. For experimental 

details see Methods. 

'"»*• "" • " 

Compound 

PGA* 

Sugar phos.* 
(mono + di) 

Triose P.* 

PEP* 

Glutanate* 

Citrate* 

Aspartate? 

Malate* 

Ethanol 
insoluble 

low light 

6 sec. 

10.5 

24.1 

1.0 

-

) ] 
* 4.2 

-

.1.2 

Counts/10 

/ 

20 sec. 

61 

232 

5.7 

1.1 

0.6 

'* 44 ' 

5.7 

33 

min. 10"*3 

high light 

7 sec. 

18.2 

30.8 

i.s 
-

— 

123.0 

-

1 " 

20 sec. 

291 . , 

714 

49 

37 

7.5 

7.5 

366 

13.5 

196 

t 

, ,\ : 
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Figure 59. Autoradiogram of chromatogram, 7 sec. of high 

light intensity. 1, aspartate; 2, PGA; 3, sugar phosphates; 

1 »,< phenol-water; 2 >, BAW. For experimental details 

see Methods. 



saccarides, sugar diphosphates and degradation products. Due 

to possible degradation of key intermediates during isolation, 

the percent recovery of all these intermediates was determined. 

In general, the recovery of key intermediates was high (see 

Methods) and the data shown was corrected for this loss. 

On repeating method B at two light intensities, a nixed 

pattern of labelling" was observed for low light intensity, 

while a type II pattern was observed for high light intensity. 

The high light intensity seemed to affect the labelling in 

the Calvin cycle intermediates only after 20 sec. (Table 25, 

Figure 39). 

Next it was decided to Study the composition of the ethanol-

insoluble fraction and detotsiine the label in C4 of aspartate 
' t 

and C| of glutamate. 

(2) Components of the ethanol*insoluble -fraction. On hydrolysis 

of the ethanol-insoluble fraction with HC1 and chromatography 

(Methods, pg. 68), it was found (Table 26) that the bulk of 

the label in the. |fter samples (60 sec.) was in glucose. Glucose 

has been shown by Kindel and Gibbs (1963) to be formed by the 

Calvin cycle. 

However at, shorter times an unknown spot- (X) with low Rf 

in both solvents was the major radioactive compound. Its 

Rg (Rp with reference to glucose) was, in phenol-water, 0.57; 

and in BAW, 9.30. Tap nature of this coopound<s) was not 

studied further. There was considerable activity in another 

unknown spot (T) oith y 2.4 in phenol oator, 3.5 in BAW 

CFigure 40). This spot was inadvertantly ran off the paper in 
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Figure 40. Autoradiogram of chromatogram of hydrolyzed 

ethanol-insoluble fraction. 60 sec. photosynthesis of E-/&. 

1, glucose; 2, aspartate; 3, unknown X; 4, unknown Y; 1-4-*, 

phenol-water; 2 », BAW. For-experimental details see Methods. 
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Table 26. HCl hydrolysate of ethanol insoluble fraction from 

E-1 and E-2.v For experimental details see Methods. , 

C.P.M. x 10"2 

Experiment Compound 

E-1 - Glucose 

Aspartate 

unknown X 

..i,̂  E-2 Clucose 

Aspartate 

/ X 

y 

8 

4 

sec. 

1 

2 

2 

sec. 

-

-

21 

-

Table 27. Effect of ninhydrin on 

21 

17 

, 

. sec. 

3 

2 

9 

sec. 

48 

3 

55 

13 

authentic 

36 sec. 

152 

10 

34 

52 sec. 

2110 

50 

260 

320 

l-14i: and 

54 sec. 

834 

17 

64 

60 sec. 

3620 

75 * 

300 

480 

5-l4C 

labelled glutamate and a test sample (mixture of 36 and 54 

sec. samples of E-1). For experimental details'see Methods. 

1 " "•- - " " "•""•• "•"•» •'* - " •"•"•' -*• • • • - • — • " • *< <**•< ••* ••••• — " — ' ' - " • • » • * • II I * • • <i '";•'•"• 

Counts/5 lain. 

Before spray 

After spray 

Label 
remaining (%) 

glutamate 

a 

'3362 * 

88 

2.7 

\ 
b 

1546 

4S 

2.9 

glutamate-5- C Unknown 
•• . . 2i 

a 

3584 

3024 

84 

h a 

2070 • } 2135 

1707 il3 , 

83 • 5.3 
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the hydrolysate of B-1. There was some label in aspartic 

acid. Several other low radioactive spots, were present. The 

60 sec. sample from E-2 is shown in Figure 40. In E-1 the 

hydrolysate of the 54 sec. sample was passed through an amino 

acid separation column. This resulted in a major peak in the 

15 min. fraction which contained 60-70% of the total activity. 

This peakjtas probably glucose and the only radioactive amino 

acid was aspartic-acid (41 min.). A small peak at 23 min. 

was probably one of the unknown spots, 

(3) Estimation of labelling in glutamate-1-C. The radioactive 

isotope in C-l of glutamate was determined by decarboxylation 

with ninhydrin (Methods, pg. 72). Controls used were A -

glutamate-1-C and glutamate-5- C. Results showed (Table 27) 

that glutamate-5- C retained over 80% of its radioactivity 

14 with this-treatment while glutamate-1-C retained less than 

3% of its radioactivity. The unknown sample, (mixture of 

36 and 54 sec. sample of E-1) lost most of its radioactivity 

OIL treatment with ninhydrin. It was estimated that the 

14 * 

percent of C in C-l of glutamate was at least 95. (This 

was consistent with glutamic acid arising from either the 

reductive carboxylation of succinyl CoA or via C-4 labelled 

oxaloacetic acid and the citric acid cycle). 

(4) Estimation of labelling in aspartate-4-C. The procedure 

involved the conversion of aspartic acid of known specific 

activity into pyruvate (resulting in the loss of C-4 of ^ 

aspartate). The specific activity of pyruvate (c.p.m./uM) 

\ 
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Table 28. Percent radioactivity in C-4 of aspartate. 95% 

cofi^c. U . « , .it, ,.,p.ct «. couati*. .* r.dio.cU.i., 

are shown. 

Radioactivity in 
Experiment Time (sec.) C-4 of aspartate (%) 

E-1 .. 21 >99 

36 96 ± 0.8 

54 91 t 0.9 

E-2 17 90 ± 2.0 

52 82 t 1.2 

60 80 ± 1.2 

4 
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was then determined. Results showed that the pyruvate isolated 

(C-l, 2, 3 of aspartate) had very little label, i.e. most of 

the label was lost (as CO.) and therefore, was in the C-4 of 

aspartate. This was consitent with aspartate arising via the 

carboxylation of PEP. 

(5) Determination of label in oxaloacetate. The reason why 

this experiment was done was that if a "Hatch-Slack" trans-

carboxylation" occurred (see Introduction) in Anacystis nidulans, 

it was possible that toxaloacetate would be more highly
 v 

labelled than aspartate. Hence radioactivity in oxaloacetate 

(isolated as a phenylhydrazone) %as determined after short 

periods ., exposure to radioactive » C 0 r 

Results (Table 29) showed that very little labelled 

oxaloacetate was formed. Most of the radioactivity was in the 

phosphate esters. Low label in oxaloacetate was also observed 

by Hatch et al. (1967) using several plants having a C-4 

dicarboxylic -acid pathway. It was noticed that although the 

counts in oxaloacetate was low they appeared to increase 

slightly with time. 

A repeat experiment gaye similar results. 
\ 

(6) Summary of CO2 fixation in whole cells. These experiments 

suggested the existence of independent pathways of CO, 

fixation into sugars and at least- aspartate (and possibly J 

glutamate). This was supported by kinetic studies as well /6s 

the position of label in aspartate and glutamate. / 
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Table 29. Label in oxaloacetate compared to total inc 

poration and label in aspartate. All counts express1* 

terms of a 50 pi aliquot. OAA was determined in a 250' 

aliquot counted for 10 min. For experimental details see 

Methods. 

Time (sec.) 

C.P.M. x 10 -2 

Total Asp. 

*\ 

OAA 

7 

16 

30 

70 

178 

603 

2 

7 

12 

0.12 

0.15 

0.35 
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(B) Cell-free extract studies. 

It was decided to examine cell-free extracts to determine 

if the carboxylating enzymes PEP carboxylase and RDP carboxy

lase could be detected, and if..so, whether the enzymes are 

present in sufficient quantities to support CO- fixation in 

whole cells. The study of PEP carboxylase was of special 

interest because (1) the low label in oxaloacetate and (2) 

because OAA could be involved in a hypothetical transcarboxy-

lation reaction giving CO- to the Calvin cycle (Hatch and 

Slack, 1970; see Introduction). The low label in oxaloacetate 

did not rule out such a possibility, because the reaction 

might occur through a derivative of oxaloacetate (Pan and 

Waygood, 1971) or involve enzyme-bound oxaloacetate. Hence 

it was also decided to determine if CO, incorporation by RDP 

'could be stimulated, by PEP, because if such was the case it 

would be strong evidence for a transcarboxylation reaction. 

(1) Ribulose-1-5 diphosphate (RDP) carboxylase. The enzyme 

14 
was assayed by following the incorporation of CO- into fixed 

C (Wishnick and Lane, 1971; for details, see Methods, pg. 78). 

A preliminary study (two dimensional chromatography and auto

radiography of reaction products with standard radioactive 

PGA) established that most of the radioactivity fixed was in 

PGA. It was next decided to study the kinetic parameters of 

the enzyme. All Michaelis constants determined are termed 

"Apparent" since all studies were conducted with cell-free 

extracts which were not purified. Results showed that the 
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N 
"apparent" activity of the enzyme was in the range of 

0.8-1.1 uM l4C fixed/mg.chl./nin. (1000-1500 pi COj/ng.chl./ 

hr.) which was sufficient for the rates of growth observed 

in our cultures, but was only 15-25% of the haiinum rate of 

photosynthesis observed in -anometry. 

At an early stage it was noticed that protoplasts washed j 

with phosphate buffer showed lower enzymic activity. This 

was probably due to the known inhibitory action of inorganic 

phosphate (Wishnick and Lane, 1971). All subsequent experiments 

were conducted using tris buffer as the washing reagent. 

Preliminary studies also showed that the system did not lose 

enzymic activity over a period of one hour at room temperature. 

Studies with this system showed (Table 30, A, B) that 

the .enzyme was subject to substrate inhibition. 

Preliminary studies also showed that the activity of the 

enzyme varied very little (less than 10%) from pH 7.9-8.15. 

The "apparent" Km for HCO" was determined next. Results 

(Figure 41) onaLineweaver-Burk plot showed a concentration for 

half maximal activity, of 11 mM. These kinetic characteristics 

were very sinilar to those obtained by. others, for plant enzymes 

(see Introduction). Mo co-operative effects were observed at 

these levels of C02 concentration. 

The "apparent" Kn for RDP was also determined from a 

Lineweaver-Burk plot (Figure 42). The data when fitted into 

a hyperbola (by computer) gave an "apparent" Km of 0.063 mM 

which is somewhat lower than what has been previously reported 

(Wishnick and Lane, 1971) for the spinach enzyme. 
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Table 30. Substrate inhibition of^RDP carboxylase. Reaction 

mixtures contained, A: Na2C0>«, 16 mM; MgCl2, 7.5 mM; ** 

chl.*, 36 pg; final pH, S.r^fn 1.6 ml. B: same as A 

except Na2C0,, 25 mM; chl.*, 40 pg. Inorganic phosphate in 

washing medium in A only. For further experimental details 

see Methods. 

Initial velocity ' 
Expt. Cone, of RDP (mM) (yM.C/mg. chl.*/m^a,) 

0 

0.24 

0.48 

1.50 

0.28 

0.42 

0.56 

« • 

0.84 

<0. 

0. 

0. 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

,01 

,38 

,39 

,20 

,76 

&0 

,73 

68 
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lfcCmM^x 10) 

Figure 41. Lineweaver-Burk plot for HCOl. Enzyme, RDP carboxy

lase, RDP, O.S^mM; M g & 2 , 10 mM; extract, 64 pg, chl.*; Tris-

HCl, 0.2 M; final p % 8.1; in 1.6 Olfe V (initial velocity) 

expressed as pM. C fixed/mg.chl.*/mijp,. For further daperimental 

details see Methods. j>, 
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*a 

Figure 42. Lineweaver-Bttrk plot for RDE Enzyme, RDP carboxylase; 

HC0j,.44mM; MgCl2, 7.5 mM; extract, 44 pg.chl.; Tris-HCl; 

0.2 M; pH, 8.05; in 1.6 ml. V (initial velocity) is expressed 

as uM C fixed/mg.chl.*/min. For further experimental details 

see Methods. 
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Table 31 . Location of RDP carboxylase a c t i v i t y . Condit ions 

^,as in Table 30B excf/pt RDP, 0.66 mM; c h l . i 50 pg. For 

experimental d e t a i l s see Methods. 
1 

» «„, 

Fraction Enzyme ̂ Activity 
(pM.C fixed/mk.chl,*/min.) 

Supernatant 

Chlordphyff 
„ particles « 

0.86 

0.7,5 \ 

0.14 

' 9 

i -

) 
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After one wash only 16% of the activity.remained with 

the chlorophyll-containing fragments (Table 31). This showed 

that the enzyme was soluble. 
i « 4 

An attempt to determine if the enzyme was light-stimulated, 

showed that this was not the case. There were, however, 

possible reasons why the experiment was unsuccessful. (1) 

The light used (see pg. 78) may not have been intense enough 

because the extract was highly coloured. (2) Mechanisms of 

light activation are believed to occur which may not be 

possible in cell-free extracts (Introduction pg. 29). 

1 
(2) Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) carboxylase. The enzyme was 

studied by following the incorporation of <?02 into fixed ' 

carbon by carboxylation of PEP and conversion of the oxaloj- " 

acetate formed into aspartate by transamination (Methods, 

"pg.- 917- A preliminary study (two dimensional chromatography 

ah'd autoradiography with- an authentic standard) Showed that 
t1 * . > ' 

nearly all the radioactivity isolated (>95%) was in aspartate. 

Characteristics of the enzyme assay were studied next 

and this showed (Figure, 43) that the assay required PEP, 

glutamate, and glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase for maximum 

activity. - * 

Preliminary studies also showed that 2 mM PEP was 

sufficient to give linear reaction rates over the reaction 

time with 60 pg chl. .These studies also showed that 5 units 

of transaminase and 3.2 mM glutamate were saturating under 

these reaction conditions. 
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CM 
I 

O 

e 

o o 

TIME (min.) 

Figure 43. Characteristics of the PEP carboxylase assay system. 

Na2C03', 6 mM; PEP, 1.2 mM; Tris-HCl, 0.1 M; glutamic acid, -

3.2 mM; glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, 17.%-units; extract, 

42 pg chl.*; pH,»8.1;,X—X, PEP, glutamate and transaminase 

omitted; 0 — 0 , glutamate and transaminase omitted; e e, 

glutamate omitted; o—-o, transaminase omitted; a — j , , complete 

reaction mixture. For further experimental details see Methods. 

i if 
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£z 

SUBSTRATE CONC (mM) 

Figure 44. Substrate curve for HCO~i Enzyme," PEP carboxylase; 

conditions as in Figure 45.* 
'3-

J 

. 3 

^ 
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I/v 4 0 -

VSxlQ 

Figure 45. Lineweaver-Burk .plot for HCO~. Enzyme, PEP 

Carboxylase; PEP, 3.4 mM; extract, 39 pg chl.*; pH, 8.0 M 

1.6 ml. V (initial velocity) expressed as uj*. C fixed 

(aspartate)/mg.chl. Vain. S expressed as-mM. For further 

experimental details see Methods. , 
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<# 

IN 

l/s(mM *) 
* — 

I Figure 46. Lineweaver-"Burk p lo t for PEP. Enzyme, PEP 

^carboxylase; Na2C03, 12.5 mM; e x t r a c t , 55 pg. c h l . * ; pH, 

8 . 1 , in 1.6 ml. V ( i n i t i a l veloci ty) expressed as pM. C 

fixed (aspartate)7mg.chl,*/min. For fur ther experimental 

d e t a i l s see Methods. « , 

' > 
v - I 
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Table 32. Location of PEP carboxylase activity. The reaction 

mixture (L6ml.) contained Na2CO«^ 674 mM; glutamic acid, 

6.4 mM; glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, 10 units; PEP, 

1.2 mM; chl.*, 58-pg. Other conditions as In Methods (pg. 81) J-JTg. 

Fraction Enzyme Activity 
C fixed/mg.chl.*/min.) 

Complete 

Supernatant 

Chlorophyll 
particles 

O.050 

0.050 

0.904 

r- '. •it 

( 
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The activity of this enzyme varied from extract to 

extract and was in the range of 0.1-0.5 pM C fixed/mg. chl.*/ 

min. These rates were sufficient to account for the asparate^ 

formation shown in whole cell studies. 

A substrate curve for HCOI concentration showed hyperbolic 

kinetics (Figure 44) and.a Lineweaver-Burk plot showed (Figure ' 

45) an "apparent" Km of 3.6 mM. This was higher than that 

of plant enzymes e.g. in maize, Waygood et al. (1969) observed 

a Km of 0.25 mM. 

A Lineweaver-Burk plot for PEP concentration (Figure 46) 

gave an "apparent" Km of 0.7 mM which was sinilar to that of 

plant enzymes 4>ut much lower than for bacterial enzymes, 

(Maeba and Sanwal, 1969). , 

The enzyme, like RDP carboxylase, was soluble and in 

this case very little enzyme activity remained attached to 

the^particles after one wash (Table 32). In fact, the activity 

(.004 uM/mg.chl.**ifmin.) was' very close to the blank value 

obtained by mixing Nal̂ f COj-with the extract. 

The low activity in the experiment was probably due to 

""the sub-optimal, concentration of PEP and bicarbonate used. 

On comparison with the data on RDP carboxylase, it seemed that 

*- V ', ' 
PEP-carboxylase was less firmly bound-to the lamellae ,(df 

* A 
bound at all). 

(3) Assay for a PEP-stimulated transcarboxylation reaction. 

The assay medium was that of RDP carboxylase but a lower 

concentration of HCO-"(3 mM) was used in order to minimize . 

direct carboxylation of RDP to form PGA. .The rationale behind 

i 
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figure 47 'r •. ' 
^^—-Zi.* Test fnr 

activitv ' „ °*al0,acetate-RDp *„, l 

l v « y . General p r « c e . ' P t r a n 5«rboxyi a s e 
b « t HCO- v „ • -V QCed*u*» tha t of finp . '< 

* " ~ * ' "W»traasa.4 ' PBP'* • — * Rm> '" 
a«*a»inase s y s t *> « * . 

" ' 9~ro, sop and p 
D * 
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C> Table 33. Analysis of products of carboxylation reaction 

mixtures. Conditions as 

Reaction mixture 
_, 

PEP and transaminating 
system 

PEP 

RDP r . 

RDP + PEP 

.for" Figure 47. 

Products ' 
Counts/JLO min. x 1Q" 

Aspartate PGA 
* 

118.0 0.5 

1.4 " 0.8-

0.7 56.1 

3.7 ' 4676 

X 

i 

-3 

« 

• 

Rp - 0.45 

<0.1 

1.0 

#> 0-* 
»-

1.5 
j 

9 

p » 

A 

r 

: ••v-'-^ \ 

^ 
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Figure 48. Autoradiogram of chromatogram of Table 33. 1, 

PEP and RDP;-2, PGA standard; 3, PEP .and transaminating 

system; 4, RDP; 5, aspartate standard; 6, PEP. For experimental 

details see Figure 47. 

>i 
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the experiment was to determine if, at low concentrations, 

~ 14° { 

PEP carboxylase 'could stimulate incorporation of C02 into 

PGA., Such a situation would be expected if Oxaloacetate. .(or 

an intermediate of the PEP carboxylation reaction) acted as a 

C02 donor to RDP carboxylase. However, results showed (Figure 

47) that even though the extract contained PEP .carboxylase<~ ; 

activity there was no stimulation of CO- incorporation, showing 

that such a transcarboxylation activity was absent in these £ 

extracts. <• The products of the reaction were chromatographed, 

autoradiographed, and'counted on a scintillation counter. 

(Table 33, Figure 48). This further confirmed that PEP did 

not stimulate the » formation of PGA. 

(4) Assay for the reductive carboxylation of succinic acid. ' „ 

The assay/was modelled on that of Buchanan et al-. (1967). 

The reason for,, the experiment was to find out if the enzyme 

for/converting succinyl-CoA into a-ketoglutarate (a-keto-

g^utarate synthetase) was present in .Anacystis nidulans. 

' The assay system was provided with a source of reducing 

power, substrate and co,-factors and a method of trapping any 

a-ketoglutarate formed. % 

Reducing* power was generated in the form of reduced 

ferridoxin (Fd) by illuminating lamellae fragments of Anacystis 
, * ' 

nidulans. DCPIP-.ascorbate was used as the electron donor 

•system and Fd was used as the ̂ acceptor. CMu" was present'and 
' ' * ' - • . 

a helium atmosphere was maintained to prevent reoxidation of 
i I o 

reduced Fd. NADPH was also provided as an alternate source of 

reducing power. . ' * 
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The reaction mixture was also provided with substrates 

for the synthesis of succinyl-CoA, i.e. succinic acid, 

coenzyme A and ATP. It was reasoned that if the enzyme was 

present succinyl-CoA would be reductively carboxylated with 

"̂14 

CO, in the presence of reduced ferridoxin â nd thiamine v 

pyrophosphate to form radioactive a-ketoglutaric acid. The 

latter could then be trapped as glutamic acid using dutamic-

oxaloacetic transaminase and aspartic acid.' Reaction times 

were 30 and 60 min. 
14 

Results, however, showed that although C^was incorporated, 
the bulk of the radioactivity was in the phosphate esters. 

IS 

The total activity was the same in -the presence and absence 

of succinic acid. After one dimensional chromatography, the 

radioactive glutamate band was cut and the radioactivity in 

it was estimated. The activity was the same in the presence 

and absence of succinic acid. ,J 

(5) Summary of cell-free extract studies on CO{ fixation. 

These studies showed that (a) sufficient PEP ̂ carboxylase 

was present to account for1 the formation of aspartate, at 

rates observed in whole cells, (b) extracts had enough RDP 

carboxylase, activity to account for 15-25% whole cell rates 

of photosynthesis. No evidence could be obtained for either 

(c) the reductive carboxylation of succinic acid or (dj 

the presence of a PEP-stimulated oxaloacetate-RDP transcar

boxylation. 
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DISCUSSION 

PART I 

y 

N 

Effect of cold shock on Anacvst-is. nidujans 
•—•'«'*1||Hillim i'l • !•••• •» iiiiWI ••'•ml • i . i i M i w m i i i i w w i . w . m n n i . , ,111. . — f c — „ — — — — • — . 

The main question asked in this study was, Why does 

photosynthesis decline after cold shock? ^ 

A preliminary,study confirmed tha^ cold shock bad a 

marked effect on 0? evolution, 15 min. cold shock caused a 
* ,* 

decline to about 3SI control rates. Longer periods' of* cold 

shock (1-2 hr.) caused a further slow decline to 15-201. The 
- & 

next question asked was, Is? oxygen-evolution by cold-shocked 

cells a true reflection of their photosynthetic capacity? «. 

This was important since gas evolution may not have been a , 

true reflection of C02 fixation because: (1) the observed 

rate of oxygen evolution might have been lower than C02 

fixation due to a contribution of a Mehler type reaction 

(autooxidation of a reduced intermediate to fori* H^02) in cold-

shocked cells, (2) the observed rate may have been high due to 

02 evolution being coupled to the reduction of some unknown 

compound(s)% However, the results showed that C02 fixation , 

p„.ll.,.i o W . o .voxutioo C « ~ p t «'low p.rc.at p.otosy- ' 

thesis values)., This showed t.hat oxygen evolution of cold-

shocked cells represented true C02 fixation. The deviations . 

at low percent photosynthesis are discussed later. 

The next question asked was, Is the effect of cold 

shock fully expressed when the cells are removed from the 

cold? Tbo answer was yes. This was shown by polarography with 

cells cold-shocked for 15-30 min. Results showed that cold-

\ 
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shocked cells showed a loss in photosynthetic capacity 

immediately after being removed from the cold and that this 

level of'photosynthesis continued constant during the next 

1-2 hr. after cold shock. The same conclusion was reached from 

the manometric experiments. An exception was the case of cells 

cold-shocked for long periods of time (1-2 hr.) where photo

synthesis tended to decline slightly (5 percentage units) 

during 1-2 hr. after cold shock. This could explain some of the 

deviations between C02 fixation and 0 2 evolution observed in/ 

the later samples of C02 fixation, as 02 eyolution was measured 

over a period of 10-20 min. while C02 fixation was measured 

over a period of 2 hr. What the above experiment indicated 

was, that the lesion caused by cold was rapid and not dependent 

on subsequent"incubation at room temperature. / 

The next question asked was, Is there any difference in 

the extent of labelling or in the labelling Pattern of cold-

shocked and control cells after short periods of photosynthesis? 

The experiment showed that after only 17 sfc. of photosynthetic 

incorporation of 1*C02, the radioactivity /of cold-shocked cells 

was only 25-301 that of control (similar to that observed for 

longer periods of photosynthesis). This narrowed down the effect 

on photosynthesis to a direct one on a photosynthetic process 

(i.e. electron flow, photophosphorylation or C02 fixation) 

as opposed to, for example', the gradual build up of inter-

mediates which were not further metabolized due to a defect 

(caused by cold) in a pathway not directly involved in 

photosynthesis (ile\ lipid, protein or nucleic acid synthesis). 

r*"* ~*J* 
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This conclusion is consistent with results from manometric 

and polarographic experiments. -

The pattern of labelling in control an*d cold-shocked cells' 

was similar;' the col'd-shocked cells showing lower label in 

both the phosphate'esters and aspartate, which represent 

different carboxylation pathways (see Part II of thesis). The. -# 

label in citrate and malate, however, was higher than expected. 

The possible significance of this is discussed later. 

All the above- observations could be explained if only a 
i 

.part of the population of cells was completely inactivated. 

Hence the next question' asked was, Are all the cells of the 

population affected or is the population comprised of cold-

sensitive and cold-resistant fractions? The question was answered 

by cell autoradiography. Results showed that the distribution 

of grains over cold-shocked cells could be explained to a 

large extent by the random decay of isotope. This suggested, 

that nearly all the cells of the population were affected. 

What was shown"with certainty .was that the effect was not 

"all or none'*'. This^Vas easily visualized when the data was 

considered from the point of view of inactive or poorly active 
* 

cells (those with'no grains). These cells comprised of only 

about lOt of the total population in the cold shock suspension, 

while,the overall loss in photosynthetic capacity in the 

•uspension was over 501. The conclusion reached was that * 

cold shock was not, on a cell basis an "all or none" effect, 

at least with respect to photosynthesis. 

The next questions -asked were: Does (a) cold shock have 
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any effect on viability? and (b) If so, how does the decline 

in viability compare with decline in photosynthesis? The 

answer to (a) was yes, viability was affected, and to (b) the 

answer was that, the effect of cold shock oir viability was 

much more marked than its effect on photosynthesis. This 

confirmed the conclusion of autoradiography, viz. nearly all 

the cells of the population were affected by cold shock. 

The increased resistance to cold shock with age" of culture 

was interesting because superficially similar results have 

been observed with bacteria, where the cells are mos.t 

sensitive during exponential growth (Introduction, pg. 4). 

However, in Anacystis nidulans, exponential growth was not a 

requirement for cold sensitivity (growth under these culture 

conditions was nearly linear). ' 

Van Baalen (1957) and Forrest et al. (1957) showed that 

pteridines and amino acids'were excreted with cold shock. The 

next questions asked were: (i) What is the composition of 

the cold shock supernatant? <(ii) What fraction of the cell 

-material is excreted? (iiiJ-^Does excretion of cell material 

parallel photosynthetic decline.? The answers to these" questions 

were obtained by studying the excretion of" isotope from " C - " 

and - P-labelled cells. These studies showed that about O.St 

of the total cell material (25t "total dialysable" material) 

was lost from the cell following cold shock; more.than 99* 

of this material was dialysable. The loss was rapid and 

there was little further increase of isotope in the supernatant , 

when the cells were cold-shocked for more than 15 min. In 
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X 
this respect, the pattern of leakage of- cell constituents 

^differed from that of photosynthesis decline. 

When 15 pin. cold-shocked cells were held a£ room tempera

ture, there was very little increase in isotope. ('^P)sin the 

supernatant. This was in harmony with the observations 

on photosynthesis (which did not decrease further when 15 min. 

cold-shocked, cells were held at room temperature).- These 

excretion studies' also showed that the major excretion products 

were amino acids, glutamate .comprising of nearly 50% of the 
i 

excreted material. Other substances, lost from the cell 

included phosphate esters, citric acid cycle intermediates and 

pteridines. 

The glutamate lost from the cell was 50-80t of that 

available and in fraction 2 of the phosphate esters, the loss was 

approximately 601; while the average loss of 14C and " p w a s 

only about 251. On the other hand, fraction 1 of the phosphate 

esters was lost to the extent of about lot and very little of 

the available alanine was lost from the cell. ' 

All this indicated that there might be intracellular 

compartmentation which prevented the loss of some components, 

or alternatively, the change in the membrane could be complex 

leading to selective release of different compounds from the 

same pool. The former alternative is suggested by examination 

of electron micrographs of Anacystis nidulans (Allen, 1968 b; 

Hansell, 1970, using cells from these cultures) where the 

photosynthetic lamellae could be expected to function as a 

permeability barrier. 
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In spite of line loss of a large quantity of small 

molecules, sufficient intermediates were held in the cell to 

support some measure of"photosynthesis, which shows that at 

least some* of these intermediates (e.g. Calvin cycle compounds) 

must have been retained within the cell after cold shock. It 

appeared likely that the reactions involved in photosynthesis 

were located such that they we're not affected by permeability 

changes. Even in the absence of compartmentation by the 
/ . ' . " * 

photosynthetic lamellael the intermediates involved in- CO, 

fixation,1 could still be held in the cell by being enzyme-bound. 

Further, the products of the reaction might be quickly converted 

to polymerized material. This is supported by the concept 

that at least some of the enzymes of the Calvin cycle are 

present in complexes (Bassham, 1964; Kara and Moudrianakis, 

1969) and also by the data in the second part of this thesis, 

jrfiich shows that polymer glucose was formed very rapidly from 
c o 2 * . < J 

The loss of cell material could explain (at least in part) 

the loss of photosynthetic capacity in cold-shocked cells. 

In fact, it is difficult to visualize a situation where 

photosynthesis would not decline despite theMoss of this 

quantity of cell constituents. .It was possible, however, that 

the effect- on the limiting membrane was not the" only effect 

of cold shock on photosynthesis. 

It seems possible that the decline in viability might be 

~* due to the loss of cell material, but conclusions* are more 

difficult to draw with respect to viability (Introduction 

pg. 4) because organisms with vastly different survival 
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following cold shock excrete approximately the same quantity 

of cell material. It is quite feasible that the viability 

of cold-shocked cells depends mainly, not on the loss of 

material but on the ability of the cell to repair the damage 

caused by cold shock. Since the effect on viability*was not ^ 

of primary "interest, i^ if*5'not studied further. 

-It was suggested by Van Baalen (1957) and Fortest et al. 
. > ?•* 

(1957) that loss in photosynthetic capacity after cold shock' 

could be connected to the loss of pteridines. _The next 

question asked was. Can any evidence be provided to support * 

this suggestion? Experiments yielded ambiguous results. 

Although there was some definite correlation between pteridine 

loss and photosynthetic decline after cold Shock, it was found 

£hat pteridines continued to be lost after cells were ̂ removed 

from the cold. It was felt that this might be used to show 

that pteridine loss and photosynthetic decline did not parallel 

each other, but it soon became apparent that .several theoretical 

complications could arise in interpreting this type of result. 

(1) It was possible that there were at least two different -

pools of pteridines', one active and one inactive and it was 

possible that only the loss in the active pool might parallel 

photosynthetic decline. (2) It was possible that some of 

the. pteridines were converted to an inactive form before they 

were excreted (e.g. by oxidation) hence decline in photosynthetic 

.capacity could parallel this inactivation rather than simple 

excretion. Because of this uncertainty there was little reason 

to pursue the study, especially since pteridines comprised , 

only about 2.St of the carbon lost from1 the cell. 

• i * 
I 
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The increase in permeability with cold shock was not 

studied any further but the change in selective permeability 

might possibly bel connected with the fatty acid composition of̂ -

the membranes of Anacystis nidulans. Nichols et "al. (1965) 

showed that Anacystis nidulans has no poly-unsaturated fatty ^ " 

acids in its membranes, while the membranes of Anabaena • I 

variabilis (which is not cold sensitive) contained these fatty 

acids. This concept is consistent with the theory of bacte*rial 

cold sensitivity (Parrell and Rose, 1968).. 

Studies with varying cold shock media (those known to 
y 

protect bacteria from loss in viability) did not protect 

photosynthesis. This was not of any great"significance, but 

it did suggest that it was unlikely that the effect df^cold 

was due to change in activity of water in the cell due to 

increased permeability. 

Up to this point the study was concentrated on the effect 

of cold shock on the "overall process of photosynthesis. 

Conclusions thus far were that cold affected nearly all the 

* 
cells and that the loss of photosynthetic capacity was due to 

jo J a decrease in a photosynthetic process as opposed to a defect 

in a metabolic, process other than that involved in CO, fixation 

One reason why this decline could take place was the loss of 

selective permeability of the—membrane, which could affect 

photosynthesis through either the loss of cell constituents or 

the general loss of cellular integrity. Work then proceeded 

to determine if cold shock affected any reaction sequence in 

photosynthesis. * < 

/ © 
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The next question asked was, Can electron acceptors 

increase the rate of oxygen evolution in whole cells after 

cold shock? If this was 50, it would mean that electron flow 

was pot the main cause of photosynthetic decline. However, 

this was* not the case astm effect could be obtained either 

with- electron aeceptors\(ferricyanide or NADP) or C02 acceptors 

(RDP or PEP). The conclusion reached was that either electron 

flow was affected or that the acceptors were inaccessible to 

the reaction site. * 

The studies of Gerhardt and Santo (1966) and Van Baalen 

(1957) suggested that cold shock might have an independent 

effect on the photosynthetic membranes. Hence the next question 

was, What is the effect of cold shock on electron flow and 

photophosphorylation? Cold shock had(no effect on any system 

of electron flow studied.''The results in this section have a 

/different theoretical meaning depending on what_scheme~of 

/ electron flow is followed. Ferricyanide as„says for P.S.II on 

the Hill and Bendall scheme and probably for P.S.lib on the 

Arnon scheme (see Introduction for schemes). Cyt. c assays 

for P.S.I on either scheme, while DCPIP assays for P.S.II 

alone or P.S.II and I on the Hill and Bendall scheme. The 

observed-rat,es of reduction of DCPIP in this study were such 

that if the conclusions of Lien and Bannister (see Introduction, 

pg. 18) are correct., the system must have at least some 

contribution from P.S.I. One might assume that DCPIP can 

similarly assay for P.S.lib or P.S.lib and Ila on the Arnon 

scheme but this is not known. 

a 
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In the light of the above considerations, it was deduced 

that P.S.I and P.S.II (Ila, Arnon), when assayed individually, 

appeared not affected by cold shock. What could not be said 

from these experiments was whether the combination of P.S.I 

and II (Ila and lib, Arnon) was affected by cold shock.- It 

was hoped that the methyl viologen-Mehler reaction could 

provide a solution for this, as the system should assay for 

the overall NADP-reducing activity. The experiment showed that 

cold shock did not reduce the capacity of this system and 

suggested that cold had no effect on elfciron flow. 

This was contrary to the statements of Van Baalen (1957), 

who observed that cold-shocked cells had a lower capacity for 

the reduction of quinone and also that cell-free extracts 

prepared from cold-shocked cells showed a lower Hill reaction 

as measured by DCPIP reduction. In the former case such an 

assay could be complex because quinone could have different 

permeability to cold-shocked and control cells and hence 

different substrate concentration curves. Secondly, the rate 

of quinone reduction in intact Anacystis cells is much greater 

than the whole cell photosynthetic rate (Van Baalen, 1957) 

and hence it was possible that if there is an effect of cold 

shock on quinone reduction, that this may not have a significant 

effect on the overall rate of photosynthesis. 

The second observation of Van Baalen was more puzzling 

since in the studies presented here, cold shock had no effect 

on the reduction of the same acceptor (DCPIP). It was unlikely 

that this was due to a different site of action of DCPIP in the 
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X 
two procedures, since approximately .the same rates of reduction 

were observed in both cases. A possible explanation however, 

is* that the effect observed by Van Baalen was a cumulative 

effect of both cold shock and homogenization of the cold-

shocked cells. This was not investigated further because 

marked effects were obtained on photophosphorylation-*in cold-

shocked cell-free extracts. 

. With the data of Van Baalen in mind, it may be said that 
tt » 

although cold might have some effect oa electron flow, it is 

unlikely that this is a major effect of cold shock. 

Cold shock had a marked effect on photophosphorylation 

(both cyclic and noncyclic). The general pattern of the 

effect was very similar to the decline in photosynthesis of 

whole cells. Photophosphorylation in Anabaena variabilis 

(which is not cold-sensitive) was relatively unaffected (in 

addition to this study, the insensitivy of Anabaena photophos-

phorylation to cold shock can b(e deduced by the experimental 

procedures of Duane et al.,1965; and Lee et al., 1969). 

Another point that is of significance in this connection is 

the data of Gerhardt and Santo (1966) in which cell-free extracts 

o£*lyophilized cells of Anacystis nidulans (exposed to the 

cold only.as intact cells) showed low P/2e ratios. It appears 

more than a coincidence that cold-shocked cell-free extracts 
r 

gave similar low P/2e rat ios . 
* * 

Hence it was highly suggestive that jthe loss in photo-

synthetic capacity of whole cells was indeed caused by the 
r 

decline in photophosphorylation. This was theoretically 
4 
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feasible as a loss of ATP synthesis would necessarily cause a 

decline in C02 fixation by the Calvin cycle and hence decrease 

the rate of photosynthesis. 

The mechanism by which cold affects photophosphorv,lation 

was not studied further, but it must represent a direct effect 

of cold shock on the photosynthetic membranes, perhaps causing 

a change in their conformation or the loss or dislocation of 

a coupling factor. Such an effect on the photosyntnetic * 

membranes was also suggested by the studies of Van 4aalen'(1957). 

The effect of cold shock on* PEP carboxylase was also of 

interest. It could have been considerably more, important had 

a Hatch-Slack transcarboxylation occurred (Part II of thesis). 

The nature of the effect was not studied further, as it was 

clear that the pathway to aspartate accounted for less than 10t 

of the total carbon fixed (and therefore could not explain the 

loss of photosynthetic capacity in whole cells). It could 

provide an explanation, however, for the lower labelling of 

aspartate observed during short term photosynthesis in CO,. 

On the other hand, the lower label in aspartate could also be 

explained by the loss of glutamate from the cell. Thjf second 

explanation was more satisfactory as it was in harmony with 

the proportionately higher label in citrate and malate. 

Further questions originating from the work presented 

here are: (1) How does cold shock affect photophosphorylation? 

(2) How does cold shock affect PEP carboxylase activity? 

(3) How does cold shock affect viability? Can viability be 

Protected in any way? If so, what is the mechanism of protection? 

n 
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(4) Are these the only cold-sensitive processes in the organism? 

(5) Does protein synthesis and nucleic acid synthesis take 

place in cold-shocked cells? 

Conclusions. The question asked was, Why does photosynthesis 

decline after cold shock? The answer provided here is that 

..either or both (1) the loss of selective permeability (loss 

of cell material) and (2) the loss of photophosphorylation 

can caqse the decline in photosynthetic capacity. 

t 
& 

r 

» 
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PART II J ' : 

f , 

C02 incorporat ing reac t ions &of/Anacy_stis_ nidulans 
» l — — ^ ^ * W l W . I I I C W «|I|IHI I.HIIWI.MlM •.lll»ll«ll.l»i«Wimii|ll • | » — — • — l — — . | H i B 111*1 ,iM.lll|M. .11 — — ^ II—.I—••••llll(« I. I 

The main question asked in this section was, "How is C02 

incorporated in Anacystis nidulans ? „ 

The first question asked was, What is the general • * 

pattern of C02 incorporation in^Anacystis nidulans'? Studies 

presented here with whole cells suggested that the bulk of 

the C02 fixed in,Anacystis nidulans passed through the'Calvin 

cycle. This was consistent with the data of Kandler (1961). 

However, it was al&o observed in these studies that under some 

conditions, there was an initial high incorporation of i4C02 

into aspartate and sometimes also into glutamate, which has 

also been recorded by Richter (196|). These studies showed 

that aspartate and glutamate could be formed without the 

operation of the Calvin cycle (in type II labelling) and also 

that there could be extensive labelling of the Calvin cycle 

intermediates without significant isotope in the two amino. 4^* 

acids (in type I labelling). This suggested that these two 

types of labelling were the result of different carboxylating 

reactions. 

The initial labelling in aspartate is not unique to 

Anacystis nidulans as it was observed by Fuller et al. (1961) 

with Chromatiumy Hatch and Slack (1966) with C-4 plants, and -

by Graham and Wittifrgham (1968) With Chlorella. The initial 

labelling of aspartate in C-4 plants is probably due to a 

C02 translocation mechanism (see Introduction, pg. 34), while y 

^r 
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*"** ̂ n Chlorella occurs at vary low C02 levels aad the switch 

' to$the Calvin cycle is observed only after 1-2 hr. photosynthesis, 

(unlike Aaacystis, nidulans where0 the change occurs within a 

e»»co.d.). *» ..ltd. i» p.tt.r» n> a i ^ u . « . b.ll.~d 
to occur in parallel with an induction of the synthesis of 

carbonic anhydrase (Read and Graham, 1968; Graham'and Wittingham, 

1968). It is clear that the last two observations are probably 

not related to the situation in Aaacystis nidulans. 
MI mum iy 9%mmmwmMm mmmnmm i,iii.iii»iy«Mi 

The nature of the factors that decide which typo of 

labelling occurred was unknown but could possibly involve one 

or more of a number of variables, such as (i) enzyme levels, 

(ii) availability of substrate, (ii\i) $• control mechanism 
+ / 

involving for example, NH^ (Kanazawa et al., 1970) or some 

other metabolite). * " 

Since the study was conducted under non-steady state 

condition's, the general physiological* significance of the 

.Initial label in aspartate aad glutamate cannot be assessed. 

Although It was likely that C02 incorporation into 

aspartate represented true CO* fixation^ it/mma possible that 

involving no not fixation. It was equally possible that, 

aspartate was just an index of the flow of 1 4C through oxalo

acetate which could barticipato in a traaacarhoxylatiott 
9 
reaction (Introduction pg. $|). 

Although the lag in the synthesis of sugars and Calvin 

cycle intermediates was probably am artifact doe to aoa-steady 

state conditions, i t can ba^pso ejcplained on tma basis of a 

-V * ' J"*?- # 

*£*# ^%%-;^ff; ':#*f "**'** • * • 
•vr%4V^ *."'? " % 
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transcarboxylation'reaction. * 

The early label injglutaaate was reminiscent o9» the 

situation in Rhodospirillum rubrum aad Chlorobium thiosulfatophilum 

where a reductive citric'* acid cycle is operative (Introduction . 

P8« 37). . / * _ 

Another interesting feature in these experiments was that 

an unknowns-compound(4) X in the ethanol insoluble'fraction was 

labelled extremely fast. It was possible that this compound 

could be the reso.lt of yet another independent carboxylation 

reaction. If thisYwas not the case it probably arose from an 

J* \ 

intermediate closeiyy connected with C02 fixation. 

Studies up to th\is point indicated that the bulk of the 

C02 fixed passed through the Calvin cycle but"that there 

probably was independent C02 fixation into aspartate and 

possibly also into glutamate. 

The next question asked was. What is the^istribution of 

isotope in aspartate? Results suggested that nearly all the 

isotope was in C-4, indicating that aspartate was formed by 

the carboxylation of a 3-C compound (most likely PEP). 

The next question asked was, What is the distribution of 

isotope in glutamate* The results showed that nearly all the 

isotope was in C-l. *J£h?s was consistent with two pathways, 

•ither (1) the reductive carboxylation of succinic acid which 

Is kmown to occur in some ahotosynthetic bacteria (Buchanan et 

al., 1967) and also suspected to occur to a small extent in 

soae green algae (Gibbs, 1967) or alternatively (2) the label 

could else come from oxaloacetate-4-1*C which can be stereo-

^ H ^ W ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ : 

http://reso.lt
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specifically converted to glutaaate-l;-1*€ (Lehninger, 1979). 

The latter alternative, was feasible since aspartateVas * * 

labelled in C-4 and hence one would expect oxaloacetate<jo be 

labelled in the same position. Secondly, Richter (1961, b) 

found that under conditions of Mn2+ starvation, the labeTin 

aspartate increased and the label in glutamate decreased and" 

since isocitric dehydrogenase (in yeast) is. stimulated by lev2* 

(Kornberg, 1955) the observations were consistent with 

glutamate being formed by the citric acid cyele. The only , 

observation that was not consistent with this pathway was the 

kinetic data which showed that the label in citrate was too 

low to account for the labjel in glutamate at early sample 

t i » . (.« ^ult.,B-i,. I w . r , thi. t /P. «* . ; r « i, • 
not entirely free of complications because there conld be 

preferential convertion of -labelled citrate to glutamate with-

out prior equilibration with the entire pool of'citrate (which 

would not be surprising considering the stereospecificity of 
\ • » 

the reactions). Moreover, a similar situation (low label in 

citrate, high label-in glutamate), has been observed by Bassham 

and Kirk (1960) in Chlorella. It should be noted however, that 

if glutamate was formed in this way, thea the incorporation of 

1 #C into glutamate actually represents no net fixation of C02 

but rather a aet loss of cell material because for every C 

atom incorporated two must be tost. 

The next question asked' was, Is the Isotope in oxalo-

«««. «*., ^ » «^« ».«« «. „, i *« 
the label in oxaloacetate was extremely low (e sinilatSsituation 
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was also observed by Hatch et al. (,1967) using several C-4 

plants). This seemed to indicate that' (1) oxaloacetate was 

not an intermediate in. the synthesis of aspartate, or (2) an 

enzyme-bound oxaloacetate existed which resulted in the 

preferential conversion of the newly synthesized oxaloacetate 

into aspartate, or (3) Oxaloacetate has a small pool-size and 

is completely saturated with label. The latter was not 

consistent with the progressively increasing label in oxalo

acetate, but could not be ruled out since non-steady state 

conditions prevailed and the increase in radioactivity in 

oxaloacetate could have represented an increase in pool-size. 

At this point it wis decided to terminate whole cell 

studies and to look for, in cell-free extracts, the enzymic 

activities suggested by the whole cell studies. 

Whole cell studies had shown that the bulk of the C02 

was fixed via the Calvin cycle and as a result the next 

question asked was, Has the organism sufficient RDP carboxylase 

activity to account for whole cell rates of photosynthesis? 

These studies showed that cell-free extracts contained suffi-" 

cjnmt RDP carboxylase activity to account for only 15-251 of 

the manometric photosynthetic rate. A more striking feature 

was the high Km of C02 for the enzyme.' However, these obser-

vations are common to most photosynthetic organisms and theories 

have bees advanced to reconcile them with the central role of 

RDF carboxylase in photosynthesis. 

The next question asked was, is PEP carboxylase present 

in sufficient quantities to account for the observed whole cell 
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rates of synthesis of aspartate? The answer was yes. This 

showed that aspartate could be formed by the carboxylation of 

PBP. 

What is the significance of this pathway? Is it an 

indep|flknt pathway (as it appears to be, at least to a small 

extoHVitt most photosynthetic organisms e.g. Chtorella, 

Smith et al., 1961) or is it an index of a transcarboxylation 

involving an intermediate in PEP carboxylation. The former 

alternative could be of significance since Anacystis nidulans 

is believed to have an incomplete citric acid cycle (Smith et 

al., 1967), the break being between a-ketoglutaric acid and 

succinic acid. If this is the case, the' carboxylation of PBP 

could be of considerable significance, "because it could account 

for the synthesis of C-4 dicarboxylic acids as well as pre- ° 

coursors of porphyrins. An alternate route for the synthesis 

of these compounds is the glyoxalate cycle for which enzymes 

are known to be present (Pearce and Carr, 1967). 

y 
The next question asked was, Is there a PEP,stimulated 

'transcarboxylation reaction in anasystis nidulans? Results 

showed that no stimulation of RDP carboxylase can be obtained 

even at low [C02] by the addition of PEP, which tehds to suggest 

that a product of PBP carboxylase does not donate C02 to RDP 

carboxylase. Since the presence of a transcarboxylation 

reaction was thus unlikely, what is the significance of the 

preferential initial labelling in aspartate? It was possible 

that at the low concentration of C02 H»ed, its supply will be 

low, at least initially and if the K* of PBP carboxylase is 

JJ*' âa>. ;}\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ i ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ 
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less than that of RDP carboxylase in vivo (as it is in vitro) 

then it could be visualized that PEP carboxylase might use 

the bulk of the C02 present initially. Alternatively, this 

effect could be due to the localization of the enzyme. If 

PEP carboxylase is located closer to the periphery of the 

cell than the photosynthetic lamellae, the enzyme would be 

more strategically located than RDP carboxylase to encounter 

CO*. 

Then why the variation in labelling pattern from 

experiment to experiment? To this, there is no answer except 
i 

to speculate that slightly differing reaction conditions * 

might alio* C02 to enter the cell at different rates or 

alternatively, the enzymes, the substrates or effectors may 

vary from one batch of cells to another to such an extent that 

such changes in labelling pattern can occur. 

The final question asked was. Can any evidence be 

obtained for the reductive carboxylation of succinic acid? 

The answer appeared to be no, but complexity of the assay did 

not allow firm â onclus.ions to be made. 

Conclusions. The Calvin cycle appears to be responsible for 

/the bulk of the C02 fixed by Anacystis nidulans. Although 

the quantitative significance of the pathway could not be 

assessed, C02 could also be fixed by the csê beUtJHUtiort of PBP. 

The najor product of the reaction was aspartate. No evidence 

could be obtained for a "Hatch-Slack transcarboxylation". 

Although*no evidence could be obtained for a-ketoglutarate 

synthetase activity, glutaaate-l-^C can be one of the first 
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products of photosynthesis. It*is possible that glutanate arose 

from oxaloacetate-4-WC via the citric acid cycle. / 
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